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Introduction

The Cultivation of Scandinavian Identity

The imagination of a Scandinavia unified by a shared past and a common cul-
ture as expressed in the works of such authors as Suhm, Sneedorff, Ling, 
Møller, Magnússon, and Geijer presents a paradox. The cultural community 
they wrote about in their various publications was at the moment of writing by 
no means paralleled by reality. When Geijer visited Copenhagen for the first 
time in his life in 1825 (en route to Germany), he was just one of very few 
Swedes who would do so that year, while Danes rarely travelled in the opposite 
direction.242 Norway was no popular destination for travellers from the other 
two countries either, at least not before the 1860s.243 Of course, the fact that 
the states had been repeatedly at war with each other prior to 1815 presented a 
major complication.244 The ancient past might have been portrayed as one of 
brotherhood, the more recent past was one of war, conflict, distrust; if any-
thing, lived experience did not come anywhere close to the projected unity. 

Although it can be said that the age-old animosity evaporated remarkably 
quickly once the dust of the Napoleonic wars had settled, the neighbouring 
countries largely remained terrae incognitae for several more decades. Travel-
ling to and fro remained a costly and time-consuming affair. In addition to the 
limited transportation options, someone who wanted to enter the neighbour-
ing country had to go through the bureaucratic hassle of visa application.245 On 
top of this, alternative and competing notions of ‘Scandinavia’ circulated in this 
period: in Sweden, Karl Johan promoted his vision of a peninsular Scandinavia 
(thus excluding Denmark), while Denmark-Norway continued to exist as a cul-
tural entity in all but name despite the collapse of the political structures.246

 The opening of regular steamboat connections across the Sound and 
between Copenhagen and Christiania in the late 1820s marked a literal sea 
change.247 Later in the century, as late in fact as 1871, the establishment of a 
railway connection between Norway and Sweden facilitated travel and commu-
nication between these two countries, bestowing some consistency on a union 
that was otherwise relatively weak as much as it was continuously contested.248 
The introduction of the telegraph, the structural advancements made in print-
ing technologies, and the expansion of the reading market further helped to 
bridge gaps in time and space between the Scandinavian countries and worked 
into the formation of a Scandinavian public sphere.249 These technological de-
velopments provided the material preconditions necessary to enable the rise of 
Scandinavism – in the early 1840s – as a more or less concerted social move-
ment that promoted the cultural unity between the three constituent countries 
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and communicated, for all intents and purposes, uncoherent visions of political 
rapprochement, ranging from sober-mindedly pragmatic (monetary and cus-
toms unions) to almost quixotically ambitious (federalization, dynastic unifica-
tion). The movement was as much dependent on the arising communicative in-
frastructures to disseminate their message and influence public opinion as it 
was instrumental in shaping the Scandinavian public sphere by taking advan-
tage of these new possibilities.250 

Scandinavist activists made good use of the platforms of communication 
available to them in order to reach as large an audience as possible and foster a 
sense of Scandinavian belonging in the process. Cultural output played a cen-
tral role in this engagement. Artists and authors were often at the forefront of 
the movement and used their art to give expression to a Scandinavian cultural 
identity. Numerous are the poems that celebrate the Scandinavian brother-
hood, while Old-Norse imagery was often applied – in literature, in the visual 
arts – to underline the common ancestry. Importantly, this cultural presence of 
Scandinavism would not only make itself feel in explicitly Scandinavist art-
works produced by artists with close affiliations with the movement. At some 
point in the nineteenth century the core doctrines of Scandinavism – there is a 
distinct Scandinavian national culture, the Scandinavian peoples are brothers, 
not strangers, let alone foes – became so integrated that they subliminally 
slipped into the capillaries of cultural practice. Helped by the new reality of 
peaceful coexistence and cooperation, it became almost unthinkable, in histor-
ical fiction, to portray the Scandinavian other as a ruthless, fearful enemy, even 
if such a depiction would be more or less historically correct. The same goes 
for painting, where depictions of inter-Scandinavian warfare became few and 
far between.251  

 This, then, is the subject of Part II: the cultivation of Scandinavian cul-
ture, which is defined here as the raising of a Scandinavian national conscious-
ness, in both its manifest and its latent forms, through cultural endeavours. As 
we have seen, notions of Scandinavia as representing a coalescent cultural en-
tity revolved around ideas of common roots and a shared historical destiny. 
The present-day likeness between the national languages, cultures, and men-
talities was explained from this genetic kinship dating back to times immemo-
rial. For this reason, this part of the thesis focuses on the way Scandinavian 
history has been cultivated in literary fiction, in educational texts, in the visual 
arts, and in cultural practices; also language activism was inspired by ideas of 
the familial ties between the different languages.252 Which periods, events, per-
sons from Scandinavian history are favoured subjects for cultural production? 
What images of Scandinavian identity are being conveyed through these 
works? What is the relation between cultivations of the Scandinavian past with 
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the present and visions for the future? And how are articulations of Scandina-
vian identity related to national identity formation?   

 The matrix of the cultivation of national culture presented in the In-
troduction (Fig. 0.3, p. 34) structures this part of the dissertation. The following 
will start with the two bottom layers of the matrix as to sketch the historical 
background and social infrastructure that accommodated the cultivation of a 
Scandinavian culture (Chapter 4). Thereby it should be reminded that the play-
ing field for Scandinavism differed markedly from the conditions available to 
the national movements. Whereas the nationally-specific identity-building 
projects could to a great extent lean on official state structures (think of edu-
cation and language policies, museum acquisitions, monument building), the 
Scandinavists in general did not have that luxury and mostly had to rely on 
more informal networks. Therefore, the first section will deal mostly with ‘so-
ciability’ and only sporadically with ‘institutional infrastructure.’ The subse-
quent sections will in turn start from the top of the matrix and work their way 
down, thus covering language (Chapter 5), textual culture (Chapter 6), visual 
culture (Chapter 7), and immaterial culture (Chapter 8) in that order. The con-
cluding Chapter 9 offers a synthesis of these cultural endeavours and discusses 
the conceptualization of Scandinavia as a cultural sphere. 
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Ill. 4.1 - Jørgen Sonne, 1845/06/23. De norske og svenske studenters ankomst til København (1847). Oil on 

canvas, 39,4 x 52,4cm. Det Nationalhistoriske Museum på Frederiksborg Slot. (The arrival of the Norwe-

gian and Swedish students in Copenhagen). 
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Chapter 4

Sociability:
Creating A Scandinavian Public Sphere

The history of Scandinavian sociability is closely interlinked with that of the 
Scandinavian student movement. Between 1843 and 1875 seven large-scale and 
highly-anticipated pan-Scandinavian student meetings were held that came to 
be remembered as the most tangible and memorable expressions of Scandina-
vism’s ideals and achievements. With the responsibility for the organization al-
ternating between the four university cities Uppsala, Christiania and Copenha-
gen/Lund (always organizing in tandem), the events formed the designated 
platform for the exchange of ideas and created long-lasting friendships as well 
as a multitude of informal and formal networks. The meetings furthermore in-
spired the establishment of a host of societies, associations, journals, and other 
initiatives. For this reason, the following will use the student meetings as the 
logical framework through which to explore the development of a Scandinavian 
public sphere through the course of the nineteenth century. The student meet-
ings will likewise form the guiding line running through the other chapters of 
Part II. 

This means, first, a return to the steamboat. Student-Scandinavism had 
from the very start created a mythology of its own and the steamboat – that 
modern invention that carried the students across the Scandinavian waters to 
their awaiting friends – was internalized as the very symbol of reconnection 
and rapprochement, hailed in song and immortalized on canvas (Fig. 4.1) or 
lithograph (Fig. 4.2). Actually meeting each other in the flesh was highlighted as 
key to banishing the old hatred. The long wars, it was argued, had been the 
consequence of a lack of familiarity with the other and the recent technologi-
cal advances offered the means to set things straight.253 

The steamboat also accommodated what comes close to constituting the 
creation myth of the student movement. In the summer of 1829, the newly-es-
tablished connection carried Adam Oehlenschläger from the Danish capital to 
Malmö from where he would proceed to Lund. The Danish poet was invited to 
attend the annual graduation ceremony at the local cathedral. There, his po-
et-colleague and bishop Esaias Tegnér seized the moment to reward the by 
him much admired Oehlenschläger an honorary Master’s degree and symboli-
cally crown him ‘King of Nordic Poets’ (Fig. 4.3). From the dedicatory poem 
Tegnér recited at the occasion, one line proved to be especially memorable: 
Söndringens tid är förbi – ‘the age of severance is over’, meaning that through 
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Oehlenschläger’s crowning by his Swedish peers the door had now been for 
ever shut on the previous centuries of war and hostility between the age-old 
arch-rivals Denmark and Sweden. This exact moment and these specific words 
would be fondly remembered in many a Scandinavist speech held during the 
student meetings. What is more, during the early days of the movement, a visit 
to Oehlenschläger’s home at Frederiksberg castle formed a set stop in the stu-
dents’ travels. The students hailed him as the ‘first representative for Scandina-
vian unity’ who had rekindled pan-Scandinavian national consciousness 
through his elevation of the shared golden age in Norse antiquity. He inspired a 
whole generation of poets, among whom Tegnér, Grundtvig, and Ingemann, 
who “learned the three peoples that they had as much to forget as they had to 
reconcile and forgive each other.”254

            Although the word ‘Scandinavism’ itself, as remarked earlier, first 
appeared in newspaper articles in 1843, the 1830s witnessed a significant run-
up to the ideological maturation of the movement.255 A first visit of the students 
from Lund to Copenhagen in fact took place already in the summer of 1829, 
thus shortly after Oehlenschläger’s coronation.256 Yet a return visit had to wait 
for another nine years. The steamboat had not removed all obstacles to com-
munication. There was still the visa requirement, while the postal services were 
notoriously slow and unreliable. It took a particularly harsh winter for Danish 
and Swedish students to shake hands again. In 1838, the Sound had frozen over 
and, not having to bother with customs officials, the students could meet each 
other half way on the ice. On the occasion an official meeting in Lund was 
scheduled for the next summer; in 1839, the Swedish students would travel in 
the opposite direction. This recipe of return visits was repeated in 1842. 

A journalist and activist who was to be distinctly industrious and asser-
tive during these early years was Frederik Barfod (1811–96). After earlier at-
tempts to kick-start a Scandinavian periodical, Barfod in 1839 began Brage og 
Idun – aptly named after the Norse gods of poetry and youth respectively – 
which featured articles and poems by authors from all three countries, includ-
ing revered names such as Oehlenschläger, Grundtvig, Ingemann, Atterbom, 
Talis Qualis, Wergeland, and Welhaven. The first issue included Grundtvig’s 
plea for the establishment of a Great Nordic University, or ‘School for Passion’ 
as he phrased it, which to his mind should be conveniently located in Gothen-
burg and educate the brightest minds of the three countries in the ‘Nordic 
spirit.’257 The idea would never be realized, while Brage og Idun had only a short 
life-span. Either financial difficulties or state censorship (or indeed a combina-
tion of the two) forced the magazine to fold in 1842.258 

 In the meantime, academic exchange was not constricted to the stu-
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dent milieu. Crafted on comparable initiatives in Britain and Germany, Gothen-
burg in 1839 hosted the first Scandinavian congress of natural scientists. Scan-
dinavist motivations played a role in the legitimation of the meeting and the 
rhetoric used during its proceedings, but practical and pragmatic cooperation 
on the Scandinavian level formed the primary objective behind the initiative. In 
the subsequent decades, the example of the natural scientists was followed 
within a diverse range of academic and professional domains, including the 
church, philology, and book publishing. Prominent Scandinavists occasionally 
participated in these meetings, attributing the events major significance for the 
aspired Scandinavian unity. At the very least, the meetings demonstrated in 
their eyes that Scandinavian cooperation could be viable and successful.259

DIFFERENT PUBLIC SPHERES 

The tightening connections between the universities of Lund and Copenhagen 
as well as the initiatives undertaken by Barfod and the natural scientists all 
contributed to the development and expansion of a common Scandinavian 
public sphere. From the 1830s and onward a wave of shared platforms were es-
tablished in which information and opinions could be exchanged across the 
national borders. In this context, Ruth Hemstad has insightfully described the 
separate national public spheres – each defined by a national publishing and 
reading culture – as concentric circles; the Scandinavian public sphere arises 
where these circles overlap and interact, which for example occurs through 
reporting on foreign news, through the import and translation of books, jour-
nals and other publications, or through the establishment of Scandinavist soci-
eties and networks.260 The much-debated term ‘public sphere’ will according-
ly in the following primarily – and very pragmatically – refer to the material 
and institutional preconditions that made communication between Scandina-
vians possible.261 Which channels of communication did Scandinavists have at 
their disposal? Which initiatives did they take to proliferate pan-Scandinavian 
network formation? How did they venture to expand the public sphere as a 
means to further pan-Scandinavian rapprochement? 

  Before returning to the students and their Scandinavist engagement, 
however, this section will first sketch the political complexities that demarcat-
ed the playing field for their actions. The dynamism within the burgeoning 
transnational public sphere was crucially influenced by the uneven relations 
between the different countries, as well as by significant differences in censor-
ships laws. 

Regarding inter-Scandinavian interactions, it has earlier been remarked 
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that Norway stood in an asymmetrical relation to both Denmark and Sweden. 
Hemstad speaks in this context of ‘asymmetrical reciprocity’, in which one par-
ty is dominant yet still reliant on the subordinate party. She typifies the relation 
between Denmark and Sweden as one of ‘solidary complementarity’: the coop-
eration between two independent and relatively equal parties. Within the 
Scandinavian triangle, in addition, the cultural ties had remained strong be-
tween Denmark and Norway, where Danish newspapers, journals and books 
were still being widely read until long after 1814. Conversely, the contacts be-
tween Norway and Sweden were weak during the early years of the union and 
would only become more intense in the second half of the century, although 
the creation of a truly union-spanning public sphere was never considered and 
it was never official state policy to ‘Swedify’ Norwegian culture. A similar trend 
of gradual intensification of mutual ties can be observed for Denmark and Swe-
den.262

Ill. 4.2 - Afskeden ved det nordiske studentermöde i Kjöbenhavn den 17de juni 1862 (Farewell after the Nordic 

student meeting in Copenhagen, 17 June 1862). 
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Laws regulating the freedom of expression differed considerably from country 
to country. Denmark remained an absolutist monarchy until 1849 and the press 
was heavily regulated under this regime, something which, as we shall see, had 
serious consequences for Danish Scandinavists. Sweden had formally adopted 
the freedom of expression in the constitution of 1809, but new restrictions 
were introduced three years later with the so-called inndragningsmakten (the 
‘right to suspend’), a regulation that gave the government the right to prevent 
the distribution of publications that were deemed ‘harmful to the public good.’ 
Finally, Norway’s constitution from 1814 explicitly stated that “the freedom of 
the press should take place” (Trykkefriheten bør finde Sted), which however did 
not prevent king Karl Johan from trying to enforce greater government con-
trol.263 For liberals in Denmark as well as Sweden, the Norwegian constitution 
represented a guideline for constitutional reform at home, something which 
added to the governments’ initial distrust towards the Scandinavist movement. 

SCANDINAVISM GOING POLITICAL

The event that took place in Uppsala in 1843 is in the literature generally pre-
sented as the first genuine pan-Scandinavian student meeting. With 152 stu-
dents from Copenhagen and 56 from Lund travelling to the Swedish east coast, 
student sociability now at long last extended beyond the Sound region. This 
was also the first time the event took the form of a journey with multiple stops 
and festivities along the way – a set-up that would become the template for all 
subsequent meetings. The only complication that kept the meeting from being 
a truly pan-Scandinavian affair was the absence of the Christiania students. 
The Norwegians had intended to come but had been unable to muster the 
means necessary to facilitate the long journey.264 The university of Christiania 
would first be present with a sizeable delegation in Copenhagen two years lat-
er.

The major importance of ‘Uppsala 1843’ lies in the political character 
Scandinavism acquired at the occasion.265 During a stop-over on the way to 
Uppsala, the Dane Carl Ploug (1813–94), a leading figure within the insurgent 
movement, held a notorious speech in Kalmar.266 The place, of course, was 
highly symbolic, a memory site in the most literal sense of the word. The small 
Swedish coastal town had lend its name to the medieval monarchical union be-
tween the three countries, which had come into being through the coronation 
of Erik VII of Pomerania there in 1397.267 Ploug did not fail to mention this, but 
he emphasized that although the medieval union could be advanced as historic 
proof for the intimate bond between the Scandinavian nations, as a political 
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project it had been flawed: the Kalmar Union had not rested on the consent of 
the people and was further corrupted by the hegemonic position of Denmark 
at the expense of Norwegian and Swedish sovereignty. The two principles that 
had thus been disregarded in the Middle Ages – horizontal and vertical equality 
– should be guiding in the formation of a future political association, in one 
form or another, which Ploug presented as no less than a necessity for the sur-
vival of the Scandinavian states. In the east loomed the Russian threat, to the 
south the German states abided their chances, such was the picture Ploug 
painted: united we stand, divided we fall.268 

For Ploug and others, the prospect of close cooperation between the 
Scandinavian states not only formed the best protection against foreign 
threats, Scandinavism also offered a framework for students and academics to 
exchange liberal political ideas. The movement had sprung from National-Lib-
eral circles in Denmark, in which Ploug was a prominent figure, and their Scan-
dinavist ideals were tied to their opposition to the absolutist regime.269 Swedish 
liberals likewise saw Scandinavian cooperation or perhaps even unification as a 
means to achieve democratic modernization of the political system.270 Because 
of these views, the movement was met with suspicion from the authorities. 
Seen from the angle of the public sphere, Kalmar and Uppsala were not only 
places of symbolic value for the young Scandinavian movement, they also of-
fered a space for Ploug and other speakers to freely express views that the 
strict censorship laws in Denmark did not condone.271 

Indeed, upon return in Copenhagen Ploug was charged and sentenced to 
pay a fine, while the issue of his newspaper Fædrelandet in which his speech 
had been printed was confiscated.272 Also the establishment of a Scandinavian 
Association (Skandinavisk Samfund) in Copenhagen was eventually prohibited, 
although it remained unclear on what grounds exactly the decision was taken. 
A new initiative under the banner Skandinavisk Selskab (Scandinavian Society) 
did receive the green light from the authorities, yet under the strict condition 
that the discussion of political subjects would not be part of the society’s activ-
ities.273 

The establishment of the Scandinavian Society formed part of the Scan-
dinavists’ efforts to cement the momentum of the first student meeting and try 
to create and expand the Scandinavian public sphere.274 In a speech in Uppsala, 
Ploug had called upon his audience to “establish a tight and lasting spiritual 
bond between us through writings and journals, and through the same means 
seek to bring the idea that lives between us to the hearts of the people.”275 Nev-
ertheless, the activities of the Scandinavian societies that saw the light of day 
in the slipstream of the first student meeting remained largely confined to in-
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tellectual circles and the student milieu.276

The Scandinavian Society in Copenhagen quickly reached a membership 
of 900 and organized a range of meetings and lectures, installed a library, and 
published a range of pamphlets, a dictionary, and a songbook.277 A correspond-
ing Skandinaviskt sällskap was founded in Uppsala that same year, with a spe-
cial focus on literary exchange. A library was established to this end as well as 
book exchange agreements with both Denmark and Norway. Stockholm fol-
lowed suit with its own Scandinavian society in 1847. The Norwegian reserva-
tions about Scandinavism forestalled any such initiative; yet a committee with-
in the Christiania student society dedicated itself to the book exchange 
programme.278 1847 also saw the establishment of the Copenhagen-based Sel-
skabet for nordisk Konst, or the Society for Scandinavian Art, which build up a 
collection of paintings with Scandinavian motifs.279 Next to book exchange, the 
various societies stayed in contact through the publication of new journals and 
newspapers that discussed matters of common Scandinavian interest.280 None 
of the aforementioned societies had a very long lease of life, however. The So-
ciety for Scandinavian Art was the last to fold in 1871. More stamina can be at-
tributed to some of the Scandinavian clubs that sprung up outside Scandinavia 
in such cities as Hamburg, Hannover, Munich, Paris, and Rome.281 

THE SCHLESWIG-HOLSTEIN QUESTION

In 1843, hostility towards Russia paired to a nostalgic longing for Finland 
formed the notable subject of many a speech and many a poem read out loud at 
the occasion.282 The at times fairly bloodthirsty rhetoric – “before sunset, the 
Cossack will fall bleeding to the ground”, as one poem had it283 – caused diplo-
matic discomfort for the governments in both Stockholm and Copenhagen, 
who received critical inquiries from Petersburg. The Uppsala students’ planned 
return-visit to Copenhagen for 1844 was adjourned after pressure from the 
Swedish king, officially because of Karl Johan’s death earlier that year, but Åke 
Holmberg has ascertained that avoiding a diplomatic scandal with the Russians 
was at least equally important.284

When the return-visit did take place in 1845, anti-Russian sentiments had 
resided far into the background. Instead, the Scandinavists now directed their 
verbal venom first and foremost at the Germans, something which had much to 
do with the increasingly precarious situation in Schleswig-Holstein.285 The 
duchy of Schleswig, which was culturally and linguistically divided between a 
largely Danish-speaking north and a German-speaking south, was a fiefdom of 
Denmark, while the German-speaking duchies Holstein and Lauenburg likewise 
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fell under the Danish crown but were at the same time members of the German 
Confederation. Whereas the Danish government wanted to keep the Danish 
conglomerate state intact and aimed at integrating Schleswig fully into the 
kingdom, the National-Liberals forwarded the so-called Eider solution – named 
after the river that was to form the new southern border of Denmark – which 
envisaged the cession of Holstein and Lauenburg, while Schleswig was to re-
main a part of the Danish realm, owing to its shared language, law, and culture. 
Official government line or Eider Programme – both plans infuriated national-
ists in Schleswig and Holstein, who as a unit wanted to break away and seek 
close connection to the German Confederation.286 

Ill. 4.3 - Constantin Hansen, Tegnér bekransar Oehlenschläger i Lunds domkyrka 1829 (Tegnér Crowns Oe-

hlenschläger with a Wreath in the Lund Cathedral 1829, 1866). Oil on canvas. Frederiksborg Museum.

Fearing that the mounting tensions would ultimately lead to war – and not 
without reason it would turn out – the National-Liberals sought to present the 
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Schleswig question as a common cause for all Scandinavians, poking up the 
fear that the German lust for expansion would not stop with Schleswig, but 
would only be satisfied once the whole of Scandinavia was brought to heel. 
They furthermore proclaimed that the Eider Programme would secure the lin-
guistic and cultural homogeneity of Scandinavia. In a flaming speech held 
during the student meeting of 1845, the leading National-Liberal agitator Orla 
Lehmann (1810–70) aroused a crowds of thousands to vow their loyalty to “our 
great common fatherland, the proud, magnificent North […] in life and in 
death.”287 These words were greeted with a thundering “Yes! Yes!” from the 
crowd. Lehmann never directly mentioned the Schleswig-Holstein question 
but as Kari Haarder Ekman contends, his appeal “to hold together until we have 
salvaged our fatherland” could hardly be interpreted differently. Truth of the 
matter is that a modest number of Swedish and Norwegian students joined the 
Danish forces as a volunteer when the issue indeed let to war in 1848, and Leh-
mann’s passionate words likely played their part in persuading them to do so.288

SCANDINAVISM GOING MAINSTREAM?

The First Schleswig War (1848–51) put student-Scandinavism on hold for a cou-
ple of years. Once international intervention had secured Danish victory, Chris-
tiania hosted the next meeting in two instalments in 1851 (for the student from 
Lund and Copenhagen) and 1852 (for the students from Uppsala),289 during 
which the Danes were thanked and applauded for their brave defence of the 
Scandinavian fatherland.290  In the intermediate years between the meetings in 
Copenhagen and Christiania, the playing field had changed significantly for 
Scandinavism. The new Danish constitution of 1849 had done away with the 
absolutist monarchy and removed the stringent censorship laws that had ham-
pered the movement previously. For Scandinavism, this was an important step 
towards achieving greater societal impact.

In majority students, the Scandinavists were well aware of their position 
in society. Privileged but as of yet without actual political power, they knew 
they later in life would acquire respectable positions in politics, academia, 
business, or the church. Orla Lehmann had phrased it as follows in 1845: 

Now are we young, but in a few decades the fate of our fatherland will 
be in our hands. Then we will have a seat in the councils of the kings 
and the people; then we will have our designated vocation, each in our 
own field, all across the northern countries; then we will have all the 

means in our possession to achieve what we have set as our life’s goal.291 
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Yet, in their present capacity as young students, the endorsement or participa-
tion of university professors, bishops, poets, painters, and other men of repute 
was a valued asset, especially in the early years, as it granted a dearly-needed 
measure of respectability to the still young movement. Speaking during the 
student meeting of 1851 in Christiania, the classicist Johan Friis (1820–75) ex-
plicitly extended his gratitude to 

you, precious seniors, because you excepted our invitation and in these 
youthful circles […] proved that it is not just our youthful fanaticism 
that arouses us, but that the same sentiments and thoughts live with 
vigour and affection in the hearts of sensible men of age, when they 

have succeeded in retaining their vitality.292

In the following years, Scandinavism was steadily received more favour-
ably by the authorities. Of truly great significance was the warm endorsement 
the Scandinavist movement received from both the Danish and Swedish king in 
the context of the next student meeting, held in Uppsala in 1856. Oscar I, king 
of Norway and Sweden, gave several speeches at the occasion. In a speech in 
Stockholm on the evening before the students would travel home, the king 
showed his knowledge of Scandinavism’s history by echoing Tegnér’s words 
from 1829:

[t]he age of severance is over, hate has disappeared. Our poets join in 
songs of mutual praise, our swords stand at the ready for our collective 
defence. The spiritual treasures of Scandinavia spread their gold for 
collective enlightenment and elevation. From this day forward, war be-

tween Scandinavian brothers will be impossible.293 

In the years after the Uppsala meeting, the option of uniting all three Scandi-
navian countries under a single crown was seriously explored by Frederik VII (r. 
1848–63) and Karl XV (r. 1859–72), fuelling high hopes in Scandinavist quarters. 
The plan was to appoint the Swedish-Norwegian king successor of the child-
less Frederik. In the end, these ambitions foundered over the descent from the 
Swedish government, who did in fact not object against the principle of a Scan-
dinavian union, but deemed the moment to be inopportune given the growing 
conflict over Schleswig.294

Jonas Harvard and Magdalena Hillström have aptly characterized the 
years 1855–64 as the time of ‘Media-Scandinavism.’295 In this period, Scandina-
vism had an enormous presence in the mainstream media, simultaneously re-
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flecting and influencing public opinion.296 Crucially, this presence was not only 
contained to outlets with a direct affiliation with the movement, such as the 
daily Fædrelandet or Öresundsposten, the brainchild of the industrious Scandi-
navist Oscar Patric Sturzen-Becker (1811–69), but also by other papers, both in 
and outside Scandinavia, which reported enthusiastically on the student meet-
ing of 1856.297 In the Scandinavian papers, even long speeches were printed in 
their entirety. The news reports on the students’ comings and goings even ban-
ished reporting on that other great event of the moment, the Crimean War, 
from the front page. 

Harvard and Hillström describe how this particular event became encap-
sulated in a well-orchestrated media strategy. The electric telegraph made it 
possible to actively engage the reading public:

[U]p-to-the-minute reports inspired action on the part of the readers, 
so that reports on the arrival of boats could be coordinated with gath-
erings of people to welcome them on the shore. The newspapers served 
in very concrete ways as the commando centres of the whole event, as 
they prepared readers for the upcoming spectacle and, through calls 
and advertisements, guided the spectators to particular sites and made 

request for the students’ housing.298 

The Scandinavist movement at this time thus relied on an intricate com-
munication infrastructure that provided for its elaborate media impact. Still, 
among the Scandinavists there was a strong sense that the Scandinavian public 
sphere needed serious improvement and drastic expansion. Already in 1846, 
the Swedish author C.J.L. Almqvist (1793–1866) had held a speech at the Scandi-
navian Society on ‘the feasibility of Scandinavism’ in which he expounded a se-
ries of practical measures necessary for turning, as he phrased it, “one people 
into one society.”299 The points he forwarded included educational reforms, 
constitutional and juridical synchronization, the establishment of a customs 
union and monetary union as well as a military alliance. 

Five years later, addressing the Scandinavian students in Christiania, the 
Englishman George Stephens (1813–95), lecturer at the university of Copenha-
gen, urged that such resounding words should finally be followed by deeds. To 
this end, he presented an ‘ABC of the North’. The A stood for the abolishment of 
the pass system (“unworthy, especially among brothers”), B for the establish-
ment of a monetary union and the introduction of equal units for weight and 
length, and C for the customs union. Stephens added that the alphabet of 
course knew more letters and he further proposed, among other things, the 
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development of a common postal system that would simplify the exchange of 
books, journals and letters against a low fare.300 Yet, the progress in these prac-
tical matters was slow.301 In 1862, Carl Ploug sarcastically joked that as long as “a 
book, printed in Uppsala, needs five months to travel to Copenhagen, we can 
hardly speak of a genuine literary association.”302 

“…AND WE WILL PREVENT THAT THE PATHS BETWEEN 
FRIENDS GROW OVER”

The dramatic events of 1864 caused the Scandinavists to reconsider their strat-
egies. That year the unresolved Schleswig-Holstein question  led to war for the 
second time. Combined Prussian and Austrian forces marched on Denmark. 
Norway and Sweden, despite all the high-minded talk of solidarity and broth-
erhood over the previous decades, did not come to Denmark’s aid. Defeat was 
swift, Schleswig and Holstein were lost in their entirety, and Denmark sus-
tained a trauma that surpassed the one from 1814, casting a shadow over politi-
cal culture for decades to come. Scandinavism was shocked to the core. Great 
was the dissatisfaction among Scandinavists with the Swedish-Norwegian ig-
norance. Henrik Ibsen, who had tried to persuade his compatriots to help their 
‘brother in need’, wrote in a letter to Bjørnstjerne Bjørnson (1832–1910): “It was 
all lies and dreams. On me at least the recent events will have a major impact. 
Now we have to forget our old history; Norwegians of today have obviously as 
little to do with their past as the Greek pirates with the generation that sailed 
to Troy and was helped by the gods.”303

In the older literature on Scandinavism, ‘1864’ has often been presented, 
perhaps not as a death blow, but at least as a severe hammering that chased 
the movement off the political path for good. Uffe Østergård, for example, as-
serted that after 1864 the political ideals were abandoned and replaced by more 
low-key initiatives in the cultural spectrum.304 Jonas Harvard and Magdalena 
Hillström have convincingly argued that this estimation of a sharp break is in-
correct and that the movement remained politically viable for several more 
years. If anything, 1864 did not break the back of political Scandinavism, it cre-
ated new momentum. After all, if the war had made one thing clear, it was that 
the threat was real and that pan-Scandinavian solidarity was now more neces-
sary than ever.305 Even before the end of the war, an assembly of 180 partici-
pants took the initiative for the establishment of a new Scandinavian Society 
(Skandinavisk Selskab) in Christiania. The press announcement emphasized the 
necessity of Scandinavian unity: “They [the initiators] also hoped that today’s 
gravity and dangers will compel both Danes and Swedes to without inhibitions 
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seek salvation in the national idea and the establishment of a more robust so-
cial system, so that we no longer have much to fear from the old unwholesome 
distrust and ignorance.”306 Corresponding Scandinavist societies in Sweden and 
Denmark saw the light of day in respectively 1864 and 1866. The three societies 
worked closely together, organized meetings and published the shared periodi-
cal Nordisk tidskrift för politik, vetenskap og ekonomi (Nordic Journal for Poli-
tics, Science and Economy), which reported on the developments within Scan-
dinavist activities and cooperation.307

Harvard and Hillström write that the initiatives employed by Scandinavist 
activists and organizations after 1864 mark a significant change of strategy 
compared to the situation prior to the war.308 During the heyday of stu-
dent-Scandinavism the focus had been to influence official state policy and 
stoke up dynastic ambitions, they argue; after 1864, this top-down approach 
was exchanged for a bottom-up vision that sought to influence public opinion 
and create a truly Nordic public sphere in the process.309 

As I have hopefully been able to show over the course of the preceding 
pages, 1864 was less of a turning point than Harvard and Hillström make it out 
to be. It had from the outset been the objective of the Scandinavists “to bring 
the idea that lives between us to the hearts of the people” – to recall Ploug’s 
words from 1843. What had changed, however, were the means they had at 
their disposal to achieve this goal. The options for the Scandinavists had wid-
ened owing to the expansion of the reading market. The second half of the 
nineteenth century not only saw the appearance of a large number of new 
newspapers and journals, but also the further extension of media channels out-
side the urban centres towards the countryside. Through their publication 
outlets, Scandinavist associations explicitly targeted the peasant population in 
the rural areas, something which is reflected in newspaper titles such as Blade 
til Menigmand (Leaflets for the Common Man). As Harvard and Hillström indi-
cate, this popular turn was accompanied by a change in tone, which in these 
publications was sober and factual, and departed from the emotional pomp 
that had been used to sway kings and governments in the past.310 Nevertheless, 
I would argue that after 1864 we not so much see a change of strategy on behalf 
of the Scandinavists, but rather an intensification of the long-tested bottom-up 
approach, which was made possible by technological developments. 

Cooperation and consultation on educational matters also intensified af-
ter the 1860s, as shall be discussed with regard to history education in the fol-
lowing chapter. Of special import with respect to the cultivation of a common 
Scandinavian culture were the Folk High Schools (Folkehøjskoler), which were 
inspired on Grundtvig’s ideas on public education. The first of such schools was 
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not coincidently founded in Schleswig in 1844 with the intention to reinforce 
the position of Danish in the borderlands. Although the curriculum of the first 
Folk High Schools was explicitly Danish-national, the Nordic element in Den-
mark’s identity was highlighted to seek distance from German culture. Grundt-
vig’s historical-philosophical reading of Norse mythology – explicitly portrayed 
as a common Nordic spiritual mainspring – found clear expression in the pro-
gramme of most Folk High Schools. Only after 1864 the movement truly started 
to blossom, first and foremost in Denmark, but likeminded educationalists in 
Norway and Sweden also founded schools in their respective countries. Even-
tually, contacts between the Folk High Schools three countries would develop 
into close networks. The movement offered a central platform for the discus-
sion of Scandinavist ideas and the development of new initiatives, especially 
with regards to teaching on language and history.311

Next to the ongoing practical cooperation in a number of fields and the 
creation of new networks, the fact that the tradition of student meetings was 
prolonged after 1864 bears testimony to the continued viability of the Scandi-
navist ideals after the Schleswig debacle. Christiania hosted the event in 1869, 
Uppsala the last one in 1875. Even the ambitious idea of political rapproche-
ment had not yet been completely abandoned. Lecturing on “the state and 
meaning of the Scandinavian idea” in 1875, professor M.J. Monrad (1816–97) ob-
jected to a watered-down version of Scandinavism that only sought “unification 
in spirit”, stating that “[a]ny true spirit, in one way or another, is in need of a 
body”, which to his mind meant that “the idea of Scandinavian unity […] has to 
be realized through a genuine physical union between the Scandinavian peo-
ple.”312 Yet, despite Monrad’s spirited words, the general mood at these last two 
major Scandinavist events was succinctly less passionate and enthusiastic than 
during the pre-war meetings.313 This was duly noted by the Norwegian chroni-
clers of the event, Nordahl Rolfsen (1848–1928) and Albert Brock (1848–1908): “In 
all honesty we have to admit that the more recent meetings lack the enthusi-
asm and splendour of the first ones; the students no longer go forth as […] 
prophets who bring a new teaching to the masses.” The mission of the students 
had changed and in extension the mission of Scandinavism in general; they 
continued: “We seek each other in the conviction that we regularly need to see 
each other if we want to prevent that our kinship turns into a dogma instead of 
a genuine and vigorous bond […] and we will prevent that the paths between 
friends grow over.”314

 These last words, perhaps, form the best conclusion of this section. If 
there was anything that the decades of Scandinavist agitation had achieved, it 
was that the “paths between friends” would stay well-kept for generations to 
come. Ever since that well-remembered meeting between Oehlenschläger and 
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Tegnér in Lund in 1829, a host of initiatives had been employed – involving 
publishing ventures, the organization of major popular events, and the estab-
lishment of associations, networks, and regular professional meetings – that 
over the course of a few decades had shaped a Scandinavian public sphere and 
inspired a sense of Scandinavian communality. Although the three Nordic asso-
ciations that were founded in the aftermath of the Second Schleswig War all 
foundered in 1870 or 1871 due to declining membership numbers, other forms 
of cooperation were prolonged, most of them within specific professional 
fields,315 while the 1890s witnessed a reflourishing of Scandinavist sentiment 
that was soon baptized ‘neo-Scandinavism’.316 Many of the leading figures in 
this new ideological current had at some point in their youth been part of one 
of the student meetings, which once again indicates the long-term impact of 
these largescale events.317 

Neo-Scandinavism, although brutally interrupted by the dissolution of 
the Swedish-Norwegian union in 1905, precipitated the rise of a wave of new 
initiatives and proved a vital build-up to the institutions formed later in the 
century such as the Nordic Associations (1919) and the Nordic Council (1952). It 
is safe to say that these cooperative structures, which are still in existence to-
day, to a large degree would not have been conceived without the unceasing 
activism of the previous century.318  
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Chapter 5

Language:
(No) Translations, Spelling Reform, and Education

Central to romantic-nationalist thinking is the conviction that language forms 
the very essence of national identity, wiring the nation’s temperament and 
moral character. After 1800, language became the single most important crite-
rion that defined a nation. No national-separatist movement consequently 
failed to strengthen their claims by highlighting the existence of a distinct na-
tional language. In time this ethnolinguistic reasoning also affected the emer-
gence of the pan-movements that sought to unite the speakers of closely relat-
ed languages or even whole language families, such as Pan-Slavism or 
Pan-Germanism.319 Pan-Scandinavism of course answered to the same logic. 
Time and again Scandinavist activists emphasized the close resemblance be-
tween the three main languages, which was in turn often connected to the ex-
istence of a common Nordic soul or spirit (nordisk Aand), as in Ingemann’s well-
known poem from 1833 bearing that title: 

 A mighty spirit suffuses the North

 Three northern peoples hear its voice,

 Wherever they in the wide world go,

 And wherever a Scandinavian soul has a voice,

 The souls of three nations understand his words.

 I have heared this thriphthong harmony:

 I met friendly souls three in the North;

 I know: where the Northern tongue is never silenced,

 A Nordic spirit in Nordic hearts lives.320  

The linguistic argument was also used to prove the common origins of 
the Scandinavian peoples. Given the fact that in comparative linguistics the ge-
nealogical and historical relations between different languages were (and often 
still are) presented in a ‘family tree’ model, Frederik Barfod’s poetic metaphor 
of the tree is all the more insightful when discussing the Scandinavist linguistic 
agenda. The tree metaphor nicely captures the past, present, and future of the 
linguistic situation in Scandinavia such as Barfod and his contemporaries per-
ceived it (albeit that minority languages like Finnish and Saami were left out). 
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Sprouting from a common Old-Norse root, Danish, Norwegian and Swedish 
had through the centuries developed into three separate branches, while for 
the near future it was aspired that these branches were to bend together again. 
This ‘bending together again’ was never meant to anticipate full-on amalgama-
tion, the creation of a supra-Scandinavian language, but at the very least the 
ambition of the Scandinavists was that mutual language comprehensibility 
should reach such a level that translations were to become obsolete. This 
would hold the advantage of creating a common Scandinavian book market,321 
and in extension a Scandinavian literary space that could strengthen the posi-
tion of this particular language family in the world.322

COUNTERACTING MISUNDERSTANDING

During the student manifestations of 1845, the Swedish poet and philologist 
Arvid August Afzelius made the following appeal to the students from Uppsala:

Let us in every country stimulate the spread of our brothers’ literature, 
giving the fruits of our genius an extended fatherland! You, my young 
followers, will you promise that you, when you become teachers in your 
hometowns, will inspire the Swedes to read the great works published 
by our brothers in the original language and discourage any translation, 
which would obstruct our goal and robs the creator of its reward.323

60 years of age at the time, Afzelius had travelled to Copenhagen as a 
guest of honour to the delegation from Uppsala. From the diary Afzelius kept 
during his stay in Copenhagen it becomes clear that there was still a lot of work 
to be done concerning mutual language comprehension. Despite his personal 
friendships with Danes (such as Molbech and Rask) and despite his zealous call 
to the Swedish students, Afzelius in his diary did not shade over the fact that 
he had trouble understanding his fellow-Scandinavians south of the Sound. The 
morning after his speech encouraging the Swedes to read original Danish 
works, he missed a lecture by Molbech on Oehlenschläger’s work, in his own 
words because of his “inexperience with written Danish.”324 The next day, Afze-
lius had an audience with Christian VIII, during which he made sure to speak 
clearly and well-articulated so that the Danish king could understand him 
properly.325 Later that day he visited Oehlenschläger at his home in Frederiks-
berg Castle. There he witnessed this other king being serenaded by the Uppsa-
la student choir; a moved and shy Oehlenschläger then expressed his gratitude. 
Afzelius writes: “What I could grasp from his speech was that the young singers 
wished, and received, the blessings of their patriarch.”326 
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 A host of initiatives were employed by Scandinavist activists to prevent 
any such misunderstanding in the future. The exchange of book collections be-
tween universities and societies, the publication and dissemination of periodi-
cals with mixed Danish and Swedish content, and the establishment of Scandi-
navian libraries were all supposed to transcend their primary function by 
stimulating “the advancement of general knowledge on the Scandinavian lan-
guages”, such as the Scandinavian Society phrased it in its charter.327 The soci-
ety itself, for instance, published a series of lectures held during its meetings 
and opened a Scandinavian library in Copenhagen. It also published a Scandi-
navian dictionary.328 Also the Scandinavian societies abroad established librar-
ies; in Rome, the three separate national libraries merged in 1854.329 

 Frederik Barfod, ever zealous, took linguistic activism to the next level 
and advocated for Danish spelling to approach Swedish. In 1837, he established 
an association supporting this idea and he applied the proposed adjustments in 
his own writings, for example in his contributions to Brage og Idun.330 In gener-
al, however, the initiatives employed prior to 1864 lacked ambition. The ad-
vance in neighbour-language acquisition or understanding was by all means 
considered to be very limited. In fact, Afzelius’s experiences were far from inci-
dental. Whereas the reports that documented the student meetings without 
exception expressed great enthusiasm over the great likeness between the var-
ious languages and repeatedly accounted of the joy of hearing all three tongues 
spoken at the same occasion, many of the speakers also often underlined that 
the situation was still far from satisfactory. During the student meeting of 1862, 
for instance, the Danish theologian and historian Frederik Hammerich (1809–77) 
observed once more that “[o]ne reads too little Swedish in Denmark and Nor-
way, and too little Danish-Norwegian in Sweden.”331 He proposed that education 
in the sister-language should be made an obligatory part of school curricula. 
His appeal would not fall on deaf ears. In 1871, a group of Danish Scandinavists 
managed to influence government policy and succeeded in making instruction 
on Swedish and Old Norse mandatory in high schools.332 Two years earlier Old 
Norse had been introduced in Norwegian schools, while the subject despite re-
peated appeals and pilot projects never received the same status in Sweden. 
Swedish schools on the other hand assigned reading material in Norwegian and 
Danish since 1856; Norwegian schools taught reading Danish and Swedish from 
1858 and onwards.333 
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N.M. PETERSEN:
BACK TO OLD NORSE FOR A SHARED FUTURE

The Danish linguist and historian Niels Matthias Petersen (1791–1862) had al-
ready in 1840 plied for the teaching of Old Norse instead of Latin as the basis of 
all education. Like many of his contemporaries Petersen perceived the Old-
Norse language and literature as the key to Scandinavian self-understanding. 
What is more, Scandinavians could pride themselves over a literary heritage 
that most other European nations simply lacked. Yet for Petersen introducing 
Old Norse in schools was the first step towards a goal that was a lot more am-
bitious and controversial: the creation of a common Scandinavian written lan-
guage. He deemed this absolutely necessary for the literatures of the three 
separate nations to survive. United they would stand strong, separated they 
would vanish, he prophesized, and the literatures could only be truly united if 
written in the same language. This new standard should be based on Old Norse 
according to Petersen: growing knowledge among the people on the shared 
Old Norse past would generate the wish for a shared future, and this shared 
future entailed a shared language. In turn, the shared written standard would 
amplify the cultural unity within Scandinavia.334   

 Petersen saw cultural rapprochement between the Scandinavian 
countries as a necessary defence mechanism against German pressure. Ger-
man influences had already corrupted the Scandinavian languages, he argued, 
and this needed to be stopped in order to preserve their individuality. In his 
linguistic work, Petersen as such took the baton from his former classmate, the 
revered philologist Rasmus Rask, who had been engaged in a longwinded feud 
with the equally revered Jacob Grimm on the relation between German and the 
Scandinavian languages. Whereas Grimm saw the latter as a subsection of the 
Germanic languages, Rask and with him Petersen went to lengths to prove the 
essential difference between Germanic and Nordic. It was exactly this funda-
mental divide between the two language families – such as Rask and Petersen 
saw it –  that made the German influence on primarily Danish so regrettable 
and unnatural: as both languages in their own right formed the expression of a 
distinctive Volksgeist, German influences were incompatible with the Danish 
national character.335 As had been the case during the German Feud that had 
split Danish society at the end of the eighteenth century, the Norse roots of 
Denmark and the close connection with the other Scandinavian countries were 
employed here to keep German influences at a distance.                 

 Petersen’s plea for a shared Scandinavian written language formed 
part of his fundamental pessimism concerning the political situation of his time 
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and his deep-rooted fear for the disappearance of Denmark as an independent 
state. The establishment in 1845 of a chair of Nordic languages at the University 
of Copenhagen – of which Petersen would be the first occupant – should like-
wise be seen in the light of the brewing conflict over Schleswig and the aspira-
tions to tie Danish national identity tighter into the Nordic framework.336 As so 
often would be the case in Scandinavism, this initially Danish initiative would 
eventually have a rippling effect on the rest of Scandinavia. Among Petersen’s 
students was the Swede Carl Säve (1812–76) – like his mentor a dedicated Scan-
dinavist – who in turn would become the first professor of Nordic languages at 
the University of Uppsala in 1859. A corresponding chair would be established 
in Christiania in 1864.   

 The radical proposal to create a common Scandinavian standard would 
on the other hand have no such effect, despite the fact that ideas similar to 
those of Rask and Petersen had also been expressed in Norway (by among oth-
ers Ludvig Kristen Daa and Knud Knudsen) and Sweden (by the likes of C.J.L. 
Almqvist and Viktor Rydberg).337 In 1862, none other than Carl Ploug even as-
sured the Scandinavian students that they did not have “to worry that we 
would strive to turn […] the three languages into one.”338 However, spelling re-
forms that would bring the orthographies of the three languages closer togeth-
er were seriously considered and lively discussed. The foundations for a com-
mon orthography were developed in the intensive correspondence between 
Petersen and Säve, who in turn relied greatly on the groundwork done by 
Rask.339 Their ideas found a well-willing audience in Folk High School circles in 
Denmark and Sweden.340 The pinnacle of the deliberations on orthography 
would find place in the Swedish capital in 1869, where seventeen linguists, his-
torians, and teachers representing the four university cities and Stockholm 
convened to discuss possible spelling reforms. 

THE STOCKHOLM SPELLING REFORM OF 1869

Petersen’s pupil Carl Säve was one of the delegates meeting up in Stockholm. 
He found himself in the illustrious company of men like the folklorist Svend 
Grundtvig (1824–83), the Norwegian language reformer Knud Knudsen (1812–
95), the journalist and Schleswig war veteran August Sohlman (1824–74), the lin-
guist and school teacher Artur Hazelius (1833–1901), and the poet Henrik Ibsen, 
who had recently celebrated his Scandinavian breakthrough with the drama 
Brand (1866). The objective of the meeting, which lasted for six days, was to 
formulate a set of concrete proposals for orthographic harmonization between 
Danish-Norwegian and Swedish. Again, the proliferation of a unified Scandina-
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vian literature formed one of the primary motives behind the initiative.341 
Rask’s essay on Danish orthography from 1826 was taken as point of departure 
for the discussions. And it is here that Petersen pops up again, as he had been a 
strong advocate of his friend’s ideas and had developed them further. The 
Rask–Petersen orthography, such as it came to be known, was based on pho-
netic principles and sought to realign Danish with Swedish.342 The most im-
portant recommendations formulated by the 1869 committee included chang-
ing the Danish/Norwegian aa to the Swedish å, the shift from the Gothic script 
to Antiqua, and the spelling of nouns with a lowercase letter (until then Danish 
and Norwegian had used capital letters as in German). An oversight of the pro-
posed changes can be found in the table below.343

Table 5.1 -  The 1869 spelling change recommendations.

Proposed alteration Language Implementation
Lowercase letter for nouns. Danish-Norwegian Norwegian: 19th century; Dan-

ish: 1948.
å instead of aa. Danish-Norwegian Norwegian: 1917; Danish: 

1948.
Removal of silent e (as in boe > bo). Danish-Norwegian Norwegian: 1862; Danish: 

1872. 
Removal of double writing of long vocals 
(e.g., been > ben; piil > pil).

Danish-Norwegian Norwegian: 1862; Danish: 
1889.

k and g before æ, e and ø instead of kj 
and gj.

Danish-Norwegian Norwegian: never; Danish: 
1889.

q when indicating a k-sound is changed 
for k (e.g., qvinde > kvinde; qvinna > 
kvinna).

Danish-Norwegian and 
Swedish

Norwegian: 1862; Danish: 
1872; Swedish: 1889.

Spelling of foreign loanwords is nation-
alized when they are fully accepted in 
the written language.

Danish-Norwegian and 
Swedish

Spelling advice, no sharp rule.

Non-compounds instead of compounds 
(e.g., i dag, i morgen etc.).

Danish-Norwegian and 
Swedish

Spelling advice, no sharp rule.

fv and f abolished when indicating a 
v-sound.

Swedish 1906.

ä instead of e in many words. Swedish 1889 and after.

As can be gathered from the table, most of the 1869 recommendations 
would in the end be implemented in the official orthographies, although in 
some instances this, in the case of Denmark, had to wait until 1948.

 Despite this long-term success, the reaction to the Stockholm propos-
als had been far from one-sidedly positive at the time. The debate on language 
reform became heavily politicized, with both proponents and opponents of the 
1869 proposals backing their position with propagandistic publications. In Den-
mark, the enthusiastic reception in progressive and Grundtvigian circles – who 
for instance considered the use of the å a badge of Scandinavist allegiance – 
was curbed by successive conservative governments, who for a long time were 
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unwilling to implement the reforms.344  Yet, the backlash was especially intense 
in Sweden, where the meeting set in motion a debate that would last for almost 
four decades.345 Lars S. Vikør has ascribed the comparatively strong opposition 
against linguistic Scandinavism in Sweden to the fact that, as the largest coun-
try of Scandinavia with the largest constituency of native-language speakers, 
Swedes did not have to strengthen themselves against a culturally more pow-
erful neighbour. Protective reform measures were therefore deemed unneces-
sary, unlike in Denmark where departure from German influences, in linguistic 
matters, stood high on the agenda ever since the days of Rask and Petersen. In 
Norway, in the meantime, the internal struggles between two competing lan-
guage variants took precedence over the Scandinavian context (more on the 
Norwegian situation in Chapter 10).346 

In 1869, the leading linguist Johan Erik Rydqvist (1800–77) cried out 
against the fact that the “acknowledged institutions” such as his own Swedish 
Academy had been excluded from the congress. Instead, he writes, the deci-
sions had been laid in the hands of “Scandinavian societies and other haphaz-
ardly created assemblies.”347 In a lengthy and by all means sneering essay that 
he wrote in reaction, Rydqvist framed the meeting as a conspiracy, speaking of 
the assembly as a “secret society” that did not provide the public with any in-
sight in their decision-making process and only published what he called a 
“small leaflet”, adding between brackets “as in war time.”348 In addition, Rydqvist 
also went ad hominem and personally targeted Artur Hazelius, the secretary 
and spokesperson of the Swedish delegation, in doing so inflicting severe dam-
age on the man’s reputation.349 

The newspaper Nya Dagligt Allehanda would be even harsher in its tone 
than Rydqvist and turned fiercely against “the Scandinavian language assimila-
tion”, as the author hyperbolically described it. The article is overtly anti-Scan-
dinavist – Danes and Norwegians are doggedly represented as foreigners – and 
speaks of “crimes against our Swedish mother tongue”, while like Rydqvist hint-
ing at a conspiracy of “these men from England, Denmark and Norway who 
seem to have convened in Stockholm to desecrate the Swedish language and 
pin it down in new and strange spelling rules.”350 According to the author – 
writing under the pen-name Posthumus – one embarked on a dangerous path: 
once the language borders would be diluted, then so ultimately the same would 
happen with the political borders, thus endangering national sovereignty. The 
loss of the Danish duchies to Germany was held out as a precedent. This made 
protest against the language congress not only the right of every Swede, Post-
humus stated, but also his unconditional duty. He even went as far as to call the 
Swedish representatives traitors, who should better “come to their senses” in-
stead of “capitulating to foreigners.”351
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LANGUAGE PURISM AND 
THE LEGACY OF LINGUISTIC SCANDINAVISM

The protest ventilated by Rydqvist and Posthumus, extremist as they may have 
been, nevertheless reveal the main objection against Scandinavian-linguistic 
harmonization: the mutual adjustment of the separate orthographies collided 
with the ethnolinguistic demand for language purity. Given the central doc-
trine of Romantic nationalism that assigned a fundamental connection between 
language and national character, any encroachment of the language would, ac-
cording to opponents of reform, have a crippling effect on national identity. 
Rydqvist for this reason also turned against the increasing appearance of ‘dan-
isms’, Danish loanwords, in the Swedish language, or what he phrased as 

the unthinking attempt to appropriate a growing new mass of poorly 
understood and clumsily used products from the German and Danish 
press. […] Instead of this imitation, it would be more sensible to take 
the Danes themselves as an example, who have during this century not 
appropriated a single Swedish word, despite continuous concessions to 

their neighbours in the south.352 

On that last point Rydqvist was, knowingly or unknowingly, wrong: “swedish-
isms” speckled the writings of for example Frederik Barfod and Georg Brandes, 
and Swedish did accordingly have an influence on Danish: the linguistic radia-
tion was far from unidirectional. The implementation of several of the Stock-
holm proposals in Danish orthography go to prove this point.353

Likely owing to the dispute ignited by the Stockholm congress, the ques-
tion of language purity was discussed during the student meeting of 1875. Only 
Swedish delegates partook in the discussion, something which might also have 
been an effect of the disproportional outcry the congress had engendered in 
Sweden in comparison the other countries. Some of the debaters forwarded 
purist views, also in relation to the Scandinavian perspective. The teacher 
O.S.G. Norlander (1849–?) argued that “[w]e should above all make sure that we 
do not get estranged from ourselves in our fervour to uphold our ties with 
closely related languages; for in this case the following saying is more valid 
than ever: you are closest to yourself.”354 Others disagreed. Nordic language 
teacher Eugène Schwartz (1849–1917) acknowledged that there was undoubted-
ly a connection between language and nationality, but he saw the kind of lan-
guage purism that aimed at removing all foreign influences as highly impracti-
cal: the removal of loanwords from the official written standard would in his 
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eyes lead to a widening gap with daily speech and make the language in its 
written form unnecessarily difficult to understand. He therefore asserted to 
bring the written language in closer accordance with spoken practice.355 The 
debate ended on the oblique note that all the speakers involved agreed on the 
value of language for national identity.356

Apart from occasional eruptions initiated by small circles, language pur-
ism, as Vikør has shown, was in general never dominant in Denmark, Sweden, 
and the Bokmål-using part of Norway.357 This accommodated pan-Scandinavian 
harmonization, albeit never on a large scale. In all three countries, successive 
orthographic reforms in the decades around 1900 usually included both chang-
es that harmonized the Scandinavian languages and changes that drove them 
further apart.358 The effect of Scandinavist language activism should neverthe-
less not be underestimated. Most of the proposals drafted by seventeen Scan-
dinavist-minded gentlemen convening in Stockholm for one summery week in 
1869 are still being used in written language today. It could be argued that 
these implementations present the most tangible legacy of cultural Scandina-
vism.

Also the ongoing debate on education in the neighbouring languages – 
should instruction be part of mother-tongue classes today, yes or no? – can be 
traced back to the days of Scandinavist agitation. As with orthography, history 
here reveals a rocky track record. After the dissolution of the union with Nor-
way (1905), for example, Norwegian and Danish works were for some years 
scrapped from Swedish reading lists, before the improved inter-Scandinavian 
relations around World War I saw them return to the curriculum.359 Concerning 
the remainder of the twentieth century, it has often been observed by scholars 
that neighbour-language teaching was being neglected, due to it being deemed 
too time-consuming (eating up time from mother-tongue instruction) or irrel-
evant by both teachers and pupils.360 In recent years, the national governments 
reaffirmed their dedication to stimulating parallel-language proficiency within 
the framework of the in 2006 adopted ‘Declaration on a Nordic Language Poli-
cy’.361 Yet, this formal agreement has not found practical implementation in na-
tional education policies, while the media on a regular basis report on the de-
clining Scandinavian language skills among the younger generations.362
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Chapter 6

Textual Culture: Creating a Collective Historical 
Identity for Scandinavia

The interaction between literature and Scandinavistic ideas belongs to the 
most well-researched aspects of cultural Scandinavism. The older studies on 
the subject recognized that ideas about a common Scandinavian identity first 
found expression in the work of poets and philologists who cultivated an inter-
est in Old-Norse culture. Yet, scholars like Clausen, Holmberg, and Sanness still 
perceived of literary Scandinavism as nothing more than a prelude to ‘Scandi-
navism proper’, being the political movement.363 In the more recent scholarship 
on Scandinavism, the role of (both fictional and non-fictional) literature in the 
articulation and dissemination of Scandinavist thought has been examined as 
an interesting study-object in its own right. It is striking that the primary focus 
in these studies is on literature as a social praxis. Kari Haarder Ekman address-
es the transnational collaboration within a growing network of authors, schol-
ars, critics, and publishers, arguing – and convincingly so – that all this worked 
into the creation of a Scandinavian literary sphere.364 In a similar vein, Tor Ivar 
Hansen draws attention to the materiality of the book and the importance 
Scandinavists ascribed to the creation of a common Scandinavian book market 
as a precondition for successful Scandinavian community-building.365 Kim Si-
monsen, finally, has likewise elevated the cultural power of book publishing and 
pan-national network formation in his discussion of the central role of the 
Royal Society of Northern Antiquaries (Det Kongelige Nordiske Oldskriftselskab) 
in the cultivation of Scandinavism.366

 In this chapter I want to take a step back from this emphasis on the 
material and infrastructural aspects of literature and return to the texts them-
selves in order to show how Scandinavism affected the portrayal of history in 
fiction and education. To be sure, textual analysis is not altogether absent from 
the scholarly literature on Scandinavism. Haarder Ekman, to name the most 
prominent exponent, has in her abovementioned dissertation exposed how 
what she calls ‘markers of Scandinavism’ – such as the brother motif, the tree 
metaphor, Old Norse motifs – function in the works of such authors as Hans 
Christian Andersen (1805–75), Frederika Bremer (1801–65), and Bjørnstjerne 
Bjørnson.367 In general, however, the question how exactly Scandinavistic ideas 
found expression in poetry, novels, and theatre pieces has only been superfi-
cially addressed. In close-reading analyses of individual works, for instance, it 
is usually merely remarked that the author at a certain point in their life had 
been influenced by Scandinavism without this being examined more thorough-
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ly in relation to the text in question.368 

Given the historicist foundations of Scandinavism, it is particularly re-
markable that the influence of Scandinavist thought on history-writing and 
historical fiction has so far never been the subject of a comprehensive study. 
Following the great popularity of Scandinavism among literati of all kinds, in-
cluding historians and poets, it can safely be assumed that Scandinavism had a 
significant impact on historiographical and literary practices. To gain more in-
sight in the greater cultural diffusion of Scandinavist thinking, it might accord-
ingly prove to be rewarding to ask the question how literature was used to ex-
press and create a shared Scandinavian historical identity, as either competitive 
or complementary to the individual national histories. 

That literature played a central role in creating collective identities has 
been highlighted by among others Ann Rigney, who sees “narrativity as the key 
to stabilization in cultural memory since it makes the past imaginable in an or-
derly, memorable, and hence reproductive way.”369 Fiction can furthermore be 
so powerful in shaping shared narratives, she argues, because it is able to pres-
ent memories in an aesthetically attractive and for readers more exciting fash-
ion.370 Through historical novels and plays the historicist notion of nationhood 
spread across Europe as readers and spectators were connected with previous 
generations as well as with future readerships through their enjoyment of a 
good story.371 Importantly, stories are highly mobile, not only through time, but 
also through space; they have the ability to travel across political borders and 
cultural spheres, in the process expanding mnemonic communities beyond the 
limits of predetermined social frameworks like that of the nation – a point that 
is particularly relevant in the context of Scandinavia.372 The rigid distinction I 
made earlier between textual analysis and an actor-based or material approach 
is therefore a fundamentally artificial one; in what follows I will indeed also give 
attention to the producers of literature and the networks in which they oper-
ated, but my primary focus will be on historiographical ideas, narrative tem-
plates, and memory sites travelling across Scandinavia and only to a lesser ex-
tent on books and people crossing the borders.  

In so doing, the present chapter aims to approach literary Scandinavism 
from two different angles. The first part of the chapter will investigate a genre 
that is indeed specifically linked to Scandinavism: that of history school text-
books covering the histories of all three countries together. What grand narra-
tive of Scandinavian history is conveyed in these books? How are episodes of 
inter-Scandinavian conflict portrayed? What is the relation between the spe-
cifically-national and the shared-Scandinavian? In the second part, the atten-
tion moves to historical fiction dealing with memories of conflict. How has the 
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present-day situation of increasing rapprochement affected the representation 
of these conflicts? Are the Scandinavians represented as ‘others’ or ‘brothers’? 
How are these historical memories fitted into the greater narrative of Scandi-
navian history?

  Of course, the two genres schoolbook and fiction cannot be sharply 
divorced. Novelists and playwrights more often than not consulted historio-
graphical works for inspiration and information and reshaped this material in 
imaginative fashion for the enjoyment of the readers. Conversely, historians 
were often inspired by the fiction that they read or even had grown up with. 
And indeed, many authors wore both the hat of the historian and that of the 
novelist. In what follows, the interconnections between fiction and non-fiction 
will be addressed where necessary. 

TEXTBOOK SCANDINAVIAN HISTORY

The two pan-Scandinavian student meetings that took place after 1864 were 
more sober in nature compared to the exuberant festivities of the pre-war 
meetings. The decision made in Uppsala in 1856 to give the meetings a more 
scientific and practical character was on these occasions firmly put into prac-
tice. Multiple plenary sessions were held discussing topics that were deemed 
to be of a common Scandinavian interest. In 1869, one of these questions con-
cerned the cooperation between the Scandinavian universities. Intervening in 
the discussion, Bjørnstjerne Bjørnson argued that before the universities could 
efficiently be reformed, the curricula and the preliminary exams at the low-
er-level schools should be subjected to serious revision, for “the way in which 
history is currently taught at schools drills nine out of ten new students to be-
come anti-Scandinavians before they even start college.”373 Plans to reform 
school curricula throughout the Scandinavian countries in a more Nordic spir-
it, consequently, was a major subject of discussion at the first pan-national 
school teacher conference, held in 1870 in Gothenburg, where various initia-
tives to integrate the different school systems were discussed.374 Indeed, Ruth 
Hemstad writes that teachers in particular were attributed a key role in the 
Scandinavist movement, as they were endowed with the task to educate the 
younger generations with the Scandinavist ideas.375 Next to the school teacher 
meetings, the necessity of educational cooperation and the synchronization of 
curricula was cemented through the establishment of various pedagogical as-
sociations, conferences, journals, and exchange programmes.376   

Yet during the final student meeting in Uppsala five years later, the 
Swedish historian Claes Annerstedt (1839–1927) observed that knowledge of 
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each other’s history still left much to be desired. Like Bjørnson and many oth-
ers he saw education as the main instrument to bring the Scandinavian peoples 
closer together. This called for new school textbooks that discussed the history 
of the three Scandinavian countries together and paid attention to the com-
mon Scandinavian identity; he explicitly mentioned Norse mythology and the 
sagas. At the same time, Annerstedt warned that the individuality of the sepa-
rate nations should not be ignored; it was in other words necessary to find a 
good balance between the shared and the individual. He cherished good hopes 
for Sweden where most schools, if not all, now used a history textbook written 
by the impassioned Scandinavist Claes Theodor Odhner (1836–1904), which had 
appeared both for the lower (1870) and higher grades (1869).377 

It was commonly upheld that history teaching worked into the wider 
programme of tying the three countries closer together culturally. According 
to Odhner, history opened a window to a deeper understanding of the culture 
and character of the neighbours. He wrote in the foreword to the edition of 
1869: “the Danish and Norwegian Middle Ages can be taught with great benefit 
by the competent teacher; it is after all this period that forms the subject of the 
historical works of Ingemann and Oehlenschläger, Bjørnson and Ibsen.”378 In 
this respect, Scandinavian histories, in Odhner’s eyes, replenished textbooks on 
Scandinavian art and literature as well as translated fiction from the neigh-
bouring countries. He in all likelihood particularly had the recently published 
Läsebok för folkskolan (Reading Book for the Folk School, 1868) on his mind, 
which next to its primary objective of teaching school children love for God 
and country, contained various materials from the neighbouring countries, in-
cluding Finland, in order to foster an additional sense of Scandinavian or Nor-
dic identity.379 The Läsebok för folkskolan is moreover a nice example of the cul-
tural cross-pollination engendered by Scandinavism as the book sought to 
offer a Swedish equivalent to similar publications from Norway and Denmark 
and was notably inspired by Grundtvigian ideas about education.380

 Despite the gloomy picture painted by Bjørnson, and to a lesser extent 
Annerstedt, Odhner’s books stood in a longer tradition of school syllabi and 
scientific publications that approached national history from a Scandinavian 
perspective. In both Norway and Denmark Scandinavian textbooks were al-
ready in use for history education; most of these would see revisions and re-
prints in the spirit of the 1870 teacher conference. As we have seen in Chapter 
1, the prize-essay winner Ludvig Stoud Platou had composed a school textbook 
with the telling title Udtog af den skandinaviske Rigers Historie (Excerpts from 
the History of the Scandinavian States) as early as 1825. This book would be re-
vised and reprinted several times in the nineteenth century and in 1861 it 
formed the basis for Norges, Sveriges og Danmarks Historie (The History of 
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Norway, Sweden and Denmark), a school textbook by Siegwart Petersen (1826–
78) that would likewise see multiple reprints.381 Other Norwegian history books 
with a Scandinavian focus were composed by P.A. Munch in 1838, Yngvar Niel-
sen (1843–1916) and Ludvig Daae (1834–1910) in 1869, and Andreas Emil Erichsen 
(1841–1913) in 1872.382 Also these works would go through several editions. In 
Denmark, Adam Kristoffer Fabricius (1822–1902) published a first composite 
history in 1852; another Danish publication that was reprinted multiple times 
and was widely used in schools was written by Søren Bloch Thrige (1820–1901) 
and first appeared in 1866. His fellow-countryman Niels Bache (1841–1895) cre-
ated a monumental 5-volume “Popular History of the North” (the second, re-
vised and richly illustrated edition appeared between 1881 and 1887) that served 
as an abundant source for many schoolbooks published in later years.383 As re-
gards Sweden, Odhner for a long time had the monopoly in the genre with 15 
reprints within less than 20 years, despite repeated critiques of the book’s dry 
and (especially for children) inaccessible language.384 A new textbook on Swed-
ish history “in connection with Denmark’s and Norway’s history” appeared in 
1905 from the hand of Carl Grimberg (1875–1941) and gave a more lively and in-
sightful description of the past that was deemed more suitable for children.385 

The rationale for writing a history of all three countries together is in all 
books given in the first few sentences and presented as a matter of com-
mon-sense owing to the shared tribal ancestry.386 In the introduction to his 
contribution to the genre, Fabricius argued that national histories could only 
be written while looking through a Scandinavian lens: “Discussing Denmark’s 
history separately would mean to unnaturally dissect it from the histories of 
the other two countries, while they are so intimately intertwined and have so 
many periods in common.”387 P.A. Munch – who later in his life asserted himself 
as one of the major criticasters of especially political Scandinavism (see Chap-
ter 10) – like Fabricius acknowledged the practical value of writing combined 
histories. He started the abbreviated version of his own Scandinavian school 
history book with the following sentences:

By the Nordic countries we usually understand Norway, Sweden, and 
Denmark. The inhabitants of these three countries are intimately relat-
ed and their languages are almost identical. The interdependence be-
tween the countries has always been tight, to such an extent that one 
cannot simply recount of an event in one of the countries without dis-
cussing what had simultaneously occurred in the other two. It is there-
fore best to describe and study the history of the three Nordic states 

together.388
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Despite this common invocation of common roots and shared culture, the 
original longer version of Munch’s Norges, Sveriges og Danmarks Historie til 
Skolebrug (The History of Norway, Sweden and Denmark for Use in Schools, 
1838) would form cause for irritation in Denmark where historians took issue 
with Munch’s position that Norse Antiquity and the saga literature were a 
purely Norwegian and not a common Scandinavian inheritance – a viewpoint 
that lay the axe at the very root of Scandinavism.389 

I will return to this feud – which was to last for several decades – in 
Chapter 11, for now it suffices to say that although authors were generally driv-
en by Scandinavist motifs, the Scandinavia-oriented textbooks not always re-
flected Scandinavist ideas to the fullest. For one thing, a clear emphasis on the 
country of origin of the author in question is discernible in all of them; this can 
be explained from the educational purposes of these books, which were still 
catered to a strictly national audience, who were to be instructed on the histo-
ry of the fatherland first and foremost. The order in which the countries are 
summed up in the respective titles already gives a hint in this direction, while 
the effective space allocated to the individual countries reveals the same predi-
lection for the author’s home soil. Odhner, for example, dealt with those parts 
of Danish and Norwegian history that were not directly interlaced with Swed-
ish history in separate sections that were significantly shorter than the ones 
focused on Sweden.390 The title to his edition for the lower grades therefore 
seems a more accurate reflection of the contents: Lärobok i fäderneslandets 
historia samt grunddragen af Norges och Danmarks historia för skolans lägre 
klasser (Textbook on the history of the fatherland including the main lines of 
Norway’s and Denmark’s history for the lower grades). In a similar vein, Fabri-
cius in his textbook from 1852 dedicated more space to Denmark than to the 
neighbours; the chapters on the Middle Ages for instance see 54 pages re-
served for the author’s home country against 11 for Norway and only 6 for Swe-
den.391 This disbalance was not lost on Munch, who in an otherwise well-willing 
review of Fabricius’s book remarked: “I would have liked to have seen more 
than just five meagre lines on Norwegian literature in comparison to the five 
pages on Danish and three on Swedish literature.”392 

 The composite textbooks existed next to textbooks with a more nar-
row national focus. Occasionally the different approaches clashed. This is most 
obvious in the Norwegian context, where in the years leading up to Norway’s 
independence negative images of Sweden started to be re-employed more 
widely, also in history books. Some of the more radical voices against the union 
were to be found in the countercultural Landsmål movement (see Chapter 10), 
with men like Arne Garborg (1851–1924) and Rasmus Steinsvik (1863–1913), the 
latter of whom founded the newspaper Den 17de Mai (The 17th of May), the title 
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referring of course to Norway’s national holiday and, as such, to the Norwegian 
constitution. In an editorial commentary in that publication from 31 January 
1898, Steinsvik complained about the in his eyes unnecessarily positive por-
trayal of Sweden in both the Norwegian press and in history schoolbooks, in-
cluding, specifically, Erichsen’s Norges, Sveriges og Danmarks Historie for Mid-
delskolen:

The Swedes are raised with songs and stories about their ‘glorious 
memories’ – and I in all honestly envy them for that, let that be clear. 
But the strangest thing is that we are raised in the same manner, with 
songs and stories about Sweden’s great repute. 

This has caused a lot of harm.

We do not have to criticise the Swedish textbooks; we have enough to 

regret concerning our own schoolbooks.393  

Particularly with reference to the war of 1814, Steinsvik judged the Norwegian 
textbooks to be too praiseworthy of Sweden – Erichsen’s use of the phrase 
“Karl Johan’s victory-accustomed army” irritated him for instance – while the 
Norwegian accomplishments in defending their country were being down-
played. Other textbooks – in Landsmål – from this period indeed took a some-
what different approach. Jonas Vellesen (1842–1915) composed a history book in 
1896, in which the Norwegian successes in the 1814 war were almost exclusively 
highlighted, even up to the level that it were these Norwegian victories, in 
Vellesen’s account, that brought the Swedes to offer an armistice, something 
which is quite bluntly at odds with the historical facts that were also known at 
the time.394

 Political developments seem in comparison to have had little impact 
on the Scandinavian textbooks themselves which, in terms of content, see only 
minor changes across different editions of the same publication. In general, it 
is only the space dedicated to the neighbouring countries that gets slightly 
smaller over time in favour of national history, while the representation of his-
torical events – even precarious ones – remains largely unaltered. This gravita-
tion towards national history is, in some cases, also reflected in the titles of 
later editions. Odhner’s textbooks for the higher grades would change its title 
in 1899 to match that for the lower grades: Lärobok i fäderneslandets historia 
samt grunddragen af Norges och Danmarks historia för skolans högre klasser. 
Yet, there is a notable exception to this general rule. Niels Bache had wilfully 
changed the title of his original Danmark, Norges og Sverigs Historie (1867–76) 
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to Nordens Historie (History of the North, 1881–87) for the revised edition in or-
der to reflect the fact that “their histories form a undividable whole, of which 
the individual parts cannot be separated.”395

This steadfast dedication to the Scandinavian narrative, which is most 
explicit in Bache’s work but also discernible in the others, stands in stark con-
trast to for example the aforementioned Läsebok för folkskolan. Henrik Edgren 
has established that the waning of cultural Scandinavism and the growing ten-
sions within the Swedish-Norwegian union that occurred between the publica-
tion of the first (1868) and the second edition (1893) had led to significant 
changes. Most notably, next to all the texts by Danish and Norwegian authors 
that had featured in the original publication had been removed in the revision, 
which had otherwise doubled in size. One thing that remained unaltered in the 
new edition was the markedly anti-Danish representation of such infamous 
and conflict-filled historical memories as the Engelbrekt Uprising (1434–36) 
and the Stockholm Bloodbath (1520) that had already been evident in the origi-
nal (both events will be described in more detail further down).396 In contrast, 
Odhner’s description of the same events is considerably more sober and neu-
tral and remains so across newer editions. One notices, however, one small but 
perhaps significant nuance between the first edition of his textbook for the 
higher grades from 1869 and the eighth edition from 1899: whereas in the first 
the Stockholm Bloodbath is said to have set the developments in motion that 
would lead to the collapse of the Kalmar Union, the 1899 text specifies that this 
“would for ever bring an end to Danish rule in Sweden” (my emphasis).397    

 The examples of the Läsebok and Vellesen’s alternative Norwegian his-
tory illustrate that, in the field of history education, negotiating between the 
national and the supranational remained a sensitive issue and a matter of con-
tention. Henrik Åström Elmersjö and Daniel Lindmark have concluded that na-
tional myths remained dominant in each country’s historical narrative during 
the nineteenth century and the next, despite various Nordic-wide attempts to 
implement a more international orientation.398 This does however not detract 
from the fact that a sizeable body of Scandinavia-oriented schoolbooks, as we 
have seen, was in circulation from the middle of the century. At least the 
abovementioned books by Platou, Petersen, Munch, Odhner, Thrige, Erichsen, 
and Bache were widely used, either in their own right or as the source text for 
later schoolbooks. The Scandinavian was a significant geographical dimension 
in history education throughout Scandinavia in the second half of the nine-
teenth century.  

The key question now is: what vision of Scandinavian history was com-
municated through these transnational textbooks? Although there are of 
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course tangible differences between the various publications and across differ-
ent editions of the same book – often related to scientific progress (Bache in 
1881 could for example rely on historiographical knowledge not yet available to 
Platou in 1825) – the periodical subdivision of Scandinavian history remains re-
markably stable across the decades. The one more explicit than the other, the 
books reflect a division into five major periods for history until 1814, which I 
would propose to name and date as follows: Norse Antiquity (until ca. 800), the 
Viking Age (ca. 800–1050), the High Middle Ages (1050–1319), the Union Period 
(1319–1523), and the Age of Severance (1523–1814).399 Each of the periods plays a 
distinctive discursive role in the imagination of Scandinavia as a cultural com-
munity as will be elaborated upon in the following.

NORSE ANTIQUITY

The eighteenth-century antiquarian notion of a shared Norse antiquity was, as 
has been demonstrated in the first part of the dissertation, transported into 
the nineteenth century, in the transition becoming embedded in the historicist 
and ethnonationalist worldview of Romanticism. Each textbook starts in one 
form another with an observation that was most bluntly phrased by Erichsen in 
his very first sentence: “Norwegians, Swedes and Danes are people of the same 
tribe.”400 As noted before, these shared roots are taken as justification for writ-
ing a combined three-nation history in the first place. The common origins are 
furthermore presented as explanatory for the persistent cultural and linguistic 
likeness between the three modern peoples.401 

There is major variation between textbooks concerning the appreciation 
of ancient Nordic society. Whereas Munch focuses on the warrior ethos – 
stimulated by pagan religion which valued bravery over all other human traits – 
as the structuring element of life in ancient times,402 Odhner highlights the 
strong individualism current among the ancient northerners: “that is, the sense 
for the individual’s, and in particular a free man’s, personal ability and indepen-
dence. To be one’s own man and not depend on anyone else, that is what every 
free man aspired.”403 Odhner is at the same time the one author who most 
strongly emphasizes the in his eyes proto-democratic nature of Old-Norse so-
ciety by giving the most detailed description of how freeholder peasants had a 
voice in matters of the law by convening in the so-called Ting (assemblies).404 
Also this ‘tribal constitutionalism’ can be earmarked as philosophical inheri-
tance of the eighteenth century, revealing the persistent influence of Tacitus, 
Rousseau, and Montesquieu.405 
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VIKING AGE

To various degrees the textbooks acknowledge that knowledge of the most an-
cient times is limited due to a lack of written sources. Accounts of events that 
took place before roughly 800 CE almost completely rely on medieval sources 
written centuries later, which are often more of a legendary or literary than of 
a historical nature. The Viking Age accordingly distinguishes itself from Norse 
Antiquity first and foremost on account of its historicity.406 During these cen-
turies, Norway, Denmark, and Sweden begin to evolve into three separate 
states with established monarchies and aristocracies, a process that is solidi-
fied during the High Middle Ages. 

Despite this process of fission, the textbooks consider the Age of the Vi-
kings to a certain degree also as a shared Scandinavian era, owing to the shared 
pagan belief-system and the continued use of the Old-Norse languages; the Vi-
king voyages are portrayed as shared-Scandinavian exploits. Images of ‘noble 
savagery’ also occur in the chapters on the Vikings. Erichsen on the one hand 
points out the bellicosity and ferocity of the Vikings, but also commends them 
for their great sense for liberty, while they, in spite of their warrior mentality, 
“were lenient towards the weak and women were treated with respect.”407  

HIGH MIDDLE AGES

It has to be noted that not all textbooks make a sharp distinction between Vi-
king Age and High Middle Ages in their overall structure and instead collate 
them under either the denominator ‘Middle Ages’ or the heading ‘Before the 
Kalmar Union’. This goes for Petersen, Munch, Erichsen, and Nielsen and Daae, 
who all base their structure on Norway’s political status (independent until 
1380, in the Kalmar Union until 1523, in union with Denmark until 1814). Yet also 
the Norwegian authors direct attention to two crucial developments that took 
place in the first half of the eleventh century and that mark the end of the Vi-
king Age: the establishment of Christianity throughout Scandinavia and the end 
of the Viking journeys.408 

 The christening of Scandinavia is both seen as something positive – a 
liberation from the barbarism and cruelty of paganism, introducing a higher 
form of morality – and as something negative: especially Munch and Odhner 
accentuate the negative sides of, explicitly, Catholicism, most of all the worldly 
power the clergy would come to yield. Munch draws a Montesquieuian opposi-
tion between North and South: “[…] this might have had its use for the south-
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ern states, where kings and mighty noblemen oppressed the people, but in the 
North, and especially in free Norway, where the common man could defend 
himself, this caused great disorder.”409 Odhner similarly observed that the 
growing influence of both clergy and aristocracy in the Middle Ages led to the 
erosion of the political rights of the peasantry.410

UNION PERIOD

For some authors, the Union Period starts in 1319 with the unification of Nor-
way and Sweden under the Folkung dynasty. However, a number of textbooks 
contain this period to the lifespan of the Kalmar Union (1397–1523), during 
which all three countries were – at least in name – united in a single state 
structure. The general portrayal of the Kalmar Union corresponds to that of 
the Scandinavists, such as it for example had been expressed by Carl Ploug in 
his Kalmar speech from 1843. On the one hand, the union is seen as the histori-
cal expression of the natural solidarity between the three peoples; Niels Bache 
remarks that the union did not fold over a lack of national unity and he perhaps 
not coincidently invokes the words from Ploug’s ‘Længe var Nordens herlige 
Stamme’ (Long was the Magnificent Trunk of the North), the unofficial national 
anthem of the Scandinavist movement: 

[…] notwithstanding the many differences, notwithstanding the differ-
ent dialects, Danes, Norwegians and Swedes were after all shoots from 
the same trunk, and the national sentiment could hardly be expressed 
stronger than by the common people in each of the three realms who 
gladly would have bowed for a foreign leader for as long as his rule had 
been righteous.411  

On the other hand, the union would never develop into a truly unified whole 
owing to a number of flaws. Bache discerns a social opposition between the 
people and the aristocracy: whereas the national solidarity was strongest 
among the common people, the union was undermined by a lack of vision and 
assertiveness on behalf of the ruling classes, who mainly pursued their own in-
terests. The other textbooks likewise identify the power abuse of the nobility, 
who took advantage of the weak rule of successive union kings, as a major rea-
son for the collapse of the union, in addition to the attempts of the Danish no-
blemen to seize hegemony over the other two countries and the dry geograph-
ical fact of the immense vastness of the realm, which with the means of the 
time was impossible to control. 
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 The coronation of Gustav I Vasa as king of Sweden in June 1523 is usu-
ally seen as the end of the Kalmar Union, although Danish would for several 
more years cherish the idea of reinstating control over Sweden and reverse the 
dissolution of the union. Gustav had led the Swedish resistance following the 
Stockholm Bloodbath of 8 November 1520, during which around 80 Swedish 
notables had been executed in attendance of Danish king Christian II. As “one 
of the most gruesome deeds in Nordic history” (dixerunt Nielsen and Daae), the 
Stockholm Bloodbath would prove to be one of the more uncomfortable histor-
ical memories until the nineteenth century, even in the context of Scandina-
vism.412 This even applies to the textbooks under discussion: whereas the Dan-
ish and Norwegian books give a relatively nuanced account of the events and 
discuss the decisive role of other persons involved (including the Swedish bish-
op Gustaf Trolle) without shading over the involvement of Christian, Odhner 
unreservedly lays the blame on the “inhumane and heinous” king, who, he 
specifies, in Sweden is known as ‘Christian Tyrann’ on account of his cruel con-
duct.413

AGE OF SEVERANCE

The violent ending of the Kalmar Union foreshadowed centuries of inter-Scan-
dinavian conflict between the two emergent power blocks Sweden and Den-
mark-Norway. The Swedish poet Esaias Tegnér labelled this period the Age of 
Severance – “söndringens tid” –  in 1829, which from the Scandinavist perspec-
tive is a highly apt description. In covering this period of almost incessant war-
fare, most schoolbook authors underline that the wars were a deviation from 
the natural kinship between the Scandinavian nations. The conflicts are repre-
sented as unwanted by the common people and instigated by the misguided 
ambitions of the ruling classes; for the eighteenth century, Odhner additionally 
points the finger at Russia and its policy of driving a wedge between Denmark 
and Sweden.414 Fabricius ends his book with the observation that “[t]he unnatu-
ral national hatred has disappeared and the peoples have learned to see each 
other as brothers. And this fraternity promises peace and good fortune for the 
North, something it has not known since ancient times.”415 Munch concludes in 
the same manner, stating that “it can be expected that once the three Nordic 
peoples reach the same level of cultural development, their cultural unification 
and cooperation will also be realized.”416

The master narrative that is thus created in Scandinavian history books 
is of a cyclical nature, leading from a legendary, proto-democratic saga age 
through centuries of misguided internal warfare back to a new era of fraterni-
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zation and prosperity in the present. Such a general Hegelian timeline of de-
cline and resurrection was a common template used by historians from the Ro-
mantic generation throughout Europe; for instance, the individual national 
histories of Denmark, Norway, and Sweden, each in their own way, answered to 
the same logic, as we shall see in later chapters.417 Other typically Romantic 
themes that characterize the textbooks  include the optimistic belief in prog-
ress and – closely connected to this – the affinity with the faith of the common 
people as the nucleus of national feeling, although in most of the books the 
more traditional focus on dynastic family trees still formed an important struc-
turing element.418 Parallel to the rise-fall-and-then-rise-again story line of in-
ter-Scandinavian cohesion runs that of the Scandinavian peasantry, who en-
joyed great liberty in pristine Antiquity but saw their rights steadily diminishing 
as the power of the aristocracy grew from the Middle Ages onward (in Denmark 
more so than in Norway and Sweden); the peasants’ freedom would slowly be 
restored following the institution of the Absolutist monarchy in Denmark (1660) 
and successive political reforms in all three countries. There is a clear tenden-
cy towards Scandinavian exceptionalism related to the myth of the indepen-
dent freeholder peasant. Values like liberty, independence, and equality were 
seen as natural to Scandinavia, as they supposedly were the norm in Norse An-
tiquity, and contrasted to the authoritarianism of the European south (as most 
strongly worded by Munch) and the despotism of Russia (as emphasized by 
Odhner).     

Elmersjö and Lindmark have described how school teachers and histori-
ans debated from 1886 onwards on what they term “the pacification of history” 
through for example highlighting cultural history and downplaying military 
history.419 Yet, as we have seen, this pacification programme has roots that go 
back to well before 1886. The textbooks under discussion here with their focus 
on common characteristics and their palliating of historical conflict fitted the 
community-building agenda of the authors’ own day and age; they literally pre-
sented war as an anomaly in order to bolster pan-Scandinavian fraternization 
in the present.   

With all this being said, it should not be forgotten that peaceful associa-
tion between the Scandinavian peoples was by no means self-evident back in 
1814, when mutual warfare still lay fresh in the memory. Alongside the benevo-
lent visions of brotherhood and togetherness cherished by Scandinavism, unfa-
vourable and straight-out hostile images of the neighbouring peoples remained 
current for several more decades.420 However, as the nineteenth century pro-
gressed and the interrelations between the Scandinavian nations stabilized to-
wards a situation of peaceful coexistence such negative stereotypes started to 
lose their urgency. At the same time, education was attributed special poignan-
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cy in removing “the last national prejudices […] between the related Nordic 
peoples”, as Munch phrased it.421 The Scandinavia-spanning history books pre-
sented school-going children with the view that the Scandinavian countries 
formed a natural historical and cultural unit. The Scandinavian approach fur-
thermore contributed to increasing the basic knowledge of the history of the 
neighbouring countries among the younger generations. Their education as 
such stood in sharp contrast to the personal experiences of the authors them-
selves, according to Niels Bache, who in his introduction provocatively stated 
that he aimed to combat “the curious ignorance among many of us, who have 
been bothered with Roman and German emperors, with rows and rows of 
Prussian and Spanish kings, without even knowing the most basic facts about 
Norwegian and Swedish history.”422 History education, in other words, was in-
strumental in fostering a sense of common Scandinavian identity as it provided 
a common horizon that previously had not existed.

SCANDINAVIA IN HISTORICAL FICTION

Ideas about national and pan-national history were not only transmitted 
through educational texts, but – arguably even more importantly so, bearing in 
mind the mnemonic power of a good story – also through literary fiction. 
Helped by the historicist taste of Romanticism and inspired by great European 
examples like Scott, Sue, Dumas, and Hugo, the historical novel had in Scandi-
navia by the mid-nineteenth century developed into a popular genre with 
best-selling and highly productive novelists such as B.S. Ingemann and Carit 
Etlar (1816–1900) in Denmark, and Carl Fredrik Ridderstad (1807–86) and Wil-
helmina Stålberg (1803–72) in Sweden. Norway would by contrast only start de-
veloping a novelistic tradition of note towards the end of the century; instead, 
historical drama was a highly popular genre, in particular between 1850 and 
1870, with Ibsen and Bjørnson as two of the most prominent names. History 
plays also featured generously on Danish and Swedish theatre bills; Oehlen-
schläger’s better works entertained audiences throughout Scandinavia; in Swe-
den, among others Jeanette Stjernström (1823–57) celebrated great successes 
with her national-historical pieces (albeit forcedly under a male pseudonym).

 It would be interesting to see how inter-Scandinavian relations are 
represented in the rich production of historical fiction of the time. Do we en-
counter the same focus on common traits and values as in the school text-
books? Are memories of conflict rationalized away in a comparable manner or 
do authors take a more antagonistic approach? In order to be able to say some-
thing meaningful about such an extensive corpus and to discern possible gen-
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eral trends, I amassed a database of 684 works of historical fiction written and 
published in Denmark, Norway, and Sweden between 1770 and 1919. The titles 
were found through a thorough search in literary histories, bibliographies, en-
cyclopaedias, library catalogues, and a wide variety of online sources.423 The 
complete list can be retrieved from scandinavism.com/literature. In a next 
step, I recorded for each work which period of Scandinavian history, such as 
they were identified in the school textbooks, functions as the historical back-
ground for the plot; this in order to determine which periods were most popu-
lar as a literary subject and how general preferences changed over time (Fig-
ures 6.1 and 6.2). 

Figure 6.1 - Historical background in Scandinavian historical fiction in absolute numbers, 1770–1919.

Before diving deeper into these results, the inventory presented here needs 
some explanatory remarks concerning the selection process and the definition 
of historical fiction employed. First, I want to make sure that I by no means 
dare to claim that the overview is exhaustive. As the genre certainly towards 
the end of the nineteenth century increasingly came to be considered as low 
culture, works of historical fiction from this period rarely acquired canonical 
status and are accordingly either entirely ignored in literary histories or at best 
only mentioned in passing. Comprehensive bibliographies of the historical 
genre in Scandinavia do consequently not exist.424 It can therefore in all reason-
ability be expected that several works have escaped my attention and have 
subsequently fallen through the cracks. Nevertheless, the major contributions 
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to the genre – both in terms of literary-historical value and popular appeal – 
have in all likelihood been accounted for. 

Figure 6.2 - Relative share of historical periods in Scandinavian fiction, 1770–1919.

For the survey I intentionally employed a broad definition of historical fiction. 
In the literature often used as synonymous to the historical novel,425 historical 
fiction in the current inventory also encompasses history plays and longer 
works of poetry such as epic poems and poem cycles. Length as well as a nar-
rative character are thus the two major criterions. Short stories as well as indi-
vidual poems and poem collections have for this reason been left out, with the 
exception of works with a canonical status and a great creative and intermedial 
influence such as Oehlenschläger’s Digte 1803 and Geijer’s poems in the first 
edition of Iduna. Expanding the definition in this way concurrently accounts 
for the regional differences referred to earlier – with the historical novel arriv-
ing considerably later in Norway than in the other two countries –  and incor-
porates diachronic developments regarding genre: as the century progressed 
the novel would steadily gain popularity while that of historical drama and Ro-
mantic poetry gradually decreased.  

The level of historical truthfulness is not considered in the definition. 
The list thus includes both works that stay very close to the known historical 
facts alongside plots that are completely fictitious and draw their inclusion 
solely from the invocation of a certain historical setting or the presentation of 
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one or more historical characters. After all, what matters for the purpose of 
this survey is not historical accuracy or the fulfilment of certain genre conven-
tions, but the communication of an historical identity through the use of a fic-
tional narrative. 

Finally, with history here is meant national history or Scandinavian histo-
ry. This includes works by authors writing on an episode from their own na-
tional history (for example Ingemann writing on Valdemar the Great) and au-
thors taking inspiration from the history of a neighbouring country 
(Oehlenschläger recounting of Hakon Jarl). Works dealing with historical topics 
from after 1814 are excluded in order to reflect the 5-period chronology de-
scribed above and to make an equal comparison across the study period possi-
ble.  

In sum, then, the definition used here incorporates longer works of fic-
tion in either prose or poetry written between 1770 and 1919 by a Scandinavian 
author taking on a subject from Scandinavian history until 1814. 

Figure 6.2 even more insightfully so than Figure 6.1 reveals a perhaps counter-
intuitive development. After dominating the scene in the late eighteenth and 
the early nineteenth centuries, Norse Antiquity – the professed mainspring of 
the Scandinavian nations – is marginalized as a subject for historical fiction af-
ter the 1830s, thus exactly in the years that Scandinavism gained potency as a 
political ideal. From that moment onward, the Age of Severance holds sway 
over all other periods with a relative share steadily above 50 percent, even 
reaching 73,3 percent in the 1910s. Taking the study period in its entirety, 50,1 
percent of all works are set in the Early Modern era.426 This seems paradoxical: 
in a century of pan-Scandinavian rapprochement and cooperation, the most 
popular subject of historical fiction is the most divisive period in Scandinavian 
history, whereas Norse antiquity – one of the central myths of Scandinavism – 
appears to have largely lost its inspirational appeal during the heyday of the 
Scandinavist movement. How do these trends relate to the projection of an im-
age of Scandinavia as a harmonious cultural community? 

 Partially this curve from antiquity to modernity is related to liter-
ary-historical developments. Whereas Norse mythology chimed well with both 
the taste for the Sublime of the Nordic Renaissance and the idealism charac-
teristic of Romantic poetry, the advance of the novel and growing demand for 
more realism in literature favoured subjects from relatively more recent histo-
ry. More importantly, however, closer reading of several works situated in the 
Age of Severance – I of course dare not claim that I read all of them – reveals 
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intriguing ways in which authors dealt with historical conflict. Paradoxically, it 
is exactly the setting of inter-Scandinavian war that is being used to communi-
cate a sense of pan-national togetherness and convey the need to overcome 
internal differences. In doing so, authors drew upon a narrative template pop-
ularized by Walter Scott and adopted by many of his acolytes throughout Eu-
rope. A typical Scott novel is built around a central conflict between two ethnic 
groups whose cultural and linguistic differences seem unbridgeable but who in 
the end – after many trials and tribulations – seek common ground for peace-
ful cohabitation. Such is for example the logic behind Ivanhoe (1819) – one of 
Scott’s most well-known and internationally successful novels (the first Danish 
and Swedish translations appeared in 1822) – in which Saxons and Normans 
learn to accept the loss of part of their individual identities in order to prepare 
a unified future for England.427 In Scott’s recipe, acknowledgement on behalf of 
all parties involved of past wrongdoings and reconciliation through ascribing 
these bad experiences to, indeed, the past formed the key ingredients for the 
imagination of multinational collective identities in the present.428   

How this general conflict-reconciliation storyline is applied on Scandina-
vian history is examined in more detail in the following through three case 
studies of literary works taking on an episode of Scandinavian war: a Norwe-
gian play from 1852 (Anna Kolbjørnsdatter by Rolf Olsen), two novels by the 
Danish author Carit Etlar on the seventeenth-century rebel leader Svend 
Poulsen Gønge (Gøngehøvdingen from 1853 and its sequel Dronningens Vagt-
mester from 1855), and finally, to make the Scandinavian trinity complete, Carl 
Georg Starbäck’s novel Engelbrekt Engelbrektsson from 1868. 

 I have selected these specific works on the basis of the following crite-
ria. First, the works had to be written within the timeframe that stands in focus 
in this part of the dissertation (roughly 1830–75). Secondly, the selection had to 
represent all three countries; for Norway a play was selected and for Denmark 
and Sweden a novel in order to reflect the dominant literary genres in the re-
spective countries. Thirdly, the works all deal with a specific type of memory 
site: a national hero or heroine who is symbolic for their country’s right to lib-
erty and resistance against foreign oppression; this makes it all the more inter-
esting to see how these figures, who are so strongly associated with national 
independence, are integrated in a Scandinavian framework. Finally, popularity 
was a factor of great importance in the selection process. The novels by Etlar 
and Starbäck belonged to the most sold books in their respective countries, 
going through a great number of editions until deep into the twentieth century. 
They were furthermore translated to the other Scandinavian languages. Select-
ing a corresponding Norwegian work proved to be somewhat more difficult. As 
more popular and influential works by canonical authors such as Ibsen and 
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Bjørnson did not meet the third criterion presented here, I decided for Olsen’s 
play, which, despite being (almost) completely forgotten today, was highly suc-
cessful in the mid-nineteenth century and entertained Norwegian audiences 
with an explicitly Scandinavistic performance.

In what follows I will argue that through moulding conflict-filled histori-
cal memories in Scott’s reconciliatory narrative template, memory sites such as 
Anna Kolbjørnsdatter, Svend Gønge, and Engelbrekt lost their potentially divi-
sive edge: these national heroes could be celebrated in fiction for their patriot-
ic achievements without vilifying the Scandinavian other and, what is more, 
they could even be enveloped within a greater Scandinavia-spanning historical 
identity. For this reason, I propose to speak of defused memory sites in this 
context. Authors, I will argue, employed one or more of the following three 
narrative ploys to achieve this defusing of disquieting memories and reframe 
the war-ridden past for the greater good of present-day reconciliation:  

1. the introduction of an alternative enemy in the story, mostly Ger-
many in the Danish case, and Russia in Sweden;  

2. the supplanting of a national opposition by an internal social con-
flict between the people and the ruling classes; 

3. the representation of war between the Scandinavian peoples as an 
aberration from the natural state of trans-Scandinavian brother-
hood.   

The three case studies that follow will reflect these narrative strategies. 

ROLF OLSEN – ANNA KOLBJØRNSDATTER (1852)
“O, WHY CAN’T WE BE FRIENDS?”

Rolf Olsen (1818–64) was a politician and journalist who mainly wrote for the 
daily Morgenbladet, where he was also editor in chief from 1848 onward. As a 
creative writer he made his début in 1840 with the saga drama Den siste Viking 
(The Last Viking), before achieving some success with two light-hearted vaude-
villes later that decade.429 John Sanness has labelled him an “anti-Scandinavist” 
and understandably so given the anti-Danish sentiments that suffused many of 
his newspaper contributions.430 Olsen for one thing adamantly opposed Swed-
ish-Norwegian support for Denmark during the First Schleswig War, as there 
was in his eyes not “the slightest of reasons for Norway or Sweden to intervene 
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in the matter.”431 Despite these clear anti-Scandinavist utterances, however, Ol-
sen did take part in the student manifestations of 1851 in Christiania. The pro-
gramme on this occasion included an excursion to Ringerike, where the partic-
ipants could not only admire Norway’s sublime natural landscapes and witness 
traditional Norwegian folk dancing, but also visit the rectory at Norderhov 
where the national heroine Anna Kolbjørnsdatter, according to a popular leg-
end, had lured a battalion of Swedish soldiers into a trap by offering them shel-
ter at the premises; at the same time she secretively alerted the Danish-Nor-
wegian troops encamped nearby of their presence. The story continues to say 
that Anna supplied the Swedish soldiers with brandy so that they would make 
an easy target for the outnumbered Norwegian forces. In how far Anna Kolb-
jørnsdatter was complicit in the events remains a matter of historical debate, 
but that the Battle of Norderhov did take place is an historical fact, and a great 
number of Swedes were indeed taken captive or killed in the skirmish at the 
rectory where Anna lived with her husband, pastor Jonas Ramus. A chronicler 
of the student meeting noted down that at the rectory “one could still see the 
bullet holes in the roof beams.”432

It is very well possible that this visit inspired Olsen in writing Anna Kolb-
jørnsdatter, which premiered in March of the next year. Strikingly, the student 
meeting appears to have converted Olsen into a dedicated Scandinavist as the 
play is blatantly Scandinavist in tone. This is especially apparent in a subplot 
concentrated around the siblings Kathrine and Norrman(!), children of a Nor-
wegian mother and a Swedish father, who were separated after birth and are 
unaware of their family bond when the disruption of the war brings them to-
gether again as young adults. Despite being at opposite sides in the conflict 
they feel a strange mutual attraction. Kathrine was raised at the rectory in the 
care of her aunt Anna, while Norrman grew up in Sweden and eventually joined 
the Swedish army. After the skirmishes at the rectory are over and the Swedish 
soldiers are taken captive, the true identity of Kathrine and Norrman is un-
veiled, and brother and sister lovingly fall into each other’s arms. 

The implication of this storyline is that the conflicts between the Scandi-
navian peoples can be ascribed to ignorance or forgetfulness: Kathrine and 
Norrman are literally siblings of mixed Norwegian-Swedish descent and once 
the family ties are rediscovered, the conflicts are exposed as a fallacy, an un-
fortunate error or, indeed, a family feud. Here, the awareness of fratricide, to 
paraphrase Benedict Anderson, indeed works reassuring.433 This is most explic-
itly articulated by Anna’s spouse Ramus in the play’s final scene, when he in-
vokes the common Scandinavist trope of tribal kinship:  
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[…] our Lord above has decided that the eternal wars should come to an 
end, that these two nations should be brothers and friends, and that the 
good fortune of the North should be rooted in their foster-brother-
hood. O, why shouldn’t we be friends? Norwegian, Swedish or Danish, 
aren’t we all children of the same mother, sons of the noble Nordic 

tribe?434

The authors of a literary history from 1896 cite the same passage in their rather 
sarcastic critique of Olsen’s authorship (“Olsen was a politician and journalist, 
but he was most definitely not a poet”). They mock the overtly Scandinavist 
pretentions of Anna Kolbjørnsdatter with the remark that one would almost ex-
pect to hear Ploug’s “Længe var Nordens herlige Stamme” being sung after the 
closing of the curtains: “That would have been in style.”435

Nevertheless, in his own day and age, Olsen’s sentimental message seems 
to have resonated among both critics and theatre-goers.436 The play was a great 
success from the start; it went through a total of 33 performances at the coun-
try’s three main theatres of the country in Christiania and Bergen between 1852 
and 1862.437 It is worth noting that the lion’s share of these performances took 
place at the Kristiania norske Theater, where Anna Kolbjørnsdatter was a stock 
play until the theatre’s bankruptcy in 1863. Established in opposition to the elit-
ist and ‘Danish’ Christiania Theater, Kristiania norske Theater actively sought 
to address a wider audience-base outside the traditional theatre-going elite 
and stimulate original Norwegian playwriting.438 This suggests that Scandina-
vism entertained a certain appeal among wider layers of society. 

CARIT ETLAR – THE SVEND GØNGE NOVELS (1853–1855)
“AFRAID OF THE SWEDES? QUITE TO THE CONTRARY”

Nils Magne Knutsen writes that Rolf Olsen presented the unfortunate Scandi-
navian wars as mere ‘surface phenomena’ that could not upset the brotherhood 
and mutual trust that had always existed between the peoples of the north.439 
The same line of reasoning – which, as we have established, was also followed 
in the school textbooks – can be observed in the other works under discussion 
here. An alternative strategy that was effectively applied to redress the Age of 
Severance in a more Scandinavist-friendly fashion was to shift the role of the 
enemy from the Scandinavian neighbour to another party. Particularly in Den-
mark this other party was, of course, Germany, meaning that historical accura-
cy was sacrificed in order to reflect present-day political relations. A marked 
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example can be found in the work of Carl Brosbøll (1816–1900), who published 
under the pen name Carit Etlar. War commonly formed the background of his 
many historical novels, of which most were set in the sixteenth or seventeenth 
centuries. Having served himself as a soldier in the First and as a war corre-
spondent in the Second Schleswig War, he had a first-hand experience of mili-
tary life and his personal involvement in these conflicts might very well have 
impelled the recurring negative portrayal of Germans in his books.

Evil Germans abound in Etlar’s most popular novels Gøngehøvdingen (The 
Partisan Chieftain, 1853) and its sequel Dronningens Vagtmester (The Queen’s 
Bodyguard, 1855).440 The plot of these books is set during the Swedish occupa-
tion(s) of Denmark between 1657 and 1660, and have the historical Svend 
Poulsen Gønge (1610–79) as their protagonist, the ringleader of a band of 
pro-Danish outlaws. Remarkably, it are not so much the Swedish occupiers 
who play the role of the villain in the plot of these books, but their German 
mercenaries. Some of the Swedish officers are even portrayed in a benevolent 
manner and described as honourable men. Like Olsen, also Etlar seems to sug-
gest that the hostilities between the Scandinavian peoples are caused by mis-
understanding: they are not actual enemies. An insightful scene in this sense 
takes place in the first part of Gøngehøvdingen. At the start of the war, Svend’s 
right-hand man Ib had witnessed how his older sister was being tortured to 
death by soldiers wearing the Swedish army dress. Because of this Ib entertains 
an understandable resentment against the Swedes and when he later in the 
story escorts a Swedish officer taken captive through the woods, he is adamant 
to have his bloody revenge. However, this captain Kernbok reassures him that 
he has misjudged the situation. Kernbok himself had been present during the 
incident and had tried to stop the soldiers committing the atrocities but un-
successfully so. He continues:

Just so you know, for a next time you judge my fellow-countrymen so 
harshly: among the barbarians who performed this gruesome deed 
there wasn’t a single Swede. Almost the entire regiment consists of 
German mercenaries […] deplorable scum the lot of them, whose fa-

therland and honour are only to be found inside their purse…441

Ib now remembers Kernbok’s intervention and recognizes his voice. Expressing 
his gratitude he kisses Kernbok’s hand and lets his prisoner go unharmed. 

 This exchange of the historical enemy (Sweden) with the current 
threat (Germany) is even more explicit in the theatre adaptation of Gøngehø-
vdingen by the Norwegian playwright Michael Wallem Brun (1819–91), which 
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was first brought to the stage in 1865, thus only a year after the disastrous out-
come of the Second Schleswig War. Here, the story set in the Dano-Swedish 
war is puzzlingly bereft of Swedish characters and the remaining villain is the 
German captain Seyfel (captain Manheimer in Etlar’s books), who is so deeply 
immoral that it almost becomes comical.442 Etlar himself, it has to be said, was 
not at all pleased with Brun’s theatre adaptation, calling it “a degrading mish-
mash of my good historical novel.”443

 Besides this anti-German tenor, Etlar’s work is characterized by a no-
table social criticism which is centred on an opposition between the arrogant, 
self-centred nobility (excluding the king who is in alliance with the people) and 
the patriotic and freedom-loving common people. Whereas the noblemen are 
solely interested in securing their own personal interests – primarily those of 
the material kind – and spend the Swedish occupation hiding behind the safe 
walls of Copenhagen, the people headed by Svend and his troop of partisans 
are the ones doing the dirty work, willing to wage active resistance and sacri-
fice their lives for king and country. As Anders Linde-Laursen has observed, 
this critique of aristocratic privilege reflects the political debate in Etlar’s own 
time and the push for greater democratic representation.444 As so often, histor-
ical fiction does not only offer a nostalgic and exciting view on the past, it is 
usually also a commentary on the here and now of the writer.445  

 Like the introduction of malicious German mercenaries, this social 
criticism has a distracting effect that clouds the historical role of the Swedes. 
This is especially evident in Dronningens Vagtmester. During one of their mis-
sions Svend and Ib travel through a dark forest where they encounter a peasant 
leading a carriage with a coffin. They warn the poor man that he should better 
not wander around these quarters at night. Is he not afraid for the Swedes? 
The man answers:

“Afraid for the Swedes?” […] “No, quite to the contrary, I for my part 
have nothing to complain about. Of course, they plunder, but it is only 
the rich they target, and that is all the same to us poor people. They let 
me keep what I have, for I have nothing. For as far as I’m concerned, I’d 
rather much prefer they stayed a little while longer: me and my own 
will have good days while they’re here.” 

  “My God, man!” Ib exclaimed […], “that’s no way to speak 
for a Danish man!”

  “O no, it’s spoken like a poor man. My landlord has taken 
everything from me what he could: my piece of land once I’d managed 
to make it suitable for cultivation, my cow once I’d saved enough money 
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to buy one, and finally he took my son when his estate was compelled 
to provide the army with a horseman. That time he ruled, now I rule, 
that time I struggled and suffered from hunger and distress and was 
regularly beaten up by the bailiff, now I only work when I need to and I 
have a lot more to eat. Could you then please tell me why I should wish 
for the situation to change?”446

In this passage, the abuse of the Danish nobility is literally regarded as a great-
er injustice than the Swedish occupation, which is even welcomed by the peas-
ant as a kind of liberation. Earlier in the book the siege of Copenhagen is ac-
credited as having had an emancipatory effect of a slightly different kind. The 
state of emergency has eradicated all social differences, as it forced people of 
every disposition to work together: “The nobleman worked alongside the slave, 
or rather, there were no slaves any longer, as little as there were noblemen or 
privileges.”447 This paints the ruling class in a more positive light, but their over-
all image in the book is principally negative. Svend experiences the inequality 
suffusing Danish society to his cost. Although he and Ib help out the wealthy 
Lady Elsebeth at various occasions, saving her fortune and saving her life, 
Svend is still not allowed to marry milady’s daughter on account of the fact that 
he is not of noble birth. Etlar’s story of Svend Gønge consequently has an am-
biguous ending; while the population of Copenhagen celebrates the decisive 
victory over the Swedish army, the end of the war leaves one of its greatest he-
roes disillusioned and unrewarded. The image that the reader is left with is that 
of the pale face of Svend’s dearly-beloved who rides towards an arranged mar-
riage with her (noble) cousin. Perhaps this unsatisfactory conclusion, atypical 
for an adventurous novel, channels Etlar’s social criticism: a truly happy ending 
for Svend/Denmark can only be realized once all hereditary privilege has been 
abolished; after all, it was the uncommon coalition between members of all lay-
ers of society – whose hierarchical differences dissolved in the process – that 
managed to bring an end to Copenhagen’s predicament and saved the country 
from the brink of destruction.448  

CARL GEORG STARBÄCK – ENGELBREKT ENGELBREKTSSON (1868)

“NOT YET WERE THE DANES HATED”

Although Etlar was largely scorned by the literary establishment – with most 
critics deeming his work trivial and superficial – his dramatic and ac-
tion-packed historical novels were highly popular in the second half of the 
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nineteenth century and they kept their appeal until deep into the next. Prior to 
1918, Etlar sold more than 2.5 million copies of his novels and story collections 
in Denmark alone, while his more popular works were also translated to vari-
ous other languages, including Swedish and Norwegian. This made him one of 
the most popular authors in Denmark in the nineteenth century in terms of 
sales figures, second only to Ingemann.   

 The same combination between little critical acclaim and great com-
mercial success befell the literary exploits of the Swede Carl Georg Starbäck 
(1828–85), a historian and novelist who wrote both historical fiction and 
non-fiction. In both genres, Starbäck showed a penchant for the period of the 
Kalmar Union. His doctoral thesis (1854) dealt with the Vasa dynasty during the 
Union and his two most well-known novels had two other key figures from this 
epoch as their protagonist: Engelbrekt Engelbrektsson first appeared as a serial 
in a national newspaper before it was published in book form in 1868; his trilo-
gy on Nils Bosson Sture appeared in 1870–71, also after initial publication as a 
newspaper feuilleton.449 In addition, Starbäck practiced the literary-academic 
crossover genre of popular history with his Berättelser ur svenska historien 
(Tales from Swedish History, 12 volumes between 1860 and 1875), of which three 
volumes were dedicated to the Kalmar Union. The series had a notable influ-
ence as the information source for creative writers; both August Strindberg 
and Verner von Heidenstam have cited Starbäck as an inspiration.450

 Engelbrekt Engelbrektsson was Starbäck’s greatest public success and 
nothing short of a bestseller: it went through a total of ten editions between 
1868 and 1914. In 1879, the book appeared in a first Danish translation; the Nor-
wegian translation followed in 1895. The great popular status of the work is 
further evidenced by the marketing of a luxury publication in 1885 with illus-
trations by Jenny Nyström (1854–1946), thus showing another parallel with Et-
lar: the illustrations Poul Steffensen (1866–1923) made for the 1897 joint edition 
of Gøngehøvdingen and Dronningens Vagtmester would have a great impact on 
the popular imagination of Svend and his time. 

Much unlike Olsen and Etlar, Starbäck in his historical fiction stayed very 
close to the historical sources, although he simultaneously used his novels, as 
Christer Öhman has observed, as a vehicle for his national-liberal and demo-
cratic convictions.451 The plot of Engelbrekt consequently follows the estab-
lished chronology of the so-called Engelbrekt Rebellion of 1434–36 meticulous-
ly, while at the same time offering a social criticism akin to that of Etlar. The 
fictitious and semi-fictitious subplots spun around the historical events at the 
heart of the book mainly serve the purpose of illustrating Starbäck’s nation-
al-liberal interpretation of Sweden’s medieval history.    
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In Starbäck’s representation, the most important cause for the rebellion 
was the repression of the peasant population by their mostly Danish overlords. 
When Engelbrekt’s plea to union king Erik VII of Pomerania to take measures 
against the widespread abuse falls on deaf ears and initially even leads to an 
aggravation of the situation, the nobleman takes the helm of a peasant army 
and embarks on a successful campaign, bringing many a castle to heel whilst 
acquiring the support of several Swedish nobles in the process. After negotia-
tions with Erik in late 1434, Engelbrekt is elected Rikshövitsman (highest mili-
tary commander) of the Swedish realm. He is however quickly side-lined by the 
Swedish nobility, who want to pursue their own agenda with the uprising, and 
he is stripped of his position a year later. Following a personal feud unrelated 
to the rebellion, Engelbrekt is murdered by a Swedish aristocrat in May 1436, 
only a few months before the uprising he would later give his name to is 
brought to an end.  

Starbäck’s literary retelling of the Engelbrekt Rebellion was to a large de-
gree congruent with the dominant historiographical reading of the event as 
presented by Erik Gustaf Geijer in his influential Svenska folkets historia (Histo-
ry of the Swedish People, 3 volumes, 1832–36). Geijer saw the Rebellion as the 
moment of inception of Swedish national awakening and the first time the 
peasants entered the stage as a political force of note; Engelbrekt, in his eyes, 
played a leading role in this crucial historical development.452 In contrast to 
Geijer, who did not explicitly portray Engelbrekt as an opponent of the Kalmar 
Union as a political institution, Starbäck strongly introduced him as a champi-
on of Swedish sovereignty fighting for the national cause. Nevertheless, Star-
bäck’s views of the Kalmar Union, as expressed in the novel, are not principally 
negative and are mostly in line with the Scandinavist vision on the medieval 
union such as it had been represented in for instance the school textbooks dis-
cussed earlier: the union was the logical outcome of the intimate relationship 
between the Scandinavian people but was built on the wrong political struc-
tures. Particularly insightful here is the following passage, one of the many in-
formative intermezzos with which Starbäck regularly interrupts his story. 
Within the short space of these few lines all three aforementioned strategies 
are combined: the Germans are the actual enemies, while the hatred between 
Danes and Swedes was enforced, as it was instigated by the misconduct of suc-
cessive kings abusing their power at the cost of the common people. 

Not yet were the Danes hated in Sweden, but the Germans were, and if 
the Danes helped to suppress the people contrary to law and justice, 
then they would be approached with the same emotions and consid-
ered just as foreign to Sweden as Germans or Italians. Then no law 
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would allow them to say or decree anything in our land. Without a 
doubt it had been queen Margaret’s idea from the start to melt the 
three Nordic peoples together into one, but her foster-son was unable 
to fathom the great vision for the future that had lived in her noble 
heart. He simply approached his affairs in the same fashion as the Ger-
man princelings ruled their possessions. He only had a larger area to 
take his petty aspirations out on, nothing more, and whenever there 
was an obstacle in his way, he just kicked it over whenever it was within 
his power to do so. But it was also during Erik’s reign that the seeds for 
the national hatred between Danes and Swedes were sawn of which the 
spoils would later be so richly reaped by his successors. Now, three 
hundred years after the dissolution of the union, the trunk of the tree 

has been cut down, but the roots are still in the ground.453

In a short biography of Starbäck, Harald Wieselgren (1835–1906) applauded the 
author’s impartial representation of the Kalmar Union and noted that it was not 
nationality that divided between ‘heroes’ and ‘villains’ in his novels, but “a man’s 
character – and the power of circumstance.”454 Indeed, Engelbrekt Engebrekts-
son has both its bad Swedes and its good Danes. Christer Öhman therefore 
concurs with Wieselgren that nationality is not the decisive factor, but at the 
same time he modifies Wieselgren’s assessment a little, stating that it is never-
theless the position of the characters towards the Swedish national cause that 
differentiates between friend or foe in Starbäck’s work: those who acknowledge 
Sweden’s right of self-rule are good, those who obstruct or contradict it are 
bad.455 Öhman adds that a character’s sense for social justice is at least as im-
portant for his or her moral appraisal in the story.456 To an even higher degree 
than in Etlar’s novels, the strive for national liberty is in Engelbrekt Engelbrekts-
son connected to a social struggle against the repression of the people by the 
aristocracy. The black-and-white division between good and bad that suffuses 
the story neatly distinguishes between aristocrats abusing their power for their 
own benefit and those having the people’s rights close at heart, with Engel-
brekt of course as the most prominent representative. This use of Engelbrekt 
as a political symbol, depicting him as “Sweden’s first liberal”,457 tied in to the 
contemporary political debate on popular representation and Starbäck’s own 
political engagement.458 At the same time, declaring him an advocate of univer-
sal, democratic values like liberty and equality made it possible to lift Engel-
brekt out of the purely Swedish-national context and appropriate him for the 
democratic formulation of Scandinavism to which Starbäck was highly sympa-

thetic.459 
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DEFUSED MEMORY SITES

The stories Olsen, Etlar, and Starbäck share many tropes with the history 
school textbooks covered in the first part of this chapter. One is the attention 
for the common people as the true carriers of national values. This is most em-
phatically expressed in Etlar’s novels, where the leading roles are reserved for 
Svend and Ib, who stand on the lower sports of the societal ladder and in terms 
of character form a striking contrast to the amoral aristocrats. Similarly, Anna 
Kolbjørnsdatter is described by Olsen – of course with no small amount of pa-
triarchal prejudice – as “only a powerless woman” who, in her husband’s words, 
has nonetheless “brought honour and glory upon our humble house.”460 Even 
Engelbrekt – after all a nobleman unlike the others – is credited for his humili-
ty (“he has so far not drawn much attention to himself”, as one of his advocates 
says in praise) and considered a man of the people.461 Closely related to this 
point is the social criticism that suffuses the work of Etlar and Starbäck, and 
that matches the scrutiny of aristocratic abuse forwarded in the schoolbooks 
as well as their emphasis on liberty and equality as defining Scandinavian val-
ues. The aristocratic characters in the story that sin against these values are 
the main villains, even when they are of the same nationality as the protago-
nists; in that sense, social oppositions take precedence over the transnational 
conflict. 

Most striking perhaps is the fact that we find the circular master narra-
tive assimilated in Anna Kolbjørnsdatter and Engelbrekt Engelbrektsson. Olsen 
does this very literally, when he lets Jonas Ramus underline the tribal ancestry 
of the Scandinavian nations which in his mind should lead to their reconcile-
ment in the present; as such, Olsen most strictly follows Scott’s conflict-recon-
ciliation narrative. Starbäck’s approach is more complex, as he situates his sto-
ry at the start of the conflict, or even shortly before it – we recall that “the 
Danes were not yet hated” and that king Erik had sown “the seeds for the na-
tional hatred between Danes and Swedes” – yet in the above cited passage 
Starbäck also briefly fast-forwards to his own day, stating that the trunk 
sprouting from these seeds has been cut down: in the time separating Engel-
brekt’s history and Starbäck fictionalizing that same history the circle has thus 
gone full circle from harmony to hatred to rapprochement. Yet, he also warns 
that “the roots are still in the ground”, suggesting that the old hatred could still 
be revived. Possibly Starbäck felt inclined to add this warning in light of ‘1864’ 
and the recurrent bitterness among Danes engendered by the lacking Swed-
ish-Norwegian support as well as the distrust towards Scandinavism among 
many of his fellow-countrymen.
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The variety of narrative tactics that have passed the review over the last 
number of pages – social criticism, war as un-Scandinavian, alternative ene-
mies, Scott as a model of remembrance – transformed cultural memories in-
voking Denmark’s, Norway’s, and Sweden’s individual struggles for indepen-
dence against a Scandinavian overlord into solid building-blocks in a coalescing 
Scandinavian master narrative in which the potentially contentious power of 
these self-same memories was effectively defused. This defusing can be said to 
have brought about an element of ‘silence’, which Jay Winter has identified as a 
third dimension between remembering and forgetting.462 In his famous essay 
Qu’est-ce qu’une nation? (1882), Ernest Renan (1829–92) had already sharply 
observed that forgetting past episodes of internal strive was as important for 
securing national cohesion as remembering shared traumas and glories.463 Out-
side the direct context of the nation-state, Paul Connerton has pointed out 
that forgetting such negative memories can be constitutive in the formation of 
a new identity – such as for example the Scandinavian.464 Yet, as the novels and 
play demonstrate through their existence alone, painful memories were not 
simply forgotten or erased in Scandinavian nationalisms; instead, they were 
transformed in such a way that the historical antagonism was moved into the 
narrative’s background, where it was rendered harmless – or, indeed, silent. 
Ketil Knutsen’s notion of ‘reconciliatory silence’ – which he uses in the context 
of political communication – translates perfectly to the literary practice I have 
described here. It is worth quoting Knutsen’s definition in full:

Reconciliatory silence implies that politicians speak in favour of people 
putting behind them a difficult and painful history, not in the sense of 
forgetting it, but in the sense of taking the sting out of it by becoming 
conscious of it, confronting it and putting it behind oneself. To avoid an 
evil society and create a good one, it is according to politicians import-
ant to learn from the past. It is also about working through the history. 
The goal is often to prevent a difficult history from negatively affecting 

the present and future. In this way, a society can begin anew.465

Defused memory sites as such negotiate a middle way between remembering 
and forgetting; the silence that emerges in this process is more effective than 
full-on denial or repression of painful episodes from the shared past, for only 
in this way could memory sites like Anna, Svend, and Engelbrekt maintain their 
position in their respective national memory cultures and form a focal point of 
national pride without causing friction with the neighbours.  

 In its ultimate consequence, the defusing of potentially troublesome 
memories in the service of pan-Scandinavian reconciliation saw the incorpora-
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tion of national heroes in a wider Scandinavian gallery of national greats, even 
if these figures had engaged in inter-Scandinavian warfare. We could in other 
words speak of the transnationalisation of these cultural memories: national 
memories (also) become Scandinavian memories. A prominent example is that 
of the Swedish king Carl XII (1682–1718), whose discursive roll in Scandinavist 
propagation has been studied in some detail by Henrik Ullstad. Despite the fact 
that this particular king had been involved in armed conflict with Den-
mark-Norway during the Great Nordic War and had invaded the western 
neighbour on multiple occasions, Carl XII featured heavily in Scandinavist 
songs and poetry during the first few student meetings, more so than any oth-
er historical character. Ullstad shows how poets who took him for a subject se-
lectively delved into his biography, largely ignored his involvement in the war 
against Denmark and the fact that he had died by enemy fire on Norwegian 
soil. Instead, what was highlighted in this poetry were his campaigns against 
Russia, which made him a suitable symbol for Scandinavism’s anti-Russian in-
clinations, even up to the level that he could anachronistically be hailed as a 
‘great Scandinavian’.466 

This Scandinavist appropriation of distinctively national figures was 
made explicit during the student meeting of 1843 in Uppsala. The visit of the 
Danish students to Stockholm on June the 6th happened to coincide with the 
traditional celebration of the national holiday in honour of Gustav Vasa. Out of 
consideration with their guests, however, the Swedish hosts had decided to 
cancel the festivities for that year, anticipating that the Danes might be insult-
ed by the occasion. In a speech held before the journey back to Copenhagen, 
Frederik Barfod half-jokingly remarked that the organizing committee had 
achieved the opposite of what they had intended, for “[i]t has offended us. It 
has at least deeply offended me personally.” He continued to say that Gustav I 
had been a bold champion of freedom and sovereignty and as such it did not 
fall heavily on the Danes – “who call freedom their father and Scandinavia their 
mother” – to appropriate for themselves “one of Scandinavia’s best sons”.467 Like 
Starbäck’s Engelbrekt, Gustava Vasa is by Barfod lifted out of the direct context 
of national liberation and elevated as the advocate of specific universal values 
sovereignty and liberty – which are in turn values particularly promoted by the 
Scandinavists.  

 Probably the best example of a defused memory is the monument 
erected in 1882 to mark the bicentenary of the Battle of Lund of 1676 (Ill. 6.1), 
one of the bloodiest battles in European history according to the relative num-
ber of casualties (an estimate of almost 70 percent). The inscription on the 
monument captures the Scandinavist vision on history in two simple sentenc-
es: “Here fought and bled people of the same tribe. Memorial erected by recon-
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ciled descendants.”468

Ill. 6.1 - The War Memorial in Lund. Photo: Anders Lagerås (Wikimedia Commons). 

Defusing potentially divisive memories, however, did not always work. 
Henrik Ibsen’s national-history play Fru Inger til Østraat (Lady Inger of Østraat, 
1854) was rejected by the Royal Theatre in Copenhagen; one of the reasons 
brought forward by the theatre’s censor – the Norwegian-born Carsten Hauch 
(1790–1872) – was that he deemed Ibsen’s representation of the Danish regime 
in early-sixteenth-century Norway to be unflattering and ‘tyrannical’.469 More 
generally, contemporary political developments could have a negative impact 
on the representation of historical memories. Invoking the same historical 
background as Etlar had used in his Svend Gønge novels, H.F. Ewald (1821–1908) 
in his 1867 novel Svenskerne paa Kronborg (The Swedes at Kronborg Castle) was 
considerably less lenient towards the Swedes. Writing after 1864 and Sweden’s 
‘betrayal’ of the Scandinavian brotherhood, Ewald harked back to age-old neg-
ative stereotypes Danes had held about Swedes and their alleged untrustwor-
thiness, which had certainly not evaporated completely after decades of Scan-
dinavist agitation: “The fox will kiss the goose before the Swede will be our 
good friend, and never will a wound be healed that the scar will not be recog-
nizable.”470 Along the same lines, antagonistic renditions of historic conflicts 
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with Sweden would resurface in Norwegian literature in the years leading up to 
the collapse of the union in 1905 – something I will return to in Chapter 12.         

At the same time, the three national historiographical traditions would 
never fully merge into a single Scandinavian history. That authors would in ma-
jority stick to topics from the national canon and catered first and foremost to 
a national audience bears witness to this. In that sense, the predetermined so-
cial framework of the nation was internally reinforcing, forming a closed cir-
cuit, with each nation retroactively creating its own canon of remembrance 
that fitted the own ideological interests best and in which memories from the 
neighbouring countries were at best peripheral.471  

On top of this, ‘Scandinavication’ of national memories would at times be 
actively resisted. Especially in Norway, historians were protective of their new-
found independence – also in the realm of memory. The case-study going to be 
presented in Chapter 12 that will illustrate this is that of the eighteenth-centu-
ry naval hero Peter Wessel Tordenskjold, whom several Norwegian historians 
and authors tried to reclaim as an exclusively national hero. Yet, even with all 
these reservations taken into account, the great investment of teachers and 
historians in stimulating knowledge on each other’s history is remarkable, as is 
the fact that the Scott-inspired conflict-reconciliation narrative would become 
the dominant mode of dealing with Scandinavian history in fiction.
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Chapter 7

Visual Culture:
Perennial Brotherhood and Visual Silences

The use of Old-Norse symbolism during the Scandinavist student meetings has 
been well documented. One of the venues used in Copenhagen in 1845 featured 
cardboard cut-outs representing various Norse gods made by the young paint-
ers Peter Christian Skovgaard (1817–75), Johan Thomas Lundbye (1818–48), and 
Lorenz Frølich (1820–1908), which had been made for the occasion of a so-
called ‘Nordic Feast’ (see next chapter) that had been arranged the previous 
winter. Also the banners gifted to the four universities in 1862 featured images 
of the Norse gods, thus assigning each of the institutions with a pagan pa-
tron.472 These visual representations added up to the overall use of Old-Norse 
imagery in the countless poems and speeches recited at these occasions as 
well as the re-enactment of believed-to-have-been ancient rituals such as 
drinking mead from drinking horns. Although the cultivation of the Old Norse 
became to be somewhat toned-down during the last few meetings, also during 
these occasions the students were ready to present themselves as ‘peaceful Vi-
kings’ undertaking a ‘peaceful Viking travel’, thus evoking the historical splen-
dour of their early-medieval ancestors whilst replacing their violent reputation 
with Scandinavism’s self-proclaimed mission of rapprochement and pacifism. 
Strikingly, during the final student meeting in 1875 – as if to rekindle the mem-
ory of 1843 – the drinking horn made a surprise return after years of absence.473 

 The impact of Scandinavism on the use of Old-Norse and Viking motifs 
in nineteenth-century art, design, and architecture has been studied in great 
depth by Bo Grandien in a publication from 1987. Taking start in the student 
meeting of 1856, Grandien shows how for artists part of the attraction of these 
subjects lay in their pan-Scandinavian nature.474 Focussing on a wholly different 
branch of material culture, Ole Klindt-Jensen as early as 1975 wrote a compact 
and insightful history of Scandinavian archaeology. In the introduction he 
writes that “[a] unified treatment of research and conservation work through-
out the Scandinavian world will be the most natural approach”, adding that, al-
though full-scale collaboration was rare, there was always a lively exchange of 
ideas and results between antiquarians and archaeologists, even during times 
of political conflict.475 

 Apart from Grandien, the ‘most natural approach’ championed by 
Klindt-Jensen has seldom been applied to art-historical subjects. In some in-
stances, this has led to curious cases of methodological nationalism. N.L. 
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Høyen’s (1798–1870) highly influential lecture from 1844 on the preconditions 
for a Scandinavian national art has for instance usually been ear-marked in 
narrower terms as crucial for the development of Danish national art alone.476 
In a similar vein have the Scandinavian or even Scandinavist foundations of the 
Nordiska museet in Stockholm and the National Museum in Copenhagen long 
been overlooked.477 More recent studies have set the record straight in these 
particular cases. Karina Lykke Grand and Gertrud Oelsner have pointed out 
that Høyen had Scandinavia on his mind, not Denmark alone;478 Magdalena Hill-
ström has spent several articles on the Scandinavist convictions that inspired 
Artur Hazelius in founding Nordiska Museet;479 and Kristoffer Schmidt has ar-
gued that the founders of the two predecessors of the current Danish national 
museum – the Danish Antiquity Commission (1807) and the Museum of Nordic 
Antiquities (1819) – applied a Scandinavian (and later universal) understanding 
on the study and exhibition of prehistory.480

This part of dissertation aims to contribute to this relatively recent 
‘Scandinavian turn’ in art history by looking at the depiction of Scandinavian 
history in the visual arts – thus like the previous chapter focussing primarily on 
the art works and only in a second instance on people and institutions.481 In so 
doing, it picks up the threads that had been left hanging after Chapters 3 and 6. 
First, the present chapter returns to the cultivation of the Old-Norse: How did 
the aesthetics debate on Norse mythology continue after the polemic confron-
tations between Ling and Geijer, and Finnur Magnússon and the Badens, and 
what does this debate reveal about the discourse surrounding Scandinavian 
identity? The second half of this chapter directs attention to the artistic treat-
ment of motifs from the Age of Severance. How are war-time situations be-
tween the various Scandinavian nations depicted in history paintings? Can we 
detect the same defusing, reconciliatory strategies we encountered in literary 
fiction: the presentation of war as the exception from the natural state of har-
mony, the introduction of an alternative enemy or social conflict, the portrayal 
of ‘great men’ as shared Scandinavian heroes?  

PATTERNS IN VISUALIZING HISTORY

In answering these questions – particularly the last one – it might be insightful 
to strike a comparison between historicism in the visual arts and the use of 
history in literature. What are the similarities and differences in cultivation 
practices between these two cultural fields? Do painters and sculptors in gen-
eral prefer other historical periods as a subject for their work than writers and 
poets or are these trends largely similar? To gain insight in these patterns, an 
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inventory similar to that of historicist literature has been made that contains a 
total of 838 history paintings, sculptures (including statuettes, reliefs, and 
monuments), and illustrated editions of both ancient and modern classics. The 
complete list can be found on www.scandinavism.com/visual-arts. 

Criteria for inclusion was the depiction of a clearly recognizable event or 
person from Scandinavian history or Norse mythology. Landscape paintings 
featuring an historical element such as a tumulus, a dolmen, or a stave church 
have for this reason been left out, as are genre paintings evoking a certain his-
torical setting. Illustrated text editions on the other hand have been included 
on account of their cultural impact. Prior to the age of the comic book and 
television no other genre arguably contributed as much to the popular imagi-
nation of saga heroes, Vikings, Norse gods, and other great men and women 
from the past than these often luscious publications, not least because of the 
powerful combination of text and image. The 1899–1900 popular edition of 
Snorre’s King’s Sagas in Norway immediately comes to mind, with its iconic im-
ages by leading artists such as Erik Werenskiold (1855–1938), Gerhard Munthe 
(1849–1929), and Christian Krohg (1852–1925). A similarly ambitious edition of 
the Edda in Sweden from 1893 could display an equally impressive list of con-
tributors, including amongst others Anders Zorn (1860–1920), Georg von Rosen 
(1843–1923), Gustaf Cederström (1845–1933), and Carl Larsson (1853–1919). In 
Denmark, the illustrations Louis Moe (1857–1945) provided for new translations 
of the Edda and the Gesta Danorum enjoyed great popularity. These projects 
were ascribed great national significance as they were aimed at making these 
national epics available for a large audience in high-quality editions; this ex-
plains the involvement and often great enthusiasm of prominent artists.482

 For the sake of clarity, it should be remarked that mythology, at least 
as a subject for the visual arts, until deep into nineteenth century was per-
ceived as part of history. In the definition of the Norwegian art historian Lo-
rentz Dietrichson (1834–1917), the history painting included “both the religious, 
the purely world-historical, and mythical subjects.”483 For this reason, also mod-
ern definitions of the genre commonly define history painting as “the depiction 
of scenes from history, the Bible, classical mythology as well as allegorical 
works”, to which should thus be added mythologies other than the Graeco-Ro-
man.484

 Again, as had been the case for literature, previous inventories of his-
torical art in Scandinavia are scarce – partially on account of later scholarly 
disdain for the genre – and the present inventory cannot by any stretch claim 
completeness. The list has been compiled with the help of art histories, artists’ 
biographies, exhibition catalogues, and a rich selection of online sources. Par-
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ticularly useful were the accumulated catalogue for the annual Charlottenborg 
Exhibition in Copenhagen for the years 1807–1882 and Emil Hultmark’s impres-
sively detailed inventory of the expositions of the Royal Swedish Academy of 
Fine Arts (1794–1887), which even features separate sections on the historical 
and mythological genres as well as a chapter on the Geatish Society.485 Addi-
tionally, Knut Ljøgodt’s monography Historien fremstilt i bilder (History Depict-
ed, 2011) provides a comprehensive oversight over Norwegian contributions to 
the genre in both painting and sculpture.486 To be sure, the thoroughness of 
these three publications might have skewed my database towards the years 
that they cover. 

Paintings that were known at the time, but now for one reason or anoth-
er have been lost out of sight have been included on the list for as far as their 
existence is corroborated by written records. That several relevant artworks 
have escaped my attention is unavoidable. Owing to the intensive literature 
search, I am nevertheless confident that the present corpus provides a reliable 
representation of general inspirational trends in the visual arts in nine-
teenth-century Scandinavia. For visualization of these trends, each artwork has 
been tagged with the period of Scandinavian history it portrays. The resulting 
graphs are given in Figures 7.1 (absolute numbers) and 7.2 (weighed share).

Figure 7.1 - Historical background in the visual arts, 1770-1919.
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When comparing Figure 7.1 with Figure 6.1 (p. 131), presenting the results 
for historical literature, two major differences catch the eye. Firstly, the appar-
ent decline in interest for historical subjects among artists in the last three de-
cades of the study period seemingly stands in sharp contrast to the boom in 
the publication of historical fiction in exactly this same period. However, I 
would like to argue that these contradicting trends are part of the same devel-
opment of what could be termed the ‘popularization of history’. History, cer-
tainly after the onset of realism in the 1870s and 1880s, lost its attraction for 
‘high culture’ and instead trickled down to become the exciting and adventur-
ous subject-matter for cultural products with a lower cultural status. This di-
minishing status also retrospectively befell the classics in the genre: the histor-
ical novels by Scott, Etlar, and Starbäck for instance came to be increasingly 
regarded as juvenile literature.487 The historical-literary boom around 1900 is 
primarily engendered by a rise of mass-printed adventure novels and newspa-
per feuilletons aided by the introduction of new and cheaper printing technol-
ogy and the growing demand for popular light reading.488 What is more, the 
‘boom’ should not be overestimated – or perhaps not even be considered a 
boom – as in relative numbers the historical genre now formed a smaller seg-
ment measured against the overall output of literary fiction – which had ex-
ploded owing to the aforementioned technological and social-economic devel-
opments – than during the heyday of Romantic-literary historicism in the 
middle of the century.

Figure 7.2 - Relative share of historical periods in the visual arts, 1770-1919.
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The popularizing development is paralleled in the visual arts. The history 
painting steadily loses its status towards the end of the century and the artistic 
depiction of the past instead moves to the illustrations in the text editions – 
generally also mass-produced – and, importantly, to the streets and squares 
were the erection of commemorative monuments celebrating national heroes 
witnessed a dramatic rise during the final decades of the nineteenth century 
and the first few decades of the next. These popularizing inflictions of histori-
cism will be discussed in more detail in Part IV.  

The second prominent difference concerns the relatively stable potency 
of Norse Antiquity as a source of inspiration for painters and sculptors 
throughout most of the study period after its initial peak in the 1810s and 1820s. 
Figure 7.2 accordingly gives a picture completely different from the situation in 
literature, where the interest in Norse Antiquity as an inspiration for new fic-
tion dwindled after the 1840s (Fig. 6.2). Common statistic is the number one 
position the Age of Severance claims as most popular period for cultivation in 
both literature and the visual arts, with a relative share of 50,0 and 45,7 percent 
respectively.  

Several explanations could be forwarded for the persistent attraction of 
Norse Antiquity for the visual arts as contrasted to literature. Firstly, the gen-
eral trend towards realism did not obstruct the visual depiction of scenes from 
the saga era to the same degree as using such themes in literature, as artists 
could benefit from archaeological progress and study antiquities for realistic 
depictions of clothing, weaponry, architecture and so on. Secondly, the onset 
of new genres – the illustrated editions, public art, decorations of dragon-style 
architecture – gave Norse Antiquity a new lease of life towards the end of the 
century, while fin-de-siècle movements such as Symbolism and Art Nouveau 
turned out to be highly compatible with Old-Norse motifs (see Chapter 15); this 
in contrast to literature, where the Old Norse remained largely contained to 
the genres of Romantic poetry and theatre. Thirdly, the ongoing debate on the 
usability of the Old Norse for modern art – to no small degree spurred on by 
the centrality of the ancient heritage in national and pan-national self-under-
standings – kept these motifs continuously on the artistic agenda, whereas in 
literature there were no sharp disagreements on formalist aspects and the suc-
cess of among others Oehlenschläger and Tegnér truncated any discussion 
comparable to that in the visual arts.

The following will first return to the mythology feuds, in the act showing 
that in the realm of art the cultivation of the Old Norse would increasingly be-
come a centripetal force in Scandinavian identity-making, both in terms of 
transnational cooperation and in the interpretation of the motifs as hailing 
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from a shared pan-national Golden Age. The indirect, hidden-between-the-
lines national appropriations of Ling (Chapter 2) and Magnússon (Chapter 3) 
would in other words not be pursued further in the decades after their writings 
– at least, not in the visual arts.

HOW TO VISUALIZE THE OLD NORSE – IF AT ALL?
CLASSICISM VS ROMANTICISM

In Chapters 2 and 3 we have seen that the use of topics from Norse Antiquity in 
the visual arts gave cause to heated debate in intellectual circles. Enthusiasts 
emphasized the national character of these motifs as well as the authenticity of 
the Old-Norse world in comparison to the well-tested but worn-out subjects 
from classical mythology. Their opponents forwarded two main objections: one 
practical – there was no Old-Norse iconography that could function as inspira-
tion – and one aesthetic – the subject was crude and unsuitable, and lacked the 
refinement of classicist art. Running through the dispute was a discursive op-
position between North and South that, depending on the point of view, pre-
sented the North as either inferior (less cultivated) or superior (more authentic) 
to the South. This mental opposition in combination with the new-found inter-
est for Norse mythology and insurgent Danish anti-German agitation helped 
elevate Scandinavia from the European map as a separate and clearly distin-
guishable cultural category. 

 The interlaced binaries North-South, Norse-Classical, and Sub-
lime-Beauty persisted to influence the practice of cultivating topics from Norse 
mythology and the saga age in the visual arts for the larger part of the nine-
teenth century. The reception of Old-Norse inspired art would be incessantly 
marked by the objections that were first worded at the start of the century by 
radical critics such as Torkel Baden and more moderate commentators like Erik 
Gustaf Geijer. The institutional setting against which such discussions were 
played out was markedly different in Denmark as compared to Sweden, while 
in post-1814 Norway the necessary infrastructure needed to be build up from 
scratch and Copenhagen retained a strong pull for young artists. The Royal Art 
Academy in Copenhagen had firmly anchored Norse mythology in its curricu-
lum by the late eighteenth century through commission works and, later, the 
instruction of its pupils on Old-Norse culture. In Sweden, by contrast, the 
Academy vehemently kept the Norse muse outside its doors until 1845, when 
Old-Norse topics were at long last accepted as a suitable subject-matter for 
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commission works. As a result, the cultivation of Eddic myth had first been 
pursued under the auspices of counter-Academic initiatives such as the 
Geatish Society and the Society for the Study of Art. Notably, the use of Old-
Norse motifs had been actively stimulated by the Royal Court, first and fore-
most by king Karl Johan himself, who ordered Fogelberg’s monumental statues 
of Norse gods (Ill. 7.3) and had his maison de plaisance outside Stockholm deco-
rated with murals depicting Odin’s arrival in Sweden and Ragnar Lodbrók’s 
sacking of Paris.489   

Although the Academy in Stockholm had thus formally embraced the na-
tive mythology in 1845, the board remained conservative in its aesthetical vi-
sion and preferred these subjects to be cultivated using the classicist iconogra-
phy, denouncing more original approaches as crude and bereft of good taste. 
The reception of the work of Nils Jacob Blommér (1816–53) illustrates this point. 
Blommér was praised for his painting of Freya (Ill. 7.1), which safely stayed with-
in the confines of academic convention (note the putti who have no relation to 
Norse mythology) and has nothing of the dark and sublime quality of his earlier 
Old-Norse works (Ill. 7.2), which had received harsh criticism of several acade-
my professors for its, in their eyes, unrefined subject and execution.490 As I will 
discuss further down, this classicist conservatism generated yet another 
counter-academic society in 1845 with the founding of Konstnärsgillet (Artists’ 
Guild), which was strongly rooted in Scandinavist thought.

In Norway, a first national art school had been established in 1818. First 
professor of painting there was the Copenhagen-trained (and -born) Johannes 
Flintoe (1787–1870), who familiarized the coming generation of National-Ro-
manticist painters with Norwegian themes like landscape and traditional dress. 
As Norway would not have a fully established art academy before 1909, Copen-
hagen retained its attraction for aspiring Norwegian artists who wanted to 
continue their studies after graduating from the art school in Christiania. The 
first Norwegian painter to truly make work of saga motifs, Knud Baade (1808–
79), received his education in the Danish capital under C.W. Eckersberg. Later, 
the Art Academy in Düsseldorf developed into a major hub for not only Norwe-
gian artists but Scandinavian artists in general. The Norwegians Adolph Tide-
mand (1814–76) and Hans Gude (1825–1903) were professors at this prestigious 
institute. The three most productive and dedicated painters working with 
Norse mythology – the Norwegian Peter Nicolai Arbo (1831–92) and the Swedes 
August Malmström (1829–1901) and Mårten Eskil Winge (1825–96) – were all ed-
ucated in Düsseldorf. 
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Ill. 7.1 - Nils Jacob Blommér, Freja sökande bland molnen sin försvunne make (Freya seeking her husband be-

tween the clouds, 1852). Oil on canvas. 135x200 cm. Nationalmuseum, Stockholm. 

Ill. 7.2 - Nils Jacob Blommér, Näcken och Ägirs döttrar (The Water-Sprite and Ægir’s Daughters, 1850). Oil on 
canvas. 116x149 cm. Nationalmuseum. 
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Although Norwegian painters and sculptors would enthusiastically seek inspi-
ration in the saga material, this practice would also meet strong criticism in 
Norway as much is it had done in Denmark and Sweden. The leading poet Jo-
han Sebastian Welhaven (1807–73), for instance, who himself enthusiastically 
used Old-Norse tropes in his poetry, was adamantly opposed to the use of this 
same imagery in sculpturing. For all his use of Valkyries and Vikings – always, 
characteristically, in neo-classicist verse-forms – Welhaven remained a staunch 
classicist in matters of aesthetics throughout his life and like Geijer before him 
he insisted that chiselling Norse gods from marble in this day and age would be 
highly unnatural. The Norse gods had been invisible during the days of their 
worship and so they should remain in the here and now. In a letter from 1852 to 
the sculptor Julius Middelthun (1820–86) he writes: “The rise and development 
of these deities happened without any interference of the fine arts; in my mind 
this presents the great difference between the Norse and Greek gods as sub-
jects for artistic representation.”491 

Ill. 7.3 - Bengt Erland Fogelberg, Thor (1844). Orangery Museum, Stockholm. Photo: Holger Ellgaard (2011).
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Welhaven’s words simultaneously hint at the continuous comparisons that 
were being drawn between Norse and Greek mythology. The great classical 
tradition would indeed strongly influence both the production and the recep-
tion of Edda-inspired art. Whereas Welhaven concluded that the lack of a com-
parable tradition in the north should preclude any further initiative, commen-
tators like Geijer, Møller, and Ling had prescribed the classical iconography as 
the solution for the imagelessness of Norse mythology. Blommér, on instigation 
of the academy, would proceed accordingly in his painting of Freya. Yet, the use 
of neo-classicist aesthetics clashed with the Romantic principle of originality 
and, more specifically, the objective to capture the idiosyncratically Scandina-
vian in artistic form. Would this strategy not merely mean dressing up Greek 
gods in cloths more suitable for the cold northern climes, as Hans Kuhn has 
suggested? When looking for instance at Fogelberg’s marble Thor (1844), the 
northern god reminded Kuhn of Hercules dressed in a bearskin, having ex-
changed his club for a hammer (Ill. 7.3).492 

However, as Lennart Pettersson has convincingly argued, most of Fogel-
berg’s contemporaries would not agree with Kuhn’s reading. Several art critics 
considered Fogelberg’s approach to represent an iconography markedly differ-
ent from the neo-classicist standard which could better be termed Romanti-
cist. The choice for an Old-Norse subject was significant in itself and on a fun-
damental level already constituted a break away from classicism. What is more, 
for Fogelberg the use of the classical examples was a means to an end and not 
an end in itself: he wanted to give his statues of Norse gods an authentically 
Nordic expression and in this he had succeeded, so much becomes clear from a 
contemporary review of his Odin statue (1830) cited by Pettersson: 

The statue’s appearance in its entirety is firm and balanced, but not 
without a certain intensity, which especially comes to light due to the 
place the statue has currently been given in the museum. Surrounded 
by antique statues, Odin with a first glance defies any thought of a 

Greek god.493 

Fogelberg’s Thor and Balder, shipped from Rome to Stockholm and presented 
to the public in 1845, would have a similar reception. The weekly Figaro called 
the Thor statue “a true giant and a primal image of Nordic might.”494 Aftonbla-
det, to be sure, did indeed compare Fogelberg to the Greek sculptor Phidias, 
but only to attribute “the Scandinavian master” the same independence and 
originality in working with his native myths as the Greek master 22 centuries 
prior:
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The first look already tells you that what we have before us here are art 
works of a completely new kind: new in its central idea, and comparable 
to the works of Greek art only with regard to the laws for ideal beauty 

they have established.495 

In the meantime, the progress made by archaeological research in Scan-
dinavia steadily provided artists with new material to endow their work with a 
greater level of historical realism, while diminishing their reliance on classical 
examples.496 Many a painter or sculptor spend their time studying antiquarian 
collections for inspiration or even collected antiquities themselves.497 Despite 
this growing archaeological knowledge, however, the Norwegian art historian 
Knut Ljøgodt has a point when he argues that artists perhaps were not so much 
interested in the (re)creation of an Old-Norse iconography but were primarily 
drawn to the myths and sagas as original and interesting subjects. Content, in 
other words, took precedence over form.498 In fact, it could be argued that the 
absence of an established iconography also entailed a certain liberation for 
painters and sculptors, in line with Oehlenschläger’s celebration of the unpar-
alleled freedom Norse mythology provided for the modern poet. 

Apropos Oehlenschläger: striking in this sense is the great inspiration 
modern literature provided for painters and sculptors alike. Although artists 
occasionally read the original saga literature or used scholarly works on Old-
Norse culture (such as Magnússon’s, Ling’s or Munch’s compendia), fictional 
works like Oehlenschläger’s Baldur the Good or Gods of the North, or Tegnér’s 
Fritiof’s saga, had a markedly greater intermedial impact. This impact, more-
over, had a significant inter-Scandinavian dimension as the work of such au-
thors as Oehlenschläger or Tegnér offered inspiration for artists across Scandi-
navia.499 

N.L. HØYEN
“TREAD THE ROUGH AND ARDUOUS NORTHERN PATH”

Starting in the 1840s, the debates on how to work saga into art was codeter-
mined by Scandinavist thinking. It was at the Scandinavian Society, of which he 
was a founding member, that the Danish art critic Niels Laurits Høyen held his 
influential lecture on ‘the preconditions for a Scandinavian national art.’500 
Høyen, who was considered the main authority on art in his day, and who 
worked as professor at the Royal Academy and the University of Copenhagen, 
was of the opinion that artists should play a leading role in raising national 
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consciousness among the people at large through their choice of motifs re-
flecting the country’s history, myths, landscape, customs, and traditions. In his 
lecture of 23 May 1844, he urged artists to specifically opt for subjects that cap-
tured the kinship between the Scandinavian peoples.501 Norse mythology, nat-
urally, formed a rich repository to pick from in this respect.

A discursive opposition between North and South pertaining to Scandi-
navia’s position within European culture formed one of the key drivers behind 
Høyen’s argument. He ascertained that Scandinavian art, from the greater Eu-
ropean perspective, still stood at a lower level of development and that it would 
need some effort to turn this around. The elevation of folk culture – the true 
core of national identity according to Høyen – into the fine arts was the only 
suitable way to achieve this, in his eyes. More precisely, he argued that “Scan-
dinavian history, founded on the characteristic features of country and people, 
constitutes the subject-matter that […] has to be revived in our art, if it wants 
to be more than lifeless stone.”502 Although he reassured that Scandinavian art-
ists should not turn away from the grand European tradition rooted in Homer 
and the Bible, he urged painters and sculptors to look for subjects closer to 
home in order to steer national art in a more independent and authentic direc-
tion, and “tread the rough and arduous northern path.”503 He meant this in quite 
literal terms as he encouraged artists to travel across “Denmark’s islands and 
plains, Norway’s and Sweden’s mountains” to study and get acquainted with life 
in the countryside.504 Both landscape and peasant culture offered crucial keys 
to the past, he emphasized: nature offered the timeless background of the in-
habitants of the north throughout the centuries and thus underlined the conti-
nuity between then and now, whereas the “traits of the ancient gods and he-
roes” had been best preserved in the mind-set and lifestyle of the ‘simple folk’ 
living in the rural peripheries.505 History, nature, and folk culture thus formed 
the intimately connected threads that in Høyen’s eyes tied together a truly na-
tional Scandinavian art, as such making history painting, rustic-idyllic genre 
painting, and landscape painting equally viable vehicles for the expression of 
this identity in artistic form.506 

 Høyen dedicated special attention in his lecture to what he saw as the 
appropriate artistic representation of Norse mythology. Without mentioning 
him by name, Høyen addressed Geijer’s objection that the Norse gods should 
not be resurrected in sculpture on the grounds that they were no longer wor-
shipped. Høyen accentuated that it was, naturally, not the intention to erect 
new temples; instead, the use of mythological subjects contributed to creating 
“images of the life that in many of our myths asserts itself with great distinctive 
power, melancholy and conviction, and emerges with interesting features we 
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do not encounter in either Greek or Christian art.”507 And for creating these im-
ages of the originally Scandinavian through the Old-Norse myths, he strongly 
advised against using the Greek examples as templates. Up to now this under-
standable practice – given the imagelessness of the Scandinavian gods – had 
only impaired the authentic representation of the Norse deities according to 
Høyen and he instead repeated his earlier incitement to study the traces of the 
ancient times among the peasants living in the far-off valleys, islands, and fish-
ing-villages. Through forwarding folk culture as the major inspiration for the 
cultivation of Norse antiquity in the arts, Høyen deviated markedly from the 
official, classicist line propagated by the Art Academies and from the earlier 
aesthetical recommendations such as they had been worded by Møller and 
Geijer. 

THE LINE GEIJER VS THE LINE HØYEN

Høyen himself contributed to the promotion of the Scandinavian in Scandina-
vian art through the establishment of the Society for Nordic Art in 1847, which 
purchased and collected paintings with Scandinavian motifs. In the meantime, 
Høyen’s Scandinavist ideals and anti-academic aesthetics had inspired Gunnar 
Olof Hyltén-Cavallius (1818–88) and Nils Månsson Mandelgren (1813–99) when 
they founded the Artists’ Guild in Stockholm in 1845.508 Hyltén-Cavallius had 
paid repeated visits to Denmark in the 1830s and 1840s, and had also been 
present during the student meeting there in 1845; he had met Høyen in person. 
Picking up where the Geatish Society – finally disbanded the year before after 
years of virtual inactivity – had left off, the Artists’ Guild formed a platform for 
painters, sculptors, poets, architects, and musicians who wanted to work with 
ethnographic and historical subjects. The society organized exhibitions featur-
ing work by among others Blommér and Malmström and offered lectures on 
the treatment of Norse myth in the arts by among other Hyltén-Cavallius him-
self as well as the prominent Scandinavist August Sohlman. Like Høyen they 
advocated folk culture as inspiration and advised artists to travel around Scan-
dinavia, although Sohlman in particular expressed a greater reliance on the an-
tique examples than his Danish counterpart. 

Although the Guild’s lifespan in the end turned out to be relatively short 
– the society was disbanded in 1854 – Hyltén-Cavallius argued that his brain-
child had had a great impact on artistic life in Stockholm. During the days of 
the society’s activity also the Academy had started to promote interest in the 
Old-Norse motifs, which can partially be ascribed to cross-pollination between 
the two institutions. August Sohlman, who was one of the most active propo-
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nents of using Norse myth in the arts, formed one such link when he started 
lecturing on art history at the Academy.509 Yet, as observed earlier, the Acade-
my despite these new impulses retained a conservative profile that for long ob-
structed aesthetical renewal. 

 By the second half of the 1840s, then, the debate that had started in 
the beginning of the century had developed into two opposing lines: the line 
Høyen, which sought to establish an authentic Nordic iconography based on 
folk culture, and the line Geijer, which prescribed the classical examples for the 
visualization of Norse gods and heroes – or, in its most radical interpretation, 
objected to the project altogether. Especially the long echo of Geijer’s 1817 essay 
is remarkable, as August Sohlman experienced to his chagrin. During an art ex-
hibition held in Gothenburg in 1869, Sohlman gave a speech on mythological 
sculpture and he sighed that despite the impressive work done by such sculp-
tors as Fogelberg, Freund, Qvarnström, and Molin there were still people who 
cited Geijer in agreement and insisted that it could not be done.510

 Three years earlier, Stockholm had witnessed its first large-scale in-
ternational art and industrial fair in imitation of a general European trend. The 
occasion had given a new impulse to the debate on the suitability of Norse my-
thology for the fine arts. Different reviewers took up the position of either Gei-
jer or Høyen in their assessment of the fair’s art exhibition, which featured sev-
eral works with a Norse mythological theme from artists from all across 
Scandinavia and Finland.511 Arbo had his Valkyrie on display, Malmström a por-
trait of the pagan lawmaker Viger Spaa, and Winge showed a total of three 
paintings with motifs from the myths and sagas. The centrepiece of the exhibi-
tion was a plaster cast of Johan Molin’s fountain featuring Norse-mythological 
motifs, which reaped such an enthusiastic reception that a  fundraising cam-
paign was organized – including a choir concert involving more than thousand 
singers – to have the fountain moulded into bronze and installed permanently 
in a public place (for more, see Chapter 15).

In reviewing the Stockholm Exhibition, Lorentz Dietrichson, who by now 
lectured at the Art Academy in Stockholm, championed the line proposed by 
Høyen: the goal, in his eyes, was to develop an idiosyncratic Scandinavian art, 
and the way to achieve this goal was through the depiction of Scandinavian 
history – including mythology – which in turn depended on the study of the 
daily life of the peasantry. The Swedish critic Carl Rupert Nyblom (1832–1907) 
assigned a comparably high status to the history painting, but contrary to Diet-
richson he placed strict realism above the artist’s creative phantasy. He accord-
ingly demonstrated great restraint towards the possibility to rework mytholog-
ical subjects into art. Following Geijer, he underlined the shapelessness of 
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Norse mythology. As these deities were no longer worshipped, he further mim-
icked Geijer, it would be improper to conjure up their images now.512 The Swed-
ish art historian Georg Nordensvan has articulated an appropriate characteri-
zation of the difference between the two critics: “Dietrichson aimed to lead 
Swedish art towards Scandinavia, Nyblom to Europe.”513 The same characteriza-
tion would have applied with the same accuracy to Høyen and Geijer. 

Pertaining to these diverging trajectories, Bo Grandien has justly con-
cluded that the cultivation of the Old-Norse in the fine arts, in literature, in de-
sign and in architecture almost without exception went hand in hand with a 
continued fascination for and use of imagery and iconography borrowed from 
classical antiquity. In addition to this, I would like to argue that this navigating 
between the two antiquities always involved a self-positioning of Scandinavia 
within the larger frame of European culture, with Old-Norse culture constitut-
ing something with which Scandinavians could positively and proudly distin-
guish themselves from other European nations. Norse mythology made Scandi-
navia standout like Fogelberg’s Odin in a gallery otherwise inhabited by marble 
Greek gods. This dynamic in combination with the widely held belief that the 
myths and sagas comprised a pan-Scandinavian legacy made topics and motifs 
from Norse Antiquity ideal for the expression of notions of Scandinavian broth-
erhood and solidarity. The fervent use of Old-Norse imagery during the stu-
dent meetings bears witness to this.

REVIVING NORSE ANTIQUITY IN THE PRESENT
A UNITED SCANDINAVIA THEN AND NOW

The presumption that the myths and sagas formed a shared Scandinavian in-
terest remained largely unchallenged in the aesthetical deliberations discussed 
on the previous pages. It is revealing for instance that the reviews of Fogel-
berg’s statues consequently speak of Scandinavian mythology and even repeat-
edly call Fogelberg himself a Scandinavian artist rather than a Swedish one. 
Regarding the heroic sagas the art historian Marit Lange has argued that the 
interest for these subjects can be directly related to the Scandinavist senti-
ments of the day. She points out that in many of the sagas – which, it should be 
added, mostly were of a legendary, a-historic or at best semi-historic nature – 
warriors hailing from the different realms fought side by side and offered their 
services to different rulers within the Old-Norse world. The heroic sagas as 
such reflected the perennial brotherhood that had existed between the Scan-
dinavian nations. Prior to 1864, the evocation of ancient heroes such as Rolf 
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Krage or Stærkodder accordingly offered ammunition for those who supported 
pan-Scandinavian solidarity with Denmark in light of the conflict with Germa-
ny over Schleswig-Holstein.514 

This celebration of pan-Scandinavian unity through the depiction of the 
close ties that had existed in the saga age was also expressed in paintings that 
at a first glance contradict this unifying message. As much as legendary war-
riors had fought side by side, they as often had fought against each other. One 
of these instances was the legendary Battle of Bråvalla, which according to the 
account given by Saxo in the Gesta Danorum took place somewhere around 750 
and saw a clash between the Geats or Danes headed by Harald Hildetand and 
the Svear (Swedes) led by Sigurd Ring. The Danes lost the battle and their king; 
Sigurd Ring consequently came to rule over both Sweden and Denmark. For 
August Malmström the motif constituted nothing less than a lifelong obsession. 
After years of working on a large canvas, he in a flurry of “berserker rage” had 
physically attacked his own first attempt – piercing a palette knife through 
Stærkodder’s head – before rolling it up and storing it away; he started a sec-
ond attempt in 1867 (Ill. 7.4), returned to the work every now and then through-
out his career, but the painting was left unfinished when he died in 1891.515 

But what attracted Malmström, who was a self-declared and engaged 
Scandinavist, to this bellicose saga that recounted of the death of a Danish king 
in combat with a large Swedish army? According to August Strindberg the an-
swer to this seeming contradiction was simple: Malmström’s painting was a 
Scandinavist painting. The battle of Bråvalla, so it was believed, had been the fi-
nal showdown between the Svear and the Danes before the famed Nordic unity 
was installed. As such, Malmström in Strindberg’s eyes had aimed to capture 
the evolution from discord over reconciliation towards unification that, as we 
have seen, was commonly presented as the basic storyline in Scandinavian his-
tory.516

At the same time, however, the example of Malmström and the Battle of 
Bråvalla goes to show that even Norse Antiquity did not constitute a straight-
forward golden age of pan-Scandinavian harmony. This lead artists and critics 
alike to employ reconciliatory tactics comparable to literary framing of the Age 
of Severance in order to fit episodes like the defeat of Harald Hildetand in the 
Scandinavist narrative.  
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Ill. 7.4 - August Malmström, Bråvallaslaget (The Battle of Bråvalla, 1891). Oil on canvas. 380x625 cm. Museum 
of Östergötland.

Ill. 7.5 - August Malmström, Blenda uppmanande Värendskvinnorna att hämnas danskarnas härjningar (Blen-
da incites the women of Värend to revenge the misdeed of the Danes, 1860). Oil on canvas, 100x120 cm. 
Smålands Museum, Växjö.
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“AN EPISODE FROM OUR HISTORY WE COULD
VERY WELL DO WITHOUT”

Malmström’s painting of the legendary battle of Bråvalla, despite its subject, did 
not cause a stir among hard-lined Scandinavists. Another of his painting did, 
however. In 1860 he finalized a painting with the title Blenda uppmanande 
Värendskvinnorna att hämnas danskarnas härjningar (Blenda incites the wom-
en of Värend to revenge the misdeed of the Danes). According to the legend, a 
woman by the name of Blenda living in the eleventh century had invited a Dan-
ish army to a banquet and she and the other women in the area supplied them 
with food and drinks. Once the Danish soldiers had fallen into an intoxicated 
sleep, the Swedish women killed them all.517 A magazine article on the historici-
ty of the Blenda legend published in 1865 also included a commentary on 
Malmström’s painting. The author considered the choice for this subject highly 
unfortunate as it concerned “an episode from our history we could very well do 
without”, adding that the old hatred towards Denmark – a German import no 
less, he emphasized – had by now evaporated and made place for feelings of 
brotherhood and togetherness. It was therefore highly inappropriate to remind 
the Danes of a historical defeat like this, certainly given the pressed situation 
Denmark currently found itself in.518   

 If Malmström’s painting of Blenda could already incite and albeit minor 
upset, how about the artistic depiction of hostilities that took places in more 
recent times? How were subjects from the Age of Severance treated in paint-
ing? Can we discern defusing trends here similar to the ones we identified in 
literature? Is there a tendency toward reconciliation in line with the Scandina-
vist vision on history discussed in Chapter 6? 

In this section, I will solely focus on paintings; sculptures taking on a 
subject from the Age of Severance almost exclusively concern commemorative 
statues in public spaces – these will be dealt with in subsequent chapters.

VISUAL ABSENCES

When going through the corpus of history paintings, what first catches the eye 
is that what is not depicted – or at least rarely depicted: hostile confrontation. 
Of the 331 paintings on the Age of Severance 35 can be directly linked to armed 
conflict between Denmark-Norway and Sweden (see Table 7.1). On a first, su-
perficial glance then, these numbers seem to align with the general trend in 
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literature to present war as the aberration and, conversely, harmonious con-
cord as the natural state of affairs between the Scandinavian countries. A clos-
er look at the art works that do visualize discord corroborates this first impres-
sion. Further down I will argue that most of these paintings primarily served as 
discursive commentary on contemporary political affairs, in some cases even 
involving a substitution of the historical with the present-day enemy. First, 
however, I will turn to the scenes that are not painted, to the notable visual ab-
sences. These exclusions constitute a different form of silence than the recon-
ciliatory silence characteristic of the literary dealing with times of conflict, as 
the silence in this case is ‘overt’ – the literal absence of representation.519 Which 
memories did not make it to canvas and what do these deliberate omissions tell 
us about Scandinavian identity making?

 In painting, two of the most problematic memories are conspicuous by 
their absence. The massacre of Lund did not inspire a single painting, the 
Stockholm Bloodbath only one, and even then only indirectly so. In Kristian 
Zahrtmann’s (1843–1917) small painting from 1875 the atrocities themselves are 
not visible; the Danish Zahrtmann has instead shifted focus to the reaction of 
king Christian II, whom he has captured in isolation, presumably looking down 
at the executions from a balustrade.520 The king seems to lose his balance when 
he is confronted with the brutal consequences of his decisions and backs away 
in horror. The terror of the moment is reflected in the blood-red colour of the 
king’s attire and the Danish flags in the upper left corner, which simultaneously 
seem to address the issue of Danish guilt. Christian’s horrified posture suggests 
that the executions were retrospectively seen, at least by the king himself, as a 
gross mistake.

 Zahrtmann has clenched a tragic event that holds such a notorious 
place in Scandinavian history in an intimate little character study of the person 
responsible of its unfolding, in the act bringing it back to human proportions. 
The proverbial camera’s eye has moved away from the scene of the crime to 
zoom in on the reaction of a conflicted and implicated onlooker.521 On the one 
hand, this perspective heightens the drama (in that sense that what we do not 
see and only imagine is sometimes more horrifying than the real thing), on the 
other hand, it does generate a silence of the reconciliatory kind as defined by 
Ketil Knutsen: the Swedish trauma is recognized as is Danish responsibility, 
which by the swing of the camera stands in the focus of the picture – the image 
as such raises consciousness about the troubled past in order to be able to for-
get it.  

 Zahrtmann’s decision to focus on the psychology of a single historical 
protagonist is exemplary for the turn history painting had taken from roughly 
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the middle of the century. Realistic depiction of the past had gained promi-
nence over the idealized style popular in the beginning of the century. Increas-
ingly, the intimate and emotion-laden decisive moment was favoured over the 
epic drama of the battle field or the coronation. This shift in taste went hand in 
hand with a growing interest in subjects from the Early Modern Period. An im-
portant center for the new realism in history painting was the art academy in 
Munich, which from 1870 also attracted many artists from Scandinavia, Norway 
in particular.522 Professors like the German Karl Theodor von Piloty (1826–86) 
would exert great influence on historical painting in Scandinavia. The Norwe-
gian Eilif Peterssen was one of his students and his painting Christian II signing 
the death warrant of Torben Oxe (1876) is a good example of Munich realism, 
with its detailed attention for the psychological and emotional struggles of the 
historical figures portrayed (Ill. 7.7).

 

Ill. 7.6 - Kristian Zahrtmann, Christian II ved det stockholmske blodbad (Christian II during the Stockholm 
Bloodbath, 1875). Oil on canvas. 19x17 cm. Ribe Kunstmuseum.
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The examples of Zahrtmann and Peterssen showcase that visual absences 
are not constructed simply through ignoring or discarding dark histories, but 
generally through shifting focus away from inconvenient scenes and directing 
attention to more beneficent ones. This is a general pattern: painters common-
ly selected those episodes from the biographies of national heroes that had 
nothing to do with inter-Scandinavian hostilities.523 So, on canvas, Carl XII 
fights the Russians, not the Danish or the Norwegians, in a parallel to the way 
Scandinavists used him in their poetry (Chapter 6). Exception to the rule is 
Gustaf Cederström’s (1845–1933) famous Procession with the Corpse of Carl XII 
(two versions, 1878 and 1884), which is reminiscent of the king’s death during 
the battle of Frederikshald, Norway in 1718 (Ill. 7.8). Death scenes like this one 
formed a prominent subcategory within the new historical realism and its pre-
dilection for gripping moments of grief or despair. Again, as in Zahrtmann’s 
painting, it is not the direct violence that is depicted – the exact circumstances 
of Carl’s death are irrelevant – but the painting is usually interpreted as sym-
bolizing national unity, with the boy and the old man on the left representing 
the different generations coming together in their mourning of the fallen king; 
boy and man are also the stand-ins for the spectator, who is invited to share in 
this moment of loss, which symbolically marks the end of the era of Swedish 
greatness.524  

Ill. 7.7 - Eilif Peterssen, Christian II undertegner dødsdommen over Torben Oxe (Christian II signing the Death 
Warrant of Torben Oxe, 1876). Oil on canvas, 141,5x200 cm. Nasjonalgalleriet, Oslo.
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The selective approach to dealing with the lives of national greats at times in-
volved a ‘Scandinavication’ of their memory akin to Starbäck’s portrayal of En-
gelbrekt or Barfod’s Scandinavist appropriation of Gustav Vasa. The Swedish 
king Gustaf II Adolf (r. 1611–32) is perhaps the best example in this respect. Gus-
taf Adolf had been one of the leading figures fighting the cause for the protes-
tant north during the Thirty Years War. Under his reign Sweden rose to be-
come a major European powerhouse (an era that thus came to an end under 
the rule of Carl XII). Especially Gustav Adolf’s death on the battlefield of Lützen 
in 1632 was a popular motif for painters, who as such visualized his heroic sac-
rifice for the true faith. The most well-known painting is by Carl Wahlbom 
(1810–58) (Ill. 7.9), while also Arbo and the Danish painter Jørgen Sonne (1801–
90) worked with the motif, making it one of the very few memory sites in the 
database to be cultivated in all three countries.

Ill. 7.8 - Gustaf Cederström, Karl XIIs likfärd (Procession with the Corpse of Carl XII, 1884). Oil on canvas, 
265x371 cm. Nationalmuseum, Stockholm.

In other paintings Gustaf II Adolf was likewise commonly depicted in battle sit-
uations. As a protestant leader playing a central role in this great historic con-
flict, interfering in a war that mainly took place on German soil, the Swedish 
king was of commemorative interest in other protestant countries besides 
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Sweden, most notably in Germany.525 At the same time, his reputation as a de-
fender of Lutheranism made him of historic importance for Scandinavia in par-
ticular. His memory was often wrapped in anti-Catholic sentiment and accord-
ingly worked into a discursive opposition between North and South. This 
pairing of Scandinavian and religious identity also becomes apparent from a 
speech held by the Swedish historian Erik Wilhelm Montan (1838–1909) in Up-
psala, 1875. For rhetorical reasons, Montan pairs Gustaf Adolf to king Christian 
IV of Denmark-Norway (r. 1588–1648), presenting the two as likeminded pro-
tectors of Protestantism, thus fighting for a common cause, whereas in reality 
they had been at war with each other:

When the catholic world with combined strength endeavoured to repel 
and destroy the thusly [by Luther] cleansed teachings of the Bible, it 
was then that the noble Christian IV led the sons of Denmark and Nor-
way to the aid of their fellow believers. Our great Gustaf Adolf took on 
the cause and secured victory in the glorious battles where Fins and 
Swedes blended blood. This is our greatest memory, and that of Scandi-
navia – is it not more relevant for us today than usual as it seems that 
we are not far from a new violent confrontation between priesthood 

and freedom, between superstition and true cultivation?526

Through highlighting Gustaf Adolf’s effort in the Thirty Years War and his 
importance for securing the position of Protestantism in Europe, the Swedish 
king who had waged war on Denmark could be presented as a shared hero for 
the Lutheran north. The underlying logic is similar to Frederik Barfod’s apprais-
al of Gustaf Vasa as “one of Scandinavia’s greatest sons”: like his grandfather, 
Gustaf II Adolf was presented as the advocate of certain abstract values that 
were deemed typically Scandinavian assets, in this case the right of religious 
freedom.       

SCANDINAVIAN WAR ON CANVAS

The selective treatment of the Age of Severance in the visual arts, I would ar-
gue, amounts to a kind of ‘voluntary forgetting’, as opposed to ‘forced forget-
ting’, which in general connotes a top-down enforcement of political silence.527 
The ever-closer rapprochement in Scandinavia after 1814 rendered such exter-
nal pressure unnecessary. The rich biographies of national heroes such as 
Christian II, Carl XII, or Gustaf II Adolf, moreover, offered plenty of alternative 
subjects that could function as a catalyst for nationalist self-identification. The 
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harmonious spirit fostered by Scandinavism presumably nudged painters to-
wards such neutral motifs.   

By contrast, remembering violence was often – yet not exclusively – im-
posed from above, either by royal commission, as training material, or as sub-
ject of a competition. Although rare, armed inter-Scandinavian conflict was not 
altogether absent in nineteenth-century art. Table 7.1 lists the 35 paintings that 
depict violent conflict between Denmark-Norway and Sweden or the direct 
consequences thereof (such as Cederström’s painting of Carl II’s corpse dis-
cussed earlier). How should these painting be seen in light of the tension be-
tween nationalism and Scandinavism? Where should they be located on the 
scale between national self-celebration and pan-national reconciliation? 

Ill. 7.9 – Carl Wahlbom, Gustaf II Adolfs död i slaget vid Lützen (Death of Gustaf II Adolf at the Battlefield of 

Lützen, 1855). Oil on canvas. 101x151 cm. Nationalmuseum, Stockholm. 

To a degree, the list reflects the transition from epic to realistic in history 
painting. Large-scale battle scenes only occur in the first half of the century. 
One of these, in fact, dates from shortly after the Age of Severance itself and 
admittedly stretches the concept of what constitutes a history painting a little. 
Per Krafft den Yngre’s (1777–1863) depiction of the Battle of Bornhöft, which 
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took place on 7 December 1813, was finalized in 1815 and thus within a time-
frame of only two years after the event had taken place. However, it was com-
mon practice for history-painters all over Europe to depict recent events such 
as battles, coronations, and military victories and underline their ‘historical’ 
significance by transferring them to the high-status genre of the epic history 
painting.528 In this case, the painting had been commissioned by then crown 
prince Karl Johan who himself had been an officer in the battle and had em-
ployed Krafft to immortalize his most notable victories on canvas, including 
those in Halle (1806) and Leipzig (1813). Looking through the rearview mirror 
Krafft’s battle scene could even be perceived as some kind of monument, or 
tombstone even, for the Age of Severance, as the battle at Bornhöft turned out 
to be the very last military confrontation between Denmark and Sweden after a 
centuries-long accumulation of battles, thus constituting, one could argue, 
somewhat of a modern-day ‘Bråvalla’. The Swedish victory significantly 
strengthened that country’s claim on Norway and ‘Bornhöft’ thus had a role to 
play in shaping the new Scandinavia after the Treaty of Kiel.529

In the decades immediately after 1814, battle scenes were primarily paint-
ed by students who wanted to familiarize themselves with the genre. In Swe-
den, the great battles from the Napoleonic Wars with Swedish involvement – 
Leipzig, Großbeeren, Dennewitz, Bornhöft – formed the most common subject, 
among others in the work of Hjalmar Mörner (1794–1837), who had himself 
earned a military decoration for bravery during the battle of Bornhöft.530 In 
Denmark, the wounds from the most recent wars were perhaps too fresh, al-
though the two battles of Copenhagen (1801 and 1807), both of them confronta-
tions with the British navy, were popular subjects.531 By lack of more recent 
military successes, young artists like Christian Holm (1804–46) and Jørgen 
Sonne turned to imaginative depictions of historical victories over the 
Swedes.532 These motifs seem to have been indeed just that: training material 
rather than expressions of chauvinistic triumphalism, and they became alto-
gether obsolete with the outbreak of the First Schleswig War, which offered a 
wave of fresh subjects. Among others Sonne established himself as a master in 
the painting of contemporary battle scenes.533 

 In contrast to battle scenes set on land, paintings of historic naval bat-
tles remained an actively practiced subgenre throughout the century, especial-
ly in Denmark. That country’s loss of its entire fleet to the British in 1807 un-
doubtedly actuated remembering the proud seafaring history, which contained 
many a notable victory over the Swedish navy.534 As shall be explored in the re-
mainder of this chapter, the artistic recollection of Denmark’s former prowess 
on the waves formed part of the political debates on military reform, which af-
ter 1864 developed into a major policy issue. 
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# Year Painter Title of work Nationality
1 1815 Per Krafft den Yngre The Battle of Bornhöft, 1813 Swedish
2 1822 Jørgen Sonne The Battle of Sehested Danish
3 1824 Christian Holm Thore Hovland leading the Norwegian 

dragoons attacks the Swedes at Norderhov 
rectory

Danish

4 1824 Christian August Lo-
rentzen

Lars Dyrskjøtte, a 80-year old from Jutland, 
falls after killing three Swedes 

Danish

5 1825 Jørgen Sonne The Battle of Svarteraa, 18 October 1565 Danish
6 1833 Christoffer Wilhelm 

Eckersberg
King Christian IV who, in battle with the 
Swedes in the year 1644, despite being 
wounded, continues to lead his fleet

Danish

7 1837 Christian Gotfred Rump Anna Colbjørnsen is stopped by Swedish 
dragoons

Danish

8 1838 Hjalmar Mörner Carl XII is found dead Swedish
9 1839 Christian Holm Daniel Rantzau seizes Tureby Bridge in 

Scania during the Seven Years’ War (1563-
1570)

Danish

10 1840 Emil Vilhlem Normann The Battle of Øland, June the 1st 1676, be-
tween the Danish and Dutch fleet and the 
Swedish fleet

Danish

11 1846 Anton Melbye Iver Huitfeldt in Køge Bay, 4 October 1710 Danish
12 1848 Niels Simonsen Tordenskjold’s ship in battle with a Swedish 

frigate 
Danish

13 1855 Anton Melbye The Battle of Køge Bay, 1677 Danish
14 1859 Carl Ludvig Bille Niels Juel sets a Swedish transport vessel 

on fire at the Copenhagen docks
Danish

15 1860 Carl Neumann The Battle of Øland, 1564 Danish
16 1862 Carl Neumann The Morning after the Battle in Køge Bay, 

1677
Danish

17 1866 Vilhelm Marstrand Christian IV at Flagship “The Trinity” during 
the Battle of Kolberger Heide, 1644

Danish

18 1868 Vilhelm Rosenstand Tordenskjold at Carlsten Fortress, 1719 Danish
19 1870 Christian Rudolf Vogel-

sang
King Carl X at Kronborg Castle Danish

20 1872 Fredrik Christian Lund The Dutch fleet under Admiral Opdam 
passes the Sound on October 29, 1658 
during the Swedish war

Danish

21 1873 Johan Peter Raadsig Steenvinkel and Gerner are brought to pris-
on after their plan to reconquer Kronborg 
Castle from the Swedes has been revealed

Danish

22 1874 Carl Christian Andersen Tordenskjold presents prisoners for Freder-
ik IV

Danish

23 1875 Otto Bache Vice-Admiral Tordenskjold meets Comman-
dant Danckwardt during the Siege of Mar-
strand of 1719

Danish

24 1878, 
1884

Gustaf Cederström Procession with the corpse of Charles XII, 
1718

Swedish

25 1880 Carl Neumann The Dutch fleet in the Sound, 1658 Danish
26 1880 Fredrik Christian Lund The Storming of Copenhagen, 1659 Danish
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27 1880, 
1886

Carl Neumann The ship Dannebrogen caught on fire 
during the battle of Køge Bugt, 1710

Danish

28 1885 Vilhelm Rosenstand The Danish-Norwegian naval hero Torden-
skjold disguised as a fisherman to trick the 
Swedes

Danish

29 1887 Fredrik Christian Lund Scene from the Storming of Copenhagen, 
1659

Danish

30 1888 Kristian Zahrtmann The Students leave to defend Copenhagen 
in 1658

Danish

31 1889 Vilhelm Rosenstand The Students march out to defend Copen-
hagen during the 1658 Siege

Danish

32 1892 Carl Neumann Tordenskjold at Dynekilen Danish
33 1895 Johan Jens Neumann Scene from the Battle of Øland 1676 Danish
34 1897 Gustaf Cederström 30 November 1718 (Carl XII ascends the 

entrenchment at Frederikshald)
Swedish

35 1903 Vilhelm Arnesen The Battle of Øland Danish

Table 7.1 – Visual representations of armed conflict between Scandinavian countries between 1523 and 1814.

PAINTED DEBATE CONTRIBUTIONS

Denmark is heavily overrepresented in Table 7.1; no less than 31 of the 35 paint-
ings are of Danish making, the other four are Swedish. The tense situation con-
cerning Schleswig in all probability goes a long way to explain this skewed dis-
tribution. Other than in the other two countries, war was a very real prospect 
and later a reality in Denmark and remembering past victories provided a wel-
come boost of the national morale. After 1864, the function of cultivating these 
memories changed fundamentally, as they came to be defined by the traumatic 
defeat.   

The ease with which the Danish defenses had been overrun in 1864 
brought home the message that serious military reforms were necessary to se-
cure the country’s survival in the future. The issue became all the more press-
ing when the new German Empire was established in 1870. Parliament was 
heavily divided on the matter. A radical pacifistic faction within the Liberal Par-
ty (Venstre) contended that armed defense was futile altogether. Instead, Den-
mark should be made as militarily unattractive as possible so that there would 
be no incentive for foreign powers to invade the country at all. The focus 
should be on cultural reinforcement which would secure the survival of the 
Danish nation even if the state should fall. Poland served as proof for the viabil-
ity of this strategy. However, most politicians within both the Liberal Party and 
the ruling Conservative Party (Høyre) agreed that some form of military build-
up was essential. Major disagreement existed between the two parties on how 
the rearmament should be realized. Should one prioritize the installation of a 
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national army, the strengthening of the fleet, or the fortification of the capi-
tal?535

It is far from illusory to see the paintings produced in the final decades of 
the century as contributions to this debate. Reminding of Denmark’s historic 
military achievements served as both a comfort in light of the present trauma 
and an inspiration for the future. It is worth noting that three of the painters 
listed in Table 7.1 had served during Denmark’s two most recent wars. Frederik 
Christian Lund (1826–1901) had joined the army as a volunteer during the First 
Schleswig War and had been severely injured in the Battle of Fredericia, while 
Vilhelm Rosenstand (1838–1915) and Carl Neumann (1833–91) were veterans of 
the Second Schleswig War. Next to naval battles, the table reveals two motifs 
that were particularly popular among these painters and their colleagues: the 
naval hero Peter Tordenskjold and the siege of Copenhagen in 1658–59. Closer 
examination on the appropriation of these motifs shows that these particular 
memory sites were ascribed a specific meaning in light of the ongoing political 
debates.

TORDENSKJOLD THE POSTER BOY

Tordenskjold was one of the most celebrated naval heroes in Danish historiog-
raphy and popular culture. Born as Peter Wessel in 1690 in Trondheim, Norway, 
Tordenskjold joined the Royal Navy at the age of 14 and soon made a name for 
himself with his audacious performance and excellent seamanship. His excep-
tional talents made that he rapidly climbed the ranks, ultimately reaching the 
rank of vice-admiral in 1719. Three years earlier he had been ennobled and re-
ceived the name Tordenskjold (“Thunder-Shield”). His two most well-known 
achievements were then still to follow. At the height of the Great Nordic War 
he won two notable battles against the Swedes, one in 1716 in Dynekilen, the 
other in Marstrand in 1719. Both these victories almost immediately acquired a 
mythical aura that was to be harnessed by their retelling in popular tales and 
songs, later amplified by numerous poetic and theatrical adaptations. After the 
war had ended, in 1720, Tordenskjold travelled to Germany, where he soon 
found himself in a conflict with a former officer of the Swedish army; he died in 
the ensuing duel, only thirty years old.536 

Chapter 12 will analyze Tordenskjold’s afterlife in greater detail and ex-
amine the tensions evoked by the (perceived) disparity between the naval he-
ro’s Norwegian birth and the many Danish cultivations of his legacy in the eigh-
teenth and nineteenth centuries. What follows here will more particularly 
inspect the role the activation of his memory played in the contemporary de-
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bates in Denmark on rearmament. One option explored on the political draw-
ing board was the extension of conscription. Some voices within the Liberal 
Party even proposed a general military training for every Danish man, which 
would include supplying every one of them with their own personal rifle. This 
plan of creating a genuine popular army was never seriously taken into consid-
eration, but there was a more widely shared support for a tighter integration of 
the people in the military through the aforementioned instrument of conscrip-
tion. 

The invocation of historical role models formed part of this push for 
greater popular engagement in the country’s defense. Tordenskjold in many 
ways formed the perfect poster boy. Insightful here is a cheap but lavishly de-
signed and illustrated biography from 1890, in celebration of the hero’s 200th 
birthday. The purpose of the publication was to offer a popular alternative to 
the expensive scholarly biographies that already existed, as such making his life 
story accessible for a wide audience.537 In line with its general portfolio of na-
tional-popular literature targeted at a youthful readership, the publisher had 
especially young people in mind. So much becomes clear from the foreword 
written by captain Andreas Peter Hovgaard (1853–1910). Hovgaard ascertained 
that national feeling was weaker among the younger generations as they had 
not lived through war and hardship. Their lack of patriotic fervour was regret-
table and potentially dangerous as “it are the young people who, when danger 
from outside is imminent, have to be able to rise up, all as one, to protect our 
most precious interests, our fatherland, our existence as a nation.”538 Therefore, 
it was of the essence to maintain a strong sense of national belonging also in 
times of peace. The designated way to achieve this was to teach the youth on 
the deeds of their great forefathers, and “[o]f the many luminous role models 
the history of our fatherland has to offer there is not one more appropriate to 
inspire adolescents growing up today than Tordenskjold.”539 

In line with the historiographical tradition on Tordenskjold, both Hov-
gaard and the biographer, Paul Anker, presented him as the bold, clever and 
dauntless young hero who was renowned for his inventiveness, tactical ingenu-
ity, and unfaltering loyalty to king and country. Two other well-known aspects 
of his biography were readily emphasized. First, the fact that he was from a rel-
atively humble background and had risen to the rank of vice-admiral in record 
time purely on the basis of his merits gave him a particular meritocratic tinge 
that could appeal to all layers of society.540 Second, Tordenskjold’s story was 
one of the underdog triumphing while facing superior forces; such had been 
the case in Dynekilen and in Marstrand it was no different. As a David defeating 
Goliath, Tordenskjold was an ideal stand-in for present-day Denmark, which 
after 1864 cultivated a new self-image of a small but brave nation that had been 
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wronged by a superior and cowardly enemy.541

Ill. 7.10 – Otto Bache, Tordenskjold i Marstrand (1875). Oil on canvas. Odense Bys Museer.

Anker’s biography included reproductions of most of the Tordenskjold paint-
ings listed in Table 7.1. Without exception these visualisations match the bi-
ographical description given by among others Hovgaard and Anker. Torden-
skjold is commonly depicted with his shoulders back and his head held high, a 
man who despite his moderate height has the appearance of magnitude and 
radiates masculinity and audacity. This is also how Otto Bache (1839–1927) has 
portrayed him in his painting of the taking of Carlsten fortress (Ill. 7.10). Of this 
episode the myth circulated that the victory was achieved through posture 
alone: the Swedes, despite being in a more advantageous position, surrendered 
the fortress without putting up a fight, impressed as they had allegedly been by 
the Danish numbers and progress. Tordenskjold had allegedly concocted a 
cunning ruse at the occasion: he had ordered the same band of soldiers to 
march crisscross through the town several times in order to give the Swedish 
the impression that a sizeable Danish army stood at their gates.542
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It is this myth that Bache has tried to capture in his painting, arguably 
conveying the message that much could be won through sheer willpower alone. 
A reviewer in a local newspaper at least draws this conclusion when he de-
scribes the painting:     

We see commander Danckwardt, who looks like an old, intoxicated 
low-ranking officer, peeking his head out of the window. He is not com-
pletely awake yet, but apparently very surprised to see the thick-set, 
handsome Tordenskjold standing at his doorstep, armed to the teeth 
and accompanied by two cadets who could easily terrify every one of 
us. One of them, it has to be said, looks quite ordinary, but the other is 
like his master the personification of bravery, power and fearlessness 
whose will knows no boundaries and tolerates no resistance; the world 

belongs to them and therefore also the fortress.543 

In this light it is no surprise that the celebration of Tordenskjold in painting 
was matched in these years by literary evocations: Carit Etlar wrote two come-
dies starring the naval hero as the protagonist, one in 1862 and the second in 
1872, and Holger Drachmann (1846–1908) published a poem cycle in 1880. In ad-
dition, H.W. Bissen’s (1798–1868) statue of the vice-admiral was unveiled in Co-
penhagen in 1878. Tordenskjold was the hero Denmark needed in this time of 
geopolitical hardship. As Anker concluded his biography: “May Denmark in the 
hour of danger never miss men like Peder Tordenskjold.”544

EXCHANGING HISTORICAL SWEDES FOR PRESENT-DAY GERMANS

Next to conscription, another military-policy measure that stood high on the 
list concerned the fortification of Copenhagen. The two Schleswig Wars had 
shown that Jutland was hard if not impossible to defend against invading forces 
and many experts within the military considered it Denmark’s best chance to 
concentrate its defensive strategy entirely on the capital. There the assembled 
forces could hold out until help arrived from an allied power. The Liberal Party, 
which traditionally had a great support base in the provinces, strongly juxta-
posed these plans as they presumed the unconditional surrender of these areas 
when push came to shove. In their eyes, the plans only reflected the arrogance 
of the well-to-do in the capital vis-à-vis the people living in the rest of the 
country. 

 The siege of Copenhagen in 1658–60 formed a logical historical paral-
lel to be used in the discussion on the fortification plans. During the Second 
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Carl Gustaf War (1658–60) – which, it should be recalled, also formed the back-
ground of Etlar’s Svend Gønge novels – the entire country had fallen into 
Swedish hands except for the capital. It was the combination of strong fortifi-
cations with foreign intervention that saw Denmark through the war. The 
Swedish army had tried to starve the city into submission, but this failed owing 
to the interference of the Dutch fleet. The moment of the Dutch ships entering 
the Sound and breaking through the Swedish defenses near Kronborg castle 
was depicted by Frederik Christian Lund in 1872 (Ill. 7.11). 

Pushed into a corner by the arrival of the Dutch and by developments 
elsewhere on the front, the Swedish king Carl X Gustaf felt forced to undertake 
an all-out assault on the city in the late night of 10 February 1659. This ended in 
disaster. Whereas the defenders lost around a dozen men, the casualties on the 
other side has been estimated as having been as many 2,000. A second Dutch 
fleet arriving in the early Spring further reinforced the Copenhagen garrisons 
and cut off Swedish supply lines, ultimately forcing the occupying forces to lift 
the siege over a year later.545 

Ill. 7.11 – Frederik Christian Lund, Den hollandske flåde under admiral Opdam passerer Sundet d. 29. okto-
ber 1658 under Svenskekrigen 1657-60 (The Dutch fleet under Admiral Opdam passes the Sound on Octo-
ber 29, 1658 during the Swedish war, 1872). Oil on canvas. 100x142. Statens Museum for Kunst, Copenhagen. 
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The bicentenary of the storming of Copenhagen was celebrated there in great 
abundance in 1859. The commemoration of this heroic victory over the Swedes 
was not at odds with the high-minded Scandinavism of the day. In general, a 
reporter in the Swedish newspaper Folkets Röst observed that the speeches had 
been of a “resolute Scandinavian seal” and that for instance, when Hammerich 
cited king Oscar’s famous words that war between the Scandinavian countries 
had become impossible, “the whole room reverberated from enthusiasm.”546 
Carl Ploug had written a song for the occasion that communicated the same 
message of new-found brotherhood, reminding the audience that “a new spirit 
has awoken in the North / where hate and harm have forever been carried / to 
their grave.”547 Folkets Röst concluded that the festivities had been defined by “a 
most friendly mood towards Sweden.”548

The celebrations were used to hold out the heroism of 1659 as an exam-
ple that could inspire the nation in light of the brewing conf lict over 
Schleswig-Holstein. The historian Ludvig Joseph Flamand (1800–79) even went 
as far as to credit the defenders of 1659 as having saved Denmark from German 
hands, in a move that very much resembles the inversion of enemy images in 
Etlar’s Gøngehøvdingen.549 It can be argued that a similar mechanism is at play 
in the paintings depicting the event, all of which were produced after 1864. No 
longer serving as an by all means highly naive inspiration for heroism in a war 
that had been looming at the horizon, the siege of 1659 now became a propa-
ganda tool in the debates on national defense.550 Lund’s painting on the arrival 
of the Dutch fleet as such not only depicted an historical event, but can also be 
seen as an allegory representing a hypothetical situation in the near future. 
The Swedes in the painting are then not so much the historical enemy, but 
stand-ins for the hypothetical enemy and although this hypothetical enemy in 
the debates was never mentioned by name it were the Germans who were 
meant.551 The victory of 1659 proved the success of depending on a strongly 
fortified Copenhagen and the help of a foreign ally – a successor to the historic 
Dutch navy. 

 One of the episodes from the storming of Copenhagen that attracted 
special interest from painters and patrons was the mobilization of the students 
and professors, who together with other civilians marched out to defend the 
city. In 1888, the university had opened a competition for a painting that com-
memorated this proud moment in the institution’s history and could decorate 
one of its newly renovated halls. Six painters send in sketches, among whom 
Zahrtmann, Lund, and Rosenstand, who won (Ill. 7.12).552 Also this particular 
motif had a role to play in the hotly debated issue of the time. Complementing 
Tordenskjold in his capacity as a role model for the common people, this par-
ticular historical fact served to prove the viability and indeed success of great-
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er civilian involvement in the nation’s defense and as such echoed the optimism 
of the 1859 anniversary celebrations.   

Ill. 7.12 – Vilhelm Rosenstand, Studenternes deltagelse i Københavns forsvar natten mellem 10. og 11. 
februar 1659 (The Students march out to defend Copenhagen during the 1659 Siege, 1889). Oil on can-
vas. Det Nationalhistoriske Museum på Frederiksborg Slot.

CONCLUSION

This chapter has examined how the visual arts contributed to the imagination 
of Scandinavia as a mnemonic community.553 We have seen that historicism fol-
lows a different logic in the fine arts as compared to literature. Most strikingly, 
subjects from Norse Antiquity enjoyed a longer lasting popularity for painters 
and sculptors. For these artists, the myths and sagas truly seem to have repre-
sented a shared anchor of identity and their cultivation can accordingly often 
be linked to Scandinavist activism or allegiance. The incessant debate on how 
to portray Norse gods and heroes on canvas or in marble – which kept revolv-
ing around a discursive opposition between North and South – encouraged this 
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solidification of Scandinavian identity, as it accentuated the status of Old-
Norse heritage as a unique collective asset. 

 From the mid-century onward, the interest for later periods in history 
grows, helped by the move towards realism. As had been the case for literature, 
the appropriation of the Age of Severance in painting evaded the instigation of 
discord in the present. The strategies employed to achieve this resemble those 
employed in historical novels to a great extent. It is telling that the many Da-
no-Swedish wars, despite their great historical role, hardly made it to canvas, 
as such amplifying the idea that war is the aberration, not the rule. And when 
first and foremost Danish painters take on inter-Scandinavian conflict as a 
subject, they seem to primarily address the contemporary debates on national 
rearmament, whereby the depicted historical Swedes can be perceived as re-
placement for the present-day threat from Germany. 
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Chapter 8

Performative Culture and Commemorations: 
Scandinavia Embodied?

On the previous pages we encountered the grand public commemoration, in 
1859, of the bicentenary of the storming of Copenhagen. This was not by any 
stretch a one-of-a-kind event. As much of the rest of Europe, Scandinavia was 
in the nineteenth century stricken by ‘centenary fever’, a truly European pan-
demic that involved a host of public commemorations of key moments and 
persons from national history.554 For Scandinavia alone, the list of historic 
events marked with commemorative festivities is a long one and includes, 
among others, the fiftieth anniversaries of the Norwegian constitution and the 
Swedish-Norwegian union (both in 1864), the bicentenary of the Battle of Lund 
(1876), the tercentenary of the Reformation (1817), and the millennial of the ‘uni-
fication of Norway’ (1872). The list of anniversaries of famous men celebrated is 
arguably even longer and contains first and foremost poets, among whom Oe-
hlenschläger (1879), Tegnér (1882), Geijer (1883), Holberg (1884), Bellman (1895), 
and Wergeland (1908), but also men of science such as Linnaeus (1878 and 1907), 
Berzelius (1879), and Brahe (1901) as well as monarchs and military men: Gustaf 
II Adolf (1882), Tordenskjold (1890), Gustav Vasa (1896).555 

This chapter once more shifts from the social frame, in the Halbwachsian 
sense, of the nation to that of Scandinavia and address the question in how far 
such ‘performances of memory’ – for that is what they are – existed on the 
pan-national level and how they contributed to shaping a Scandinavian nation-
al identity. Yet the concept of performance of memory first requires further 
elaboration. 

In recent years, the notion of performance has acquired increasing at-
tention in a variety of subfields of cultural studies, including memory studies 
and nationalism studies. Following this ‘performative turn’, it has been acknowl-
edged that performative acts such as commemorations, in the form of festivals, 
processions, pageants or otherwise, play an important role in the construction 
of cultural memory and the shaping of collective identities; they formed an in-
tegral feature of nineteenth-century nation building.556 Although the celebra-
tory marking of anniversaries is a cultural practice that has roots dating back 
to biblical times, in the nineteenth century this performative engagement with 
the past worked into the ‘nationalization of history’ that was likewise carried 
out, as we have seen, through the historical novel, the history painting, and 
history writing.557 The trend was informed by the historicist mindset of the age 
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and was accommodated by the advances in communication and transportation 
technologies, which made social mobilization that much easier.558 

 Jay Winter defines the performance of memory as “a set of acts, some 
embodied in speech, others in movement and gestures, others in art, others 
still in bodily form.”559 The notion of embodiment is central to understanding 
the workings and importance of performative culture for identity building. Ann 
Rigney contends that performative moments like commemorations can be as-
cribed a complex mediating role between the level of the imagined community 
and the level of what she terms the ‘embodied community’: the assembly of 
people directly engaged in the event as representing the imagined community 
at large.560 People who were not bodily present at, say, the student meeting in 
Uppsala in 1856 could still learn of its proceedings through the extensive media 
coverage in newspapers and journals, thus creating the ‘mediated immediacy’ 
characteristic of modern societies that revoked barriers in time and space and 
connected the people applauding the students in the streets of Uppsala with 
the people reading of their clapping and cheering at kitchen tables in Stavan-
ger, Odense, or Linköping. Through this mediated immediacy both those pres-
ent and those not present became part of a transnational Scandinavian com-
munity.561 

THE STUDENT MEETINGS AND THEIR PREDECESSORS

Of course, the student meetings are the first thing that come to mind in the 
context of performing a quintessential Scandinavian past. They were, one 
could say, the most tangible and largest-scale instances of pan-Scandinavian 
performativity. At these multiday events, a myriad of shared memories were 
activated and re-created in rituals, speech, song, toasts, and other performa-
tive acts. Most of these have passed the review in the course of the previous 
chapters: the drinking from drinking horns ‘in the old Nordic manner’, the 
speeches held in front of statues of Great Men, the excursions to places of his-
toric import, such as the burial mounts outside Uppsala, the medieval ruins in 
Visby, or the rectory in Norderhov. The journeys of the students were likewise 
historicized by comparing them to the famous Viking exploits, wrapping them 
in the new reconciliatory lingo by branding them ‘peaceful’.562 

Yet mass gatherings with a pan-Scandinavian tinge predated the first 
student meetings. In the winter of 1834, the Norwegian poet Henrik Wergeland 
(1808–45) had organized the first ‘Feast in Memory of our Forefathers’. The pro-
gramme for this occasion was arranged in ‘the ancient Norwegian or Norse 
fashion’ and included, besides speeches and songs, the drinking of mead from 
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horns and the serving of ‘typical Old-Norse food’ such as reindeer steak and 
bear meat.563 Although Wergeland’s intentions had arguably been of a more 
Norwegian-national than a joint-Scandinavian nature, his initiative can be per-
ceived as a predecessor of the ‘Nordic Feasts’ that in subsequent years were to 
be celebrated across Scandinavia. A great Nordic Feast was held simultaneously 
in Christiania, Copenhagen, Uppsala, and Lund on the 13th of January 1845, thus 
only months before the second student meeting, and evoked the grandeur of 
the shared Scandinavian Golden Age in speech, ritual, gastronomy, and decora-
tion.564 Through this focus on Norse Antiquity, the Nordic Feasts provided a 
template for the first couple of student meetings. Another large-scale celebra-
tion that exuded a Scandinavist atmosphere were the so-called Himmelbjerg 
Festivals organized by the poet St. St. Blicher (1782–1848) that attracted thou-
sands of participants between 1839 and 1844. Although the attendees were al-
most without exception Danish, the popular festivities consistently included 
the bringing of toasts to Norway, Sweden, and Nordic unity, while leading 
Scandinavists like Ploug, Lehmann, Hammerich, and Barfod regularly contrib-
uted with songs and speeches, among others on the subject of Scandinavism.565

The short-term embodiment of an otherwise amorphous community – if 
we opt to define performative practices like the student meetings in this man-
ner – was perhaps even more urgent for Scandinavian than for national identity 
building, given that ‘Scandinavia’ was a less natural mental container than the 
respective nationalities. In addition, Scandinavia could not count on an admin-
istrative infrastructure comparable to that of the nation-state. It is not for 
nothing that the Scandinavists themselves were so keen on emphasizing the 
importance of Danes, Swedes, and Norwegians meeting each other in the flesh. 
The former state of hatred between the nations could be attributed to a lack of 
knowledge and real contact, so it was repeated time and again in the publica-
tions of the Scandinavists. This made that Scandinavia could only be imagined 
as a community through regular ‘embodiment’, or as the Swedish report of the 
1843 meeting would have it: “[…] although our current get-together might be 
short, its consequences and memory can turn out to be long-lasting.”566 

The quote concurrently reveals another notable aspect of commemora-
tive culture in the age of Romantic Nationalism, where festivals like these not 
only offered a platform for commemoration, but also became the object of 
commemoration in their own right.567 What is remarkable in the case of the 
Uppsala meeting of 1843 is how its memory came to be wrapped in the celebra-
tion of Gustav Vasa day, thus combining a recent memory of unity and sociabil-
ity with an older one reminiscent of strive and struggle. Hans Christian Ander-
sen (1805–75) was witness to this combined celebration in 1849 during his 
travels through Sweden. From his poetic travel account it becomes clear that 
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the annual ceremony remembering “the friendship-meeting” took place “in the 
gardens of Uppsala castle in front of Gustav Vasa’s monument.”568 This presents 
us with the peculiar situation that the celebration of Sweden’s liberation from 
Danish rule is seized to bring a ‘hooray for Denmark.’ In the inventive act of 
reconciliation that is Scandinavist historicism, dark memories and good memo-
ries formed two sides of the same medal: once again, the inconvenient past was 
not simply forgotten, but actively recalled, following the logic that all needed to 
be forgiven for a better future of fraternity and prosperity in the North. So 
much also becomes clear from Andersen’s travel book. After reminiscing over 
the meeting in Uppsala, Andersen writes: “Two summers later, a return visit 
was made, the Swedish students came to Copenhagen, and in order to be rec-
ognized in the crowd, they wore a white hat with a black brim; this hat as such 
is a keepsake, a token of the friendship-bridge across the blood-river that once 
flowed between related nations.”569 

SCANDINAVIAN CULTURAL SAINTS

The commemoration of ‘Great Men’ from the field of culture – and admittedly 
to a much lesser extent ‘Great Women’ – forms a category of its own in the na-
tional-performative culture of the nineteenth century.570 Such ‘national repre-
sentatives’ were celebrated not only for the remarkable achievements that had 
spiralled their fame, but also because they were believed to be exemplary of 
the nation’s character, making their celebration not necessarily one of the hon-
orary person per se, but importantly also of the nation in general.571 Jón Karl 
Helgason notes that through their veneration and canonization historic figures 
“assume a special semiotic role within a society; he or she is idolized, institu-
tionalized and even mobilized in shaping socio-political realities.”572 Through 
the erection of statues, the dedication of street names, their portrayal on 
banknotes and postage stamps, the appropriation of such individuals contrib-
ute to the cultural production of a shared past, forming part of a strategy to 
project a dominant vision of national history upon society.573 Large public spec-
tacles arranged in their memory added to this the aspect of direct social mobi-
lization, bringing people together “to act out their loyalties in a pleasurable 
way.”574

Helgason and Marijan Dović have proposed to perceive of canonical fig-
ures from the realm of culture as cultural saints, whose canonical status is pro-
duced and reproduced in a long-winded process that involves among others 
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the abovementioned instruments of dedication, commemoration, and monu-
ment building, but also the appropriation, mediation, and propagation of their 
work. Coming from this angle, Dović and Helgason argue, nationalism can be 
seen as an invisible religion in which the ‘cult of cultural saints’ took central 
stage.575 As a general rule, then, the commemorative cult started in the context 
of nineteenth-century nation-building. Yet some cultural saints transcend the 
national framework and acquired canonical status in world literature, some-
times well before the age of Romanticism, such as Shakespeare or Homer, 
sometimes even during the nineteenth century, such as Hans Christian Ander-
sen.576 And then there were individuals who were appropriated in a pan-nation-
al frame. For Scandinavia, the first names that naturally come to mind – also for 
Dović and Helgason – are those of Oehlenschläger and Tegnér, the two poets 
who, albeit unknowingly so, stood at the cradle of Scandinavism.577 Because of 
this, as we have seen, the poet-king and the bishop-poet held a special place in 
the mythology of the movement. The following will zoom in on the commemo-
ration of their centenaries and explore in how far these were marked by a 
pan-Scandinavian outreach. Can they truly be perceived as Scandinavian cul-
tural saints? 

Oehlenschläger’s hundredth birthday on 14 November 1879 was indeed 
celebrated in “cities throughout Scandinavia”, as Göteborg-Posten reports, ad-
mittedly adding that Gothenburg itself was not one of these cities.578 The three 
main theatres in Stockholm, by contrast, all programmed an Oehlenschläger 
play on the day, two of them with an Old-Norse theme.579 In Lund, the student 
society formed the logical center point of the festivities, which involved 
speeches, musical performances, and the staging of a one-act play entitled 
“Oehlenschläger against his will”. The event ended with all persons present 
singing the Danish national anthem, Oehlenschläger’s Det er et yndigt land 
(There is a charming land).580 In Norrköping, the commemoration was given an 
especially Scandinavist tinge through the reading of the ode the Uppsala stu-
dents had given the great Danish poet in 1845.581 Also in Norway the occasion 
was marked with speeches and theatrical performances of Oehlenschläger 
plays in the main theatres in Christiania and Bergen.582 Naturally, the festivities 
in Copenhagen were the most exuberant. The official ceremony took place in 
and around the Royal Theater with speeches, songs, music, and a torchlight 
procession towards Oehlenschläger’s statue, where Carl Ploug held yet another 
speech; afterwards the festivities continued on several locations in the city, in-
cluding the student society. During the day, Frederiksberg cemetery had been 
open to the public and a considerable number of people had visited Oehlen-
schläger’s grave.583 

 At all these different ceremonies, Oehlenschläger’s significance for 
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Scandinavian literature and the Scandinavian idea was keenly underlined. The 
correspondent in Stockholms Dagblad asserted that no one deserved it more to 
be celebrated all across the north, for 

he not only as a poet was of such great importance for his fellow-poets 
in Denmark, both during his life and after, […] [but] he also significantly 
contributed to shaping the poetry of the Geatish school, while he was a 
good Scandinavian and in his own way helped to bring the people of the 

north closer together.584 

Amongst others in Lund and Christiania, the final cheer of the day sounded as 
follows “May Oehlenschläger’s memory live forever in the North!”585

 The pan-Scandinavian éclat of the Oehlenschläger centenary strongly 
contrasts with the Danish and Norwegian disinterest for Esaias Tegnér three 
years later. Tegnér’s hundredth birthday was celebrated enthusiastically 
throughout Sweden and presumably most enthusiastically so in the poet’s ad-
opted hometown Lund. Two Danish guests of honour were present on the oc-
casion: an aging Carl Ploug, at this point himself a living monument for Scandi-
navism, and Christoffer Møller, chairman of the Oehlenschläger-Tegnér 
foundation. This foundation had been established on the eve of the student 
meeting of 1869 to stimulate student exchange between the Nordic universities 
by way of grants and scholarships.586 Otherwise interest for Tegnér in Denmark 
was retained to some minor media coverage and a new edition of Georg 
Brandes’ biography of the Swedish poet (first published in 1878).587 In Norway, 
there were no celebrations either, despite the cult status of Frithiofs saga in 
that country. Dagbladet was the only newspaper that dedicated some room in 
their columns to the centenary: it concerned a short article by Brandes that 
had earlier been published in the Danish Morgenbladet.588

 It is difficult to grasp why at their respective centenaries Oehlen-
schläger did receive Scandinavia-wide attention while Tegnér did not. A specu-
lative answer might be found in the different degrees of influence on Scandina-
vian literature ascribed to the two poets. Simply put, it was Oehlenschläger 
who inspired Tegnér in writing Frithiofs saga, not the other way around; simi-
larly, it was Tegnér who crowned Oehlenschläger, not the other way around. 
Importantly, then, Oehlenschläger was seen as the great man behind the Old-
Norse revival that helped Scandinavians rediscover their glorious roots, while 
Tegnér could be described as one of his more successful disciples, but no such 
pioneer in his own right.589 At the more practical level, it should be added, the 
year 1879 not only marked Oehlenschläger’s 100th birthday, it also saw the 50th 
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anniversary of his coronation in Lund, which perhaps made it more obvious, in 
his case, to combine the two jubilees. Whatever the reason may have been, the 
truth remains that Oehlenschläger stands out as the only historic figure that 
can truly be qualified as a Scandinavian cultural saint in the sense that his lega-
cy was celebrated as such. 

Yet, also for Oehlenschläger this status would turn out to be of short du-
ration. By the time of the 1879 jubilee, the writing had in fact already been on 
the wall. The correspondent in Stockholms Dagblad observed that Oehlen-
schläger had “receded far into the background over the last years as a conse-
quence of the many new and powerful literary currents that have manifested 
themselves here at home.”590 Truth of the matter was that his oeuvre had not 
aged well and his high-romantic poetics formed a mismatch with the new fash-
ion for realism. Already in 1859, Bjørnstjerne Bjørnson had written four lengthy 
newspaper articles in which he fulminated against the bombastic way that 
characterized the staging of Oehlenschläger’s pieces and he made a strong ap-
peal to adapt Oehlenschläger’s work to the demands of the modern theater. He 
repeated his appeal in 1872, emphasizing that this was “a matter of national im-
portance for the Scandinavian people.”591 Strindberg suggested something in 
the same direction in a letter from 1909, writing that “Hakon Jarl and Aladdin 
are waiting for their moment of resurrection.”592 These appeals from two of the 
leading authors of the day, however, largely fell on deaf ears. And as his plays 
rapidly disappeared from theatre repertoires, so too did Oehlenschläger steadi-
ly fade from the public consciousness. The poet’s 150th birthday in 1929 was as a 
flag day in Denmark, but received only minor attention in Norway and Sweden. 

Thus, with his diminishing reputation and visibility, Oehlenschläger’s 
memory saw a retreat from the Scandinavian to the national frame of remem-
brance. Tegnér had made that transition, one could say, some decades earlier. 
His centenary in 1882 marks one of the opportunities gone by that could have 
been used as a celebration of Scandinavia. Other jubilees that went by almost 
unnoticed included the fiftieth anniversary of the first student meeting (1893) 
and the quincentenary of the Kalmar Union (1897).593 In a similar vein, an initia-
tive of the Lund historian Martin Weibull (1835–1902) to raise a monument for 
Scandinavism – a statue of the Scandinavian ‘political saint’ par excellence, 
queen Margaret I – also foundered following a lack of enthusiasm.594 It might 
therefore appear that the balance between national self-appropriation and the 
cultivation of Scandinavian togetherness towards the end of the century in-
creasingly fell out in favour of the former. This development coincides with the 
period from roughly 1870 to 1895 that Ruth Hemstad has earmarked a period of 
‘hibernation’ for Scandinavism.595 Although practical cooperation continued in 
these years, the great cultural and political ideals were shelfed and not taken of 
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before the turn of the century. Studying Scandinavism from the viewpoint of 
mnemonic performativity corroborates Hemstad’s observation. The Oehlen-
schläger centenary seems to have been the last occasion, in the nineteenth 
century, during which a shared Scandinavian past was performed on a large 
public scale, although the Stockholm Exhibition of 1897 would provide a plat-
form for elements of Scandinavian historicsm (see Chapter 15).   

POST SCRIPTUM:
OTHER FORMS OF PERFORMATIVE CULTURE 

ON THE NORDIC TONE AND SWEDISH GYMNASTICS

This chapter has focused on festivals and commemorations, on account of the 
central identity-building importance of such events in the “age of jubilees.”596 
Yet, there were also other forms of performative, immaterial culture that paired 
historicism to Scandinavian identity building, perhaps foremost among them 
music and sports. Also in these cultural fields, certain memories – primarily of 
the Old-Norse kind – were activated not only to create a national form of mu-
sic, but also to underline common roots and historical continuity. However, ev-
idence in these instances is of a more anecdotal nature and therefore it will 
suffice, I believe, to discuss these cultivations only briefly here. 

 Starting with national-classical music, what is striking is the Scandina-
vian-wide preoccupation among composers with a certain ‘Nordic sound’. 
What this Nordic sound exactly entailed is hard to pin down in clear musico-
logical terms, as Benedikte Brincker points out. Brincker herself defines the 
phenomenon as “a relatively simple folk-song-inspired tone combined with a 
soft slow rhythm and a melody in a minor key.”597 As a general rule, a Nordic 
tone resembling this description was applied in incidental music for plays and 
operas with an Old-Norse or medieval theme – such as Hakon Jarl, Frithiofs 
saga, Sigurd Jorsalfar, or the Norse ballets of August Bournonville (1805–79) – 
which would have influenced the identification of such archaic and folk-in-
spired musical elements with ancient or medieval Scandinavian history.598 Also 
the publication of folk melodies in popular songbooks contributed to the 
spreading of knowledge on what constituted ‘national’ or ‘Nordic’ music.599 

At various points in time, a distinctive ‘Nordic’ aesthetics of music, or 
rather what was perceived as such, was connected to notions of masculinity 
and physical strength. Jacob Adlerbeth (1785–1844), co-founder of the Geatish 
Society, stated in 1812 that “music, as much as every other expression of feeling, 
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can convey Geatish power.”600 Over a century later, Percy Grainger (1882–1961) 
recognized “a specific sense of brute, masculine, physical force” in the work of 
his Scandinavian colleagues.601 

This association with the legendary strength of the Viking ancestors is 
paralleled in sports, another cultural field with a strong historicist seal.602 It 
might even be so that Adlerbeth was thinking of sports as one such “other ex-
pression of feeling”, as one of his companions, Pehr Henrik Ling, was the man 
behind the development of Swedish gymnastics. In an anonymously published 
article in Iduna, Ling wrote that “[o]ur powerful forefathers, the Geats, submit-
ted their children, and especially those of the kings, to such exercises.”603 Ling’s 
ideas on gymnastics thus fitted the Geatish Society’s propagation of physical 
regeneration in the spirit of the ancient forefathers (not coincidently many of 
the first-time members were military men, and Ling himself saw strengthening 
the country’s army as the main objective of his gymnastics).604 However, as the 
bloated, hyper-masculine rhetoric of the early Geatish Society was markedly 
toned down after the acquisition of Norway, Lingian gymnastics came to be 
steadily disconnected from the Gothicist worldview.605 Instead, the underpin-
nings of the discipline were phrased in a more practical and theoretical frame-
work and none of the exercises seems to have been historically inspired, in 
contrast to for example the Icelandic wrestling discipline glíma, which earned 
much of its national appeal to the fact that is was mentioned several times in 
the saga literature.606 

 Remarkable is the cultural transfer of Lingian gymnastics to Denmark. 
After 1864, the Swedish brand of physical exercise was adopted by the Grundt-
vigian folk high school movement. Ling’s programme suited well with Grundt-
vig’s ideas about the dualism between body and mind and the necessary bal-
ance between the two. Additionally, physical exercise provided yet another 
means for social mobilization supporting the Grundtvigian push for the de-
mocratization of Danish society.607 Finally, the affirmation of the Nordic charac-
ter of Danish national identity played a decisive role in preferring Ling above 
German Turnen. Also here the social-political context was of influence as the 
conservative government and military command preferred German gymnas-
tics; opting for Ling suited Grundtvigianism’s populist credentials.608 

The integration of Lingian gymnastics in the curriculum of the folk high 
schools simultaneously marked a slight return to the Old-Norse framing of 
bodily education. The ornamentations of Vallekilde Gymnasium, the folk high 
school that introduced Swedish gymnastics in Denmark, bears witness to this. 
Above the entrance to the exercise hall a painting was placed depicting a scene 
from Norse mythology: the god Tyr who places his hand in the mouth of the 
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monster-wolf Fenrir, sacrificing his body part for the beast to be chained and 
the well-being of the gods to be secured. The image can be perceived as sym-
bolizing the spiritual-bodily holism of Grundtvigian thought as well as a call to 
the students to unselfishly sacrifice themselves for the greater good of Den-
mark.609  

To conclude this section, in both music and sports there is a distinguish-
able element of historicism that harked back to Norse Antiquity and that for 
this reason could be connected to pan-Scandinavian identity making. Yet, in 
both instances the association seems to have been quite incidental and depen-
dent on context, meaning that the invocation of the Old-Norse could only be 
related to clearly defined historical memories through the combination with 
other cultural expressions: for example the ‘Nordic sound’ in the musical ac-
companiment for Hakon Jarl or the association of Lingian gymnastics with my-
thology teaching in the Grundtvigian folk high schools.  
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Chapter 9

Conclusion: Scandinavia as a Cultural Sphere

Part II of this dissertation has analysed the use of history in literature, language 
planning, the visual arts, and performative culture in the construction of a 
Scandinavian national identity. A variety of memory sites have passed the re-
view that functioned as case studies to explore how this discursive act was car-
ried out in practice. If we now think of Scandinavian history as a rich, aggregat-
ed collection of memory sites readily at the disposal of poets, artists, scholars, 
and other cultural actors for scholarly or artistic cultivation, two seemingly 
contradicting observations can be made regarding cultivation practices in the 
nineteenth century. 

First, memory sites remained largely constrained to their national con-
text. There are, however, some notable exceptions. The penchant of the Danish 
and Swedish Romantics for medieval Norway has been discussed in Part I. Also 
in other instances, artists occasionally looked across the border for interesting 
subjects. In Chapter 7, for instance, we came across Peter Nicolai Arbo and Jør-
gen Sonne painting the death of Gustaf II Adolf. A more general pattern can be 
established for historical figures from the shared Danish-Norwegian past, such 
as Tordenskjold, who inspired artistic adaptations in both Denmark and Nor-
way (more on this in Chapter 12). Finally, some memories came to be ingrained 
in a regional, cross-border context; Svend Poulsen Gønge could for example 
star as the hero in both Danish and Swedish novels on account of his Scanian 
birth.610 Yet in general statues of Engelbrekt are only to be found on Swedish 
squares, Nielsen Ebbesen only rides to war on Danish paintings, and king 
Sverre only stars in Norwegian history plays: the cultivation of one’s own mem-
ories is the rule, the cultivation of the neighbour’s memories the exception.611 

Second, all of Scandinavian history at the same time functioned as a 
common cultural repertoire that offered culture producers the opportunity to 
give expression to a shared Scandinavian identity.612 As has been remarked on 
several occasions in the previous chapters, the Old-Norse myths and sagas 
provided the most logical subject-matter for this purpose, following the logic 
that the further one went back in time, the easier it was to imagine a unified 
Scandinavia. But, as we have seen, even national heroes from the age of internal 
warfare, such as Gustav Vasa, Gustaf II Adolf, or Christian IV, were frequently 
celebrated as ‘great Nordic men’. Again, the invocation, in the arts, of Scandina-
via as a mnemonic community was far from always explicit and often went dis-
guised in a cloak of reconciliation that shrouded historical divisions for the 
sake of present-day rapprochement. Through benevolent representations of 
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the Scandinavian other, for example, or the introduction of an alternative ene-
my, the looming divisive potential of such memory sites as the Stockholm 
Bloodbath or the Storming of Copenhagen could be defused.   

In essence, then, any memory site that is appropriated by a culture pro-
ducer serves as a marker of both national and Scandinavian identity simultane-
ously. Or to put it in Saussurean terms: each signifier (memory site) is connect-
ed to two signifieds (national and Scandinavian identity). From this it can be 
argued that, in the case of Scandinavia, national and pan-national identities are 
subsidiary: although they are intimately interlinked, they exist on different lev-
els and do not impede on each other. They also, consequently, do not exclude 
each other. We recall the words of Magdalena Hillström and Hanne Sanders 
cited in the introduction: “Someone could be both Danish and Scandinavian.”613 

A contemporary, the Swedish theologian Knut von Schéele (1838–1920), 
articulated the relation between national and Scandinavian identity in a speech 
held during the student meeting of 1875 as follows. Once again, the metaphor 
applied evokes the image of family relations:

But wouldn’t we then [through ever closer rapprochement] come into 
conflict with the love for our fatherland in the narrower sense of the 
word, such as each and every one of us feels and should feel for his par-
ticular fatherland? Not at all; for as little as the individual would except 
to sacrifice the love for her family for the sake of her individuality, so 
little are the Scandinavian peoples forced to unnaturally sacrifice the 
deep-rooted family bonds that unite them all in order to rightfully de-
velop their idiosyncratic nationality. […] The best Dane or the best 

Swede is simultaneously the best Scandinavian.614 

Recent research has taken notice of the intimate entanglement between these 
two levels of identity in the context of nineteenth-century nationalism. Bo 
Stråth and Øystein Sørensen describe what they call the “Nordic feature” as a 
“reinforcing” and “constitutive element” of national identities, first and fore-
most in Denmark and Sweden.615 In the case of Norway, Roald Berg calls to 
mind the poet Johan Sebastian Welhaven who in a speech held in 1846 advocat-
ed for “the independent development of Norway in the Nordic spirit”, which for 
him provided the means to find a balance between nationalism and cosmopoli-
tanism.616 The ‘Scandinavian’ is recognized as a benchmark of national identity, 
something with which the individual nations – Denmark in particular, given its 
confrontation with German culture – could distinguish themselves within the 
broader European perspective.
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To this I want to add the specification that the national and pan-national 
levels of identity were interlocked in a dynamics of mutual reinforcement. 
Scandinavia, for all intents and purposes, was the sum of Denmark, Norway, 
and Sweden, and the development of an overarching Scandinavian nationality 
therefore rested on the fully formed individuality of its constitutive parts. 
Ploug, Barfod, and other major ideologists within the Scandinavist movement 
repeated this adagio time and again. Conversely, the greater Scandinavian con-
text functioned as an amplifying sounding board for the proliferation of the in-
dividual national movements. For one thing, the comforting realization of being 
part of a larger cultural community boosted cultural self-confidence. The earli-
er cited Von Schéele remarked that separately the Scandinavian nations might 
be small and relatively insignificant but united they would be able to achieve 
great things, primarily within the realms of culture and science.617 Scandina-
vism, as such, offered the framework through which the individual nations 
could develop their full potential. No longer of military and geopolitical impor-
tance – in fact not having been so for a long time – the Scandinavian nations 
through mutual support and cooperation could evolve into a “spiritual super-
power” (andlig stormagt), as Montan phrased it in 1875, again referring to the 
great historical and contemporary contributions Scandinavians had made to 
science, the arts, and literature.618 

For some particularly idealistic agitators – among whom can be named 
Bjørnstjerne Bjørnson and, later in the century, the author and feminist Ellen 
Key (1849–1926) – Scandinavism and its mission of pan-Nordic fraternization 
even served as an example for the rest of the world. Once the Scandinavist ide-
al had truly manifested itself at home, they argued, peaceful cohabitation could 
and should be expanded to the neighbouring countries as the next step on the 
long and winding road towards the ultimate goal of world peace.619 Similar 
hopes had already been cherished in 1843; the Swedish chronicler of the stu-
dent meeting posited that the cooperation between Danes, Norwegians, and 
Swedes could turn into a “powerful pact, a powerful warranty for freedom, and 
maybe one day, a protective wall for the cultivation of Europe as a whole.”620 
Scandinavism, in other words, not only meant inner rapprochement but also 
offered an opening to the rest of the world. 

This sense of a common historical destiny – intrinsically paired to the 
awareness of a shared Scandinavian identity rooted in the past – worked into 
the makings of what I would like to call the Scandinavian cultural sphere. Per-
haps the best way to define such a cultural sphere is by postulating that it 
combines the infrastructure of the emerging Scandinavian public sphere with 
the shared cultural reservoir discussed earlier. As such, the Scandinavian cul-
tural sphere accommodated and indeed naturalized the circulation of ideas, 
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subjects, tropes, styles, and memory sites between the separate nations and 
across media and fields of cultural production. In Chapter 7 we have for exam-
ple seen how Høyen’s lecture on Nordic art at the Scandinavian Society in-
spired the establishment of a corresponding association in Stockholm where 
young artists were stimulated to work with Norse mythology and Viking motifs. 
These painters and sculptors drew their inspiration from the poetry of Geijer, 
Oehlenschläger, Welhaven, or Tegnér, who had in turn influenced each other’s 
work in many different ways.621

Next to Old-Norse motifs, the Scott-inspired conflict-reconciliation nar-
rative formed a template that circulated across media throughout the Scandi-
navian cultural sphere: we encounter it in the schoolbooks discussed in Chap-
ter 6, in the plays of Olsen, the novels of Etlar and Starbäck, the paintings of 
Frederik Christian Lund, the commemoration of the storming of Copenhagen, 
and the combined celebration of Gustav Vasa and student-Scandinavism. De-
fused memory sites became something closely ressembling an axiom. This 
trickle-down effect of the Scandinavist version of history might in all its im-
plicitness be called latent Scandinavism, as a variation upon Edward Said’s no-
tion of latent Orientalism: it can be understood as the almost unconscious as-
sumption of peaceful relations between Scandinavians, and of the existence of 
a common Scandinavian culture, as a guideline for the representation of his-
toric antagonism in art and literature.622 

An indication of how deep this reconciliatory mindset had penetrated 
into Scandinavian society is provided by Andersen’s travelbook cited in the 
previous chapter. During his travels through Sweden, Andersen also passed 
through Dalarne, the region where Gustav Vasa famously went into hiding from 
the Danes. Describing his carriage ride through the region, Andersen once 
again conflates bad memories with good memories, in so doing highlighting 
that acknowledging the dark past amplifies the good relations in the present: 

The carriage stands ready, the coachman awaits. From Leksand we ride 
past Søen and Rättvik and Mora. The coachman tells you of king Gustav, 
every child here knows him; and when you happen to be Danish and the 
man notices this, then he will tell you with a friendly smile of the old, 
hostile times, and how good it is now! We know each other so well and 
are so much alike! Danes come up here to visit and the Swedes in turn 
visit the Danes; the Swedish soldiers [stationed in Fyn during the First 
Schleswig war] wrote home and tell how warmly they were welcomed 
as friends in Danish land; he will tell you how well they understood each 
other, and how much they are alike in customs and habits, thoughts and 

beliefs.623 
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To be sure, as the Encyclopedia of Romantic Nationalism in Europe formi-
dably shows, international and intermedial cross-pollination all across the Eu-
ropean map was a defining feature of cultural nationalism; national conscious-
ness raising was perpetrated everywhere in Europe by an intensely 
collaborative transnational network, making nationalism, paradoxically, a truly 
international phenomenon.624 Scandinavia, of course, did not find itself in a 
vacuum. Ideas, people, cultural products travelled back and forth across Scan-
dinavia’s outer borders. Yet, within this greater European network, the Scandi-
navian cultural sphere presents a tightening of communicative knots, a more 
intense entanglement, facilitated by a common cultural frame of reference and 
the closely related languages, and inspired by the unifying narrative of Scandi-
navism.625 

In 1851, the folklorist Jørgen Moe (1813–82) worded the position of Scan-
dinavian culture in Europe as follows: 

Nordic art must be developed in the Nordic spirit, in accordance with 
its own nature and the character of the people. But do not get me 
wrong: I by no means want to imply that Nordic art should hermetically 
isolate itself or lose itself in narrow introspection. Scandinavia’s art 
should fly out, fly out to the rich South […] It should fly out and take its 
subject-matter from wherever it wants – but it should always in its ap-

pearance remind of the depths and wits of the North.626

Moe’s statements touch on the complexities of inter-cultural entangle-
ment. Scandinavia had always been and would always form part of the larger 
European tradition. No culture exists in complete isolation and a certain de-
gree of unicity or idiosyncrasy can only be cultivated within a broader cultural 
context, in relation to or contrast to others, as Moe suggests. This might seem 
a truism – and indeed it is one – but it brings home an important truth con-
cerning the relationship between national culture and Scandinavian culture 
and, at that, one that has often been neglected in nationalism studies. As much 
as Scandinavian is always also European, so much is Norwegian, Danish, or 
Swedish also always Scandinavian. The two threads, so you will, of the national 
and the pan-national are so tightly interlaced that they can impossibly be sep-
arated. This means that, when looking from the angle of historicism, the culti-
vation of national culture as a general rule also always involves the cultivation 
of Scandinavian culture and vice versa. As noted before, the two processes mu-
tually reinforced each other. Scandinavism, as such, would have a decisive im-
pact on the shape the separate cultural nationalisms were to take over the 
course of the nineteenth century. 
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This, then, is the rosy picture. However, Scandinavism not only stimu-
lated nationalist identity making in a positive manner. Especially in Norway, 
Scandinavia could also serve as the ‘Other’, in opposition against whom the own 
unique identity needed to be carved out. This challenging of Scandinavia is the 
subject of the next three chapters. 


